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FOREWORD
The IAEA Technical Committee Meeting (TCM) on Significance of Design and
Operational Margins for Advanced Water-cooled Reactor (AWCR) Systems (convened at
IAEA, Vienna, October 1992) identified that no general definition of margins exists in the
open literature that could be used as a reference. The participants of that TCM defined
margin as the "space" between a nominal value and a limit or between two limits. The limit
can be different depending on the technical aspect concerned, on boundary conditions to be
observed, and on the purpose to be accomplished. In nuclear reactor designs margins
introduce conservatism, provide flexibility to accommodate possible changes of operational
conditions and account for uncertainties associated with analysis methodology. The plant
design, safety concept, regulatory requirements, and feedback of operating experience are
the basis for the establishment of margins.
The evaluation of design, operational and safety margins in AWCR systems is based
on information and experience accrued from licensing and operation of the currently existing
nuclear power plants. For the existing NPPs, the experience basis was more narrow and key
parameters had to be rather conservatively selected, and plant equipment was designed with
generous margins, e.g., with respect to core power density, reactor coolant system capability,
pressures and temperatures. Based on the improved knowledge resulting from the broadened
experience basis, efforts are underway in a number of countries to develop analytical best
estimate methods and margin management programmes which can identify the margins
between the plant operation limits and design limits. For some countries the issue of design
and operational margins is of importance for upgrading existing plants with improvements
based on advanced technologies. Utilities in these countries aim at identifying the main
reserves in design and operational margins to improve operational flexibility and economy,
for improving plant safety, and for plant life extension.
As a follow-up to the TCM convened in 1992, the International Working Group on
Advanced Technologies for Water-cooled Reactors recommended that the IAEA organize a
Technical Committee Meeting on Comparison of Best Estimate Methods for Judging Design
Margins of AWCRs.
The objectives of this TCM were:
to provide an international forum for presentation and discussion of recent results on
best estimate methods for judging design margins of AWCRs,
to identify and describe the technical features of best estimate methods for predicting
margins,
to provide input for a status report on a comparison of best estimate methods for
assessing margins in different countries and organizations.
This TCM was largely oriented to projects which are in the design process or under
active development. The approaches of best estimate methods for examining reactor
performance and safety were discussed in comparison to conservative methods and
assumptions often required for licensing evaluations.
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SUMMARY OF THE TECHNICAL COMMITTEE MEETING
The IAEA Technical Committee Meeting (TCM) on Comparison of Best Estimate
Methods for Judging Design Margins of Advanced Water-cooled Reactors was convened
from 18-21 October 1994 in Lyon, France. The meeting was hosted by Electricite de
France/Septen and Commissariat a 1'energie atomique/DRN. The meeting was convened
within the frame of the International Working Group on Advanced Technologies for Water
Cooled Reactors (IWGATWR). The purpose of the meeting was to provide a forum for
discussion of the status of development of best estimate (BE) analysis methods and further
needs, and for information exchange among experts - specifically to:
define "margins"
identify the factors which determine the key margins
examine variations among best estimate (BE) approaches
examine differences in licensing and best estimate approaches
identify further needs for methods development
identify means of reducing uncertainties
suggest how to establish a common best estimate approach especially for examining
margins for beyond design basis accidents.
The meeting was attended by 22 participants from the following countries: Argentina
(1), Belgium (3), Bulgaria (1), Canada (1), Czech Republic (1), France (5) Finland (1),
Germany (1), India (1), Japan (1), Republic of Korea (1), Russian Federation (3), Sweden
(1), United Kingdom (1). Thirteen papers were presented and two additional papers (one
each from China and the USA) were provided but not presented.
Regulatory requirements for plant licensing have generally imposed the use of highly
conservative computer models in predicting thermohydraulic behaviour of nuclear plants
under accident conditions. The regulatory imposed rules are essentially prescriptive in nature
in defining assumptions to be made about plant initial conditions and the methods by which
various physical processes should be modeled. The resulting conservative results regarding
emergency cooling system behaviour imposed tight constraints on operating conditions such
as core power distribution, emergency core cooling system (ECCS) performance
requirements, and testing. In recent years, however regulations in some countries have been
revised to allow the use of best estimate computer models to calculate certain accident (e.g.
LOCA) sequences00.

(a)

For example, in 1988 the USNRC revised the ECCS rule of Appendix K and Section
50.46 of 10 CFR Part 50 which govern the analysis of a LOCA - see: US Nuclear
Regulatory Commission "Emergency Core Cooling Systems: Revisions to Acceptance
Criteria", Federal Register 52, 41, March 1988.

-6For current reactors an accepted use of best estimate computer models can significantly increase the available thermal margins, and some of the resultant increased margins
can be used to enhance the economy and operating flexibility of a reactor. Application of
best estimate methods to design and safety analyses of advanced water cooled reactors
(AWCRs) could, depending on how the increased margins are treated or used, lead to
improved operating flexibility and economics. While the objective in development and
application of best estimate codes is to provide more realistic predictions of plant responses
to accident conditions, the evaluation of uncertainties of predicted parameters in a licensing
context is required. The codes will be subject to uncertainty due to numerical approximation,
inaccuracy in experimental correlations contained in the codes, and scaling effects.
A large effort is required to develop and qualify a best estimate method for licensing
application.
For AWCRs experimental data is required for key phenomena and
thermohydraulic conditions appropriate to design of new heat transport and heat removal
systems, which are in many cases passive systems, and new or modified computer models
and codes must be developed and validated.
In France, Electricite de France (EDF), CEA and Framatome are developing
CATHARE, which is a best estimate thermohydraulics code for accident analyses. EDF is
now investigating the use of this code for licensing studies and particularly for Large Break
LOCA calculations. Until now, the work has mainly focused on the physical analysis of this
transient and on the description of the key phenomena, which is a necessary step before
uncertainty evaluation. The margin introduced through mechanical component/structure
design codes (e.g. RCCMR, ASME) was also discussed. The French licensing authority
requires use of proven conservative methods and rules. It was noted that sometimes the
margin of a rule is not constant or exactly known, for example, the margin to crack initiation
by fatigue. Best estimate methods currently under development require more material data,
have variable accuracy depending on failure mode and require experimental validation.
In Korea, a realistic evaluation model (KAERI-REM) for large break LOCA licensing
calculation is developed and proposed for application to pressurized light water reactors. The
purpose of the KAERI-REM is to provide a systematic methodology that is simple in
structure, simple to use, and built upon sound logical reasoning, for improving the code
capability for realistically describing the LOCA phenomena and for evaluating the associated
uncertainties.
In Belgium, a methodology using the best estimate code RELAP5 M0D2 has been
developed by Belgatom for licensing of non-LOCA transients. The methodology has been
applied for analyses of feedwater line break, loss of normal feedwater with auxiliary
feedwater failure, and is currently being applied to analyze a steam generator tube rupture
transient.
A new generation PWR, the VPBER-600, is now under development in OKB
Mechanical Engineering Institute of the Russian Federation. Safety enhancement is pursued
as one of the main objectives of the design. Experience from the development of the AST500 reactor for nuclear district heating plants, as well as the experience available from
development and operation of marine nuclear steam supply systems is being incorporated.
The VPBER-600 reactor has an integral layout, i.e. the core, steam generator, reactor
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arranged within the same pressure vessel. To achieve a high degree of safety, reliance is
placed on features such as negative reactivity feedbacks for fuel and coolant temperatures in
all operational modes, and increased thermal margins under normal operation and design
basis accident conditions. Further, passive systems are utilized for cooling in emergencies.
Best estimate analysis methods are applied in the analysis of plant response.
In Japan, various kinds of simplified and fast-running codes have been developed
during the design of the current Light Water Reactors (LWRs), based on operating
experience and an extensive data base. These codes have sufficient conservatism to satisfy
the design or safety criteria. Advanced reactor design studies are applying best estimate
methods to examine the effectiveness of novel design approaches which rely on inherent
features and passive systems. At the present time, current generation best estimate codes are
being used to understand phenomena related to advanced LWRs, but additional computational
accuracy is desirable. The accuracy of these codes is being improved through experimental
activities to investigate key phenomena, in particular such phenomena that play a strong role
in determining the accident response of advanced LWRs, but which are not dominant with
respect to the safety of current LWRs. At the Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute
(JAERI) a simplified PWR concept named JAERI Passive Safety Reactor (JPSR) System has
been developed. For the design of advanced light water reactors, JAERI is of the opinion
that it is very important to improve the accuracy of the analytical tools by performing
experiments to understand the phenomena and using multi-dimensional codes to understand
the process of transient processes. JAERI considers best estimate code development to be
very important for design and analysis of advanced light water reactors.
In the USA, the Code Scaling Applicability and Uncertainty (CSAU)^ methodology
is being used by industry as a guide for application of best estimate methods and as a guide
for code development, verification, validation, documentation and estimation of uncertainties.
In China, to model the performance of the AC-600 nuclear plant design, the PCCSAC
code is being developed jointly by Tsinghua University and the Nuclear Power Institute of
China. The AC-600 uses safety systems which rely predominantly on natural phenomena
such as gravity, convection and natural circulation. A major portion of the AC-600 R&D
programme is devoted to the study of the passive containment cooling system which is
designed to transfer heat from the containment to the outside air, which acts as the ultimate
heat sink. The PCCSAC code is currently under development to estimate the performance
of this passive containment cooling system.
The Technical Committee suggested that the Agency continue activities through
Coordinated Research Programmes (CRPs), e.g. Thermophysical Materials Properties Data
Base for AWCRs, Thermohydraulic Relationships for AWCRs and, further, the IAEA could,
through its IWGATWR assemble a list of experimental activities including separate effects
tests and integral tests in institutes, (e.g. universities, research laboratories) which are being
conducted worldwide to obtain validation data that will be openly available for use in
qualifying best estimate methods.
Quantifying Reactor Safety Margins (NUREG/CR-5249, 1989).

-8Further, consideration should be given to whether sufficient information has been
provided to produce a TECDOC on Best Estimate Methods for Judging Design Margins for
AWCRs (Status and Needs) which assimilates the results of this TCM as well as the TCM
on "Significance of Design and Operational Margins for AWCR Systems" (1992).

Session Summaries Provided by Session Chairmen
SESSION 1: ANALYTICAL METHODS FOR COMPUTING MARGINS
Chairman:

R. Corcuera, National Atomic Energy Commission (CNEA), Argentina

Presentation 1:
Title: "The BELGATOM Methodology for Licensing of Non-LOCA Transients by means
of the Best Estimate Code RELAP5 M0D2"
Authors:

M. Callaert, Y. Crommelynck, P. Deschutter, E. Stubbe, L. Vanhoenacker
BELGATOM, Belgium

Summary:

A bounding methodology for performing licensing calculations, using the best
estimate code RELAP5/MOD2.5, which fulfills the Belgian Safety Authority's
requirements, is proposed. The accidents covered by this methodology
exclude all reactivity accidents for which a point neutron kinetics core model
is not acceptable (for example control rod ejection, control rod drop, steam
line break) and all LOCA's. The basic principles of the methodology were
illustrated for the analysis of a loss of feedwater transient. The methodology
has been and is currently applied to other accidents of the Safety Analysis
Report.

Presentation 2:
Title: "Development and Application of an Uncertainty Methodology for the SIZEWELL
B large LOCA Safety Case".
Authors:

Paper was presented on behalf of National Nuclear Corp. Ltd., England by
D. Newland, Atomic Energy Control Board, Canada

Summary:

A historic review of the approach for analyzing a large break LOCA of
SIZEWELL B was presented including the main aspects of the approach, a
description of the method, the results of an uncertainty assessment and a
summary of the set of calculations. The LOCA licensing methodology is
based on application of physically based mechanistic codes (specifically the W
COBRA/TRAC system). The required uncertainty analysis did not attempt to
provide a specified level of confidence in the peak clad temperature (PCT),
as is done by the Code Scaling Applicability and Uncertainty (CSAU)
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conservative values with model uncertainties selected by an engineering
judgement process to assure that the predicted bounding PCT is conservative
based on results of previous single and combined uncertainty analyses.
Presentation 3:
Title: "About the Use of the CATHARE Code for Best Estimate Large Break LOCA
Calculations; Benefits for Safety and Constraints"
Authors:

J.L. Vacher, EDF/SEPTEN, France

Summary:

Since 1979, EDF has participated in collaboration with CEA and
FRAMATOME in the development of CATHARE, a best estimate
thermalhydraulics code for accident analyses. EDF is now investigating the
use of this code for licensing studies and particularly for large break LOCA
calculations.
Until now, the work done at EDF has mainly focused on the physical analysis
of the transient and on the identification of the key phenomena. This task is
a necessary step before an uncertainty evaluation. To illustrate this activity
a peculiar example of calculated large break transients for a 900 MW three
loop plant was presented. In one of these calculations, a high value of peak
clad temperature was obtained. This peculiar scenario was initiated by a large
entrainment of water to the steam generators at the very beginning of the
reflooding stage, followed by a strong pressurization which led to a lasting
draining of the reactor vessel. The physical phenomena which determine the
existence and amplitude of this scenario were identified and their influence
was explained: condensation at the accumulator injection, heat exchange in the
core, entrainment process to the steam generators. It appeared obvious that
the large observed uncertainty was associated with only a few parameters.
Although this peculiar system behaviour was obtained for only a particular
combination of parameters and a narrow range of thermalhydraulic conditions,
the capability of the code to simulate these phenomena was investigated in
regard to experimental data. It was concluded that this scenario was definitely
unrealistic for a reactor.
Nevertheless, this peculiar example tends to demonstrate, firstly, that a bestestimate code is useful in examining safety margins as it makes possible to
point out physical phenomena that could not be considered when using nonmechanistic codes, and secondly, that the uncertainty evaluation must be
guided by a pertinent physical analysis of the transient, focusing on a few
important phenomena and parameters.

Presentation 4:
Title: "Importance of Best Estimate Codes for Design of Advanced Light Water Reactors"
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Y. Murao, Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute, Japan

Summary:

In the design of current Light Water Reactors (LWR), various kinds of
simplified and fast-running codes have been developed based on operating
experience and experimental data. These codes have enough conservatism to
satisfy the design or safety criteria. On the other hand, in the design of
advanced LWRs, there may be phenomena which play a strong role in
determining the accident response of advanced LWRs but which are not
dominant in determining the accident reponse of current LWRs. Some
phenomena which are thought to be sensitive to the design criteria, from
engineering judgement or analysis with conventional analytical tools are being
investigated for advanced LWRs. The best estimate codes can be used for
confirming understanding of the phenomena important for advanced LWRs
even if the reliability of the codes is not yet good enough.

Presentation 5:
Title: "Development of KAERI LBLOCA Realistic Evaluation Model"
Authors:

W.J.Lee, Y J . Lee, B.D. Chung, S.Y. Lee
Korea Atomic Energy Research Institute, Korea

Summary:

A realistic evaluation model (REM) for LBLOCA licensing calculations is
developed and proposed for application to pressurized light water reactors.
The developmental aim of the KAERI-REM is to provide a systematic
methodology that is simple in structure and to use and built upon sound logical
reasoning, for improving the code capability to realistically describe the
LBLOCA phenomena and for evaluating the associated uncertainties. The
method strives to be faithful to the intention of being best-estimate, that is, the
method aims to evaluate the best-estimate values and the associated
uncertainties while complying with the requirements in the ECCS regulations.

Presentation 6:
Title: "Discussion of ABB Atom Methods for Determination of MDNBR and MCPR
Operating Limits" (No paper presented)
Authors:

G. Ocieczek, ABB Atom, Sweden

Summary:

Different statistical criteria for preventing departure from nucleate boiling and
for Critical Power Ratio correlations, as stated in US NRC rules, were
presented. In the first case, the CORE WATCH system for core supervision
was described, as well as the methodology employed for the minimum critical
power ratio (MCPR) evaluation using Monte Carlo calculations. Similarly,
for PWRs the methodology for minimum departure from nucleate boiling ratio
(MDNBR) evaluation through the TORC code and the MASC system were
described.
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Chairman: John Lillington, AEA Technology, United Kingdom
Presentation 1:
Title: "Project Margins of Advanced Reactor Design WER-500"
Authors:

B. Volkov, M.F. Rogov, G.I. Birukov, V.G. Ershov
E.D.B. "Hydropress", Moscow, Russia

Summary:

The project criteria for the WER-500 advanced reactor were compared with
Russian regulatory guides. It was shown that these design criteria were more
severe than are required by the regulations, both for anticipated operational
transients and for limiting design basis accidents.

Presentation 2:
Title: "Design Characteristics and Safety Features of Integral Reactors for NPPs of New
Generation"
Authors:

V. Alekceev, O. Samoilov, V. Kuul
OKBM, Nizhny Novgorod, Russia

Summary:

The main design characteristics and safety features of the Russian VPBER-600
reactor were described. This new generation NPP designed by OKB, has an
integral layout, with the core, steam generator, coolant pumps, pressurizer and
emergency RHR system enclosed in a large pressure vessel. This design
includes passive safety systems for removal of the decay heat under
emergency conditions.

Presentation 3:
Title: "Margins Related to Equipment Design"
Authors:

J. Devos, CEA, Saclay, France

Summary:

This paper was concerned, not with thermal-hydraulic margins, but with
margins related to equipment design. The French licensing authority requires
the use of simplified and justified proven methods, rather than potentially
more accurate but as yet unproven best estimate methods.
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Title:

"Examples for the Core Safety Margins of NPP "Kozloduy",Unit II, based on
Licensing Assumptions and Best Estimate Approach"

Authors:

B. Dimitrov, M. Marinov
Energoproekt p i c , Sofia, Bulgaria

Summary:

This presentation gave examples of core safety margins of the Kozloduy NPP,
Unit II. These margins were determined using both conservative and best
estimate analysis. Both types of analyses showed that the core has significant
thermal-hydraulic margins, both for the beginning and end of the fuel cycle.

Presentation 5:
Title:

"Consideration of Hot Channel Factors in Design for Providing Operating Margins
on Coolant Channel Outlet Temperature"

Authors:

V.K. Sharma, Ch. Surendar, C.N. Bapat
BARC, Bombay, India

Summary:

The paper discussed the methodology adopted to assess, for the Indian
pressure tube reactors, the margin needed between the highest permissable
coolant outlet temperature and nominal coolant outlet temperatures. This
margin is required because there are factors that could lead to certain hotter
than average channels. The paper presented both conservative and best
estimates for this margin.

Presentation 6:
Title:

"Turning Atucha-1 PHWR from Natural to Slightly Enriched Uranium Fuel
Operation: Reassessing Power Limits for the First Phase of Transition"

Authors:

R. Corcuera, National Atomic Energy Commission, Buenos Aires, Argentina

Summary:

To improve fuel performance, slightly enriched uranium fuel is being
considered for the Atucha-1 PHWR, in place of natural uranium fuel. The
paper was concerned with reassessing the safety case and in particular the
power limits after the first phase of transition.

Presentation 7:
Title:

"AEA Studies on Passive Decay Heat Removal in Advanced Reactors"

Authors:

J.N. Lillington, AEA Technology, United Kingdom

Summary:

The presentation discussed the adequacy of current best estimate tools
(computer codes, experimental data) for application to advanced water cooled

- 13reactor safety assessments. The concern is that current tools may be
inadequate for plants employing mainly passive Residual Heat Removal (RHR)
and Emergency Core Cooling (ECC) systems. The paper summarized AEA
work on primary/secondary and containment heat removal systems and
identified certain areas where further code development and experimental data
are required.

Working Group Summaries
Two working groups were convened specifically to address the following topics:
•

Working Group 1
develop common terminology for "margin"
prepare "table" of key margins and the specific factors that determine each
(e.g. equipment limitations, thermohydraulics / safety analyses), indicate
which are set by legal (licensing) requirements, which margins change with
plant operation and in what way
give examples of variations that exist in applying "best estimate approaches"
for determining margins
give examples of variations that exist between margins as determined by
"licensing rules" and by "best estimate approaches"
identify discrepancies in determination of margins.

•

Working Group 2
the status and further needs for methods for determining margins of AWCRs
analytical (best estimate) codes
operating experience of existing LWRs
separate experiments
how can uncertainties in these methods be reduced
suggest how to reach a common basis for data bases, analysis and assessment
methods, etc. especially for evaluating approaches and design features for
coping with beyond design basis accidents.

The following presents the text of the "viewgraph" presentations made to summarize
the discussions at the workshop.
WORKING GROUP 1
Chairman: Dr. M. Vidard, Electricite de France
Margins
1.

Tentative Definition
Reference Value:
EvaluationValue:

R
E

-14Margin = E - R
can be > 0, = 0, < 0
Note:
After safety criteria, or acceptance criteria, have been defined, the design is assessed against
these criteria. The reference value (R) is associated with this acceptance criteria and the
evaluation value (E) is associated with the predicted performance of the reactor design.
2.

Different types of margins
Reference parameter

Margin

Physical Limit 51 = Regulatory Margin
General Regulatory Limit 52 = Licensing Margin
Unit (Plant) Licensing Limit 53 = Design Margin
Maximum Operational Limit 54 = Transient Margin
Normal Operating Limit 55 = Operation Margin
Nominal Value Note that these definitions can be applied to:
thermalhydraulics parameters
mechanical analysis
other quantities (e.g. chemical additive)
3.

Some remarks on margins
Regulatory Margin

Reference:
protection.
Evaluation:
bodies.

Physical limit:

the value that is considered adequate for public

General regulatory limit:

limiting value accepted by regulatory

Both the "reference" and "evaluation" quantities can be dependent on risks to
the public as perceived by regulatory bodies
Regulatory margin can be introduced to account for
lack of knowledge
regulatory preference
Possible examples:
PWR : departure from nucleate boiling ratio (DNBR) for moderate frequency events
no boiling crisis (this is the "reference value" considered adequate for

- 15 public protection)
min DNBR > a (correlation), which is the acceptance criterion
Note: The difference between o? and 1.0 is the "regulatory margin" in this case.

Licensing Margin
includes, for example
"manufacturing" uncertainties, e.g.
eccentricities (cylindrical components)
fuel (rod bow, pellet diameter, ....)
model uncertainties
limiting scenarios
vendor preference
e.g. value to comply with in order to eliminate need for further discussion
with the safety authorities
utility preference
Note:
Licensing margin to be considered as a whole (many parameters)
Licensing margin can be zero for mechanical assessment of structure:
no international consensus
lack of knowledge
-*
regulatory preference = .. (engineering judgement)
Note: Licensing margin is considered a "property" of the regulatory bodies; it can be
modified only with strong interaction with regulatory bodies.
One or more parameters - cannot be negative, even for a single parameter
Quantitative evaluation dependent on:
methodologies (evaluation of global uncertainty)
analysis rules
input data (plant parameters)
design parameters
as built plant parameters
Possible modifications:
In general, margins are evaluated at the design stage using a consistent set of assumptions,
and parameters identified as "design assumptions", and a well identified methodology. When
they are built, it turns out that most significant plant characteristics do not correspond to
design values, especially because suppliers include "commercial margins".
The plant "as built" is thus different from the ideal plant "as designed". Moreover, during
the design period, it can turn out that knowledge is improved and that methodologies can be
improved; thus allowing a re-evaluation of margins:

- 16Four possibilities are then offered for re-evaluating margins:
stick to the design methodology, and consider actual plant characteristics
stick to plant characteristics as used in the design, but use up to date methodology
consider "as built" plant characteristics, and re-evaluate using up to date methodology
at last, "as built" plant characteristics and re-evaluate with an improved methodology.
Each approach corresponds to a specific quantative result. Choice of one approach instead
of another depends on the potential interest as analyzed by the utility.
Possible use of margins
No use
Increase power (requires re-assessment of margins)
Accommodate operational changes (e.g. fuel loading patterns, non-compliance with
technical specifications, ....)
Re-evaluate "life expectancy" (e.g. steam generator plugging, vessel aging, ....)
Modify plant parameters without penalizing electrical output. (e..g average reactor
coolant system temperature decrease: Margins built into steam generator design can
result in no power penalty)
Design Margin
Example:-

Trip of Safety System Actuation Setpoints
Automatic actions to ensure compliance with "safety" criteria
Can generate "margins" ( > 0 or < 0) on other relevant parameters

Transient Margin
Domain in which actions have to be taken to go back to "normal operating"
conditions.
Operation Margin
Domain in which the reactor can accommodate variations of all relevant parameters
without any impact on safety.
Comments on Margin Control
Building margins in some areas can create problems, e.g.
too much margin in reactor coolant pump design can influence internal
structure's mechanical design
excess steam line flow can cause strong overcooling in case of steam line
break.

- 17WORKING GROUP 2
Chairman: F. Curca-Tivig, Siemens, Germany
Issues:
I.
II.
III.
I.

Status and further needs for determining margins of AWCRs.
How can uncertainties in methods be reduced.
How to reach a common basis for databases, analysis and methods.
Status and further needs for determining margins of AWCRs

1.1
1.2
1.3
1.4
1.5
1.6

Compare different types of systems
Accident scenarios
Identify key and new phenomena
Assessment of data base
Assessment of applicability and suitability of current best-estimate methodologies
Accuracy (uncertainty) goals

1.1

Compare different types of systems

1.1.1

Classification
evolutionary reactors (e.g. EPR, ABWR, AP-600, System 80 + , WWER500,
CANDU3, WWER1000)
developmental reactors (e.g. VPBER-600, JPSR)
innovative reactors (e.g. PIUS)

1.1.2

Definition of reactor - classes
evolutionary:
small to moderate modifications with a strong emphasis on maintaining
design proveness to minimize technological risks,
developmental:
advanced reactor design with modifications ranging from moderate to
entirely new design concepts,
innovative:
developmental design which incorporates radical conceptual changes.

1.2.

Accident scenarios
LOCAs
evolutionary reactors
developmental reactors
innovative reactors

-» little new
-> could be different
-» may not be relevant

Non LOCAs
Severe accidents
all reactors -*• different response (less severe predictions using best estimate
codes)

- 18 1.3.

Identify key and new phenomena

1.3.1

Key phenomena requiring more experimental and analytical assessment
natural circulation in water pools
steam injection into water pools
effect of non-condensable gases on condensation
effect of non-condensable gases in heat exchangers
gravity induced oscillations

1.3.2

New phenomena
severe accident phenomena
effect of water film formation on wall cooling

1.4.

Assessment of data base

1.4.1
1.4.2

Assessment of existing data base, separate effects tests operation
Need for new data
1.4.2.1
Separate effects tests: water pool natural circulation
effects of non-condensable gases on condensation
water films on surfaces (inside/outside)
cooling
of corium
*o
1.4.2.2

Integral effects tests: passive safety injection
safety condenser for containment
cooling (BWR)

1.4.2.3

Material data

1.5.

Assessment of applicability and suitability of current best-estimate methodologies

1.5.1

Assessment of existing models, codes and applications

1.5.2

Need for new models, codes, applications
1.5.2.1
models and codes
as previous
1.5.2.2

Applications

- 191.6.

Accuracy (uncertainty) goals

costs

*- I accuracy

] -e

licensing authority

public acceptance

engineering expertise

II.

How can uncertainties be reduced

1.

Classification of sources of uncertainty
data (plant, experiment)
code
boundary conditions
nodalization
user effects (experience, training)
computer impact

2.

How to reduce uncertainties
assess/obtain sufficient experimental data
use of sensitivity studies & probability approach (or an engineering judgement
approach) for quantifying the impact of uncertainties in initial conditions
Reason: the uncertainties in plant data are often high
new models required (3D) and validation against new test data
checking existing models for application into a new parameter range (e.g. low
pressures, low flow-rate)
validation of nodalization against experimental data, sensitivity, studies on
time step selection
use of validated models for plant-analysis. Taking into account scaling effects
(e.g. passive systems)
reduce user effects by developing better documentation, training, better QA,
experience in post-test calculations
better standardization in programming

-20III.

Common data base
Identify sources of infonnation (IAEA)
Role of IAEA to initiate information exchange, access to various data banks, etc.
Development of justified uncertainty methods (like CSAU).
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THE BELGATOM METHODOLOGY FOR LICENSING OF
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ESTIMATE CODE RELAP5 MOD2
M. Callaert (main author), Y. Crommelynck, P. Deschutter (Consultant), E. Stubbe, L. Vanhoenacker
Belgatom, Avenue Ariane 7, B-1200 Brussels, Belgium

Abstract
A bounding methodology for performing licensing calculations, using the best estimate
code RELAP5/MOD2.5, which fulfils the Belgian Safety Authorities requirements, is
proposed. The accidents covered by this methodology exclude all reactivity accidents for
which a point kinetic neutronics/core model is not acceptable (rod ejection, rod drop, steam
line break,...) and all LOCA's. The basic principles of the methodology are presented and
illustrated for the analysis of a Loss of Feedwater transient The methodology has been and
is currently applied to other accidents of the Safety Analysis Report

1.

Introduction
In the past, 'evaluation' type computer codes were used by NSSS suppliers for plant
licensing, to produce conservative predictions of the thermal-hydraulic plant behaviour
under accidental circumstances. These codes concentrate on some known critical
phenomena but lack in rigorous physical models, which potentially could lead to simply
miss out the real physical processes. As a response to this issue, so called "best estimate'
computer codes were developed incorporating basic physical models and experimental
evidence in the form of correlations and closure laws. Although the objective of these codes
consists in yielding more realistic predictions of the plant behaviour, the evaluation of
uncertainties related to their use in a licensing context is required. Indeed, even the best
estimate models within the code are still subject to a degree of uncertainty for various
reasons : nodalisation, numerical approximation, reduction of dimension or averaging,
scaling effect, inaccuracy of experimental results and so on [1,2].
The onset for the development of the BELGATOM methodology presented here, was the
discussions with the Belgian Safety Authorities performed in the framework of the
replacements of the steam generators in the DOEL3 unit (1993) and the TTHANGE 1 unit
(1995). These replacements were decided upon following the detection of corrosion
problems. The financial loss for this necessary replacement could be compensated by a
power uprating of respectively 10 % and 8 % but at the expense of a thorough review of the
accident analyses of the Safety Analysis Report. A methodology using the best estimate
code RELAP5 M0D2 was developed for a series of accidents, excluding LOCA's and all
reactivity transients for which a point kinetic neutronics model is not sufficient or adequate.
The paper is organised as follows. Chapter 2 provides a definition of the terms used.
Chapter 3 outlines in detail the process behind the methodology which is illustrated in
chapter 4 for the Loss of Normal Feedwater accident An overview of other applications is
presented in chapter 5 followed by the conclusion in chapter 6.

-
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Definition of terms
initial condition :

the steady state value of a plant parameter at the initiation of a
postulated transient

boundary condition

functional relationship between parameters at the boundary of a
system

physical limit:

defined in the context of the acceptance criterion as the value of the
licensing parameter representing the physical phenomenon against
which the plant should be protected. E.g. the ultimate pressure or
capability of the containment, i.e. the pressure at which the
containment fails

licensing parameter: parameter that characterises the physical phenomenon against which
the plant must be protected E.g. Departure from Nucleate Boiling
(DNB) is characterised by the minimum value of the DNB ratio
(DNBR)
licensing limit:

maximum (or minimum) value tolerated for the licensing parameter
in the licensing context

acceptance criterion: this is the comparison of the value of the licensing parameter with its
licensing limit
licensing margin :

difference between the maximum (or minimum) value of the
licensing parameter and its licensing limit for a postulated transient

bias:

measure of the systematic difference between a true mean value and a
predicted or measured mean

key phenomena:

basic physical phenomena on which the selection of the adverse
initial and boundary conditions is based

uncertainty:

interval around the true mean of a parameter resulting from the
inability to either measure or calculate that parameter (scatter)

accuracy:

difference between measured and predicted quantity taking into
account uncertainties and biases in both

code uncertainty:

uncertainty on code physical models, correlations and numerical
solution scheme

code deficiency:

shortcoming in a code model, correlation or numerical solution
scheme resulting in a bias in the calculated parameters)
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3.

The process behind the BELGATOM methodology
The main goal of the method is to provide a cost effective bounding analysis of a
postulated transient, without necessarily quantifying the impact of all the different sources
of uncertainty on the result Given the plant power uprating, limited by licensing
restrictions, better representation of the real physical processes and reduction of
conservatisms are of key importance. This can only be achieved by a thorough
understanding of the code models with their domain of application, the code deficiencies
and the physical mechanisms that govern the plant thermal hydraulic behaviour. In
addition, plant initial and boundary conditions uncertainties must be accounted for and
combined consistently with code uncertainties. The methodology should be able to translate
the results of the complete analysis into the Technical Specifications of the plant hi the
BELGATOM methodology, this is achieved by an engineering approach based on a process
that will be outlined hereafter in rather general terms without direct reference to the best
estimate code that was used. The process is presented in the flow chart in figure 1 as a
sequence of discrete steps. In reality most of these steps cannot be considered as stand alone
items since they are strongly linked to each other. The presented flow chart should
therefore not be interpreted as a 'once through' algorithm which immediately produces the
final result but rather as an identification of the necessary issues to be addressed.
The demonstration of the process by means of RELAP 5 MOD 2 will be given in section 4.

3.1

Construction of the plant model
Without reference to any specific accident, a detailed and realistic standard nodalisation is
built based on code user guidelines. Belgatom has assessed and optimised its standard
nodalisation by comparing simulation results to experimental data from various small scale
integral test facilities (LOBI, ROSA, BETHSY) in the framework of many International
Standard Problems (ISFs). The same nodalisation was validated for full scale plant
operational transients. This nodalisation is reviewed extensively and documented in a
detailed and complete database. The Quality Assurance aspect is essential in the licensing
context.
If an accident requires a specific nodalisation, a modification to the standard nodalisation is
performed, e.g. the introduction of a break or the individual modelling of safety valves
instead of a lumped representation in case of over pressure transients. These specific
nodalisation guidelines are based on the acceptance of the simulation of the key phenomena
which are introduced in section 33. Sensitivity studies are not performed on the standard
nodalisation but on the specific parts required for the accident analysis if its effect on the
licensing parameter is not a priori clear.

3.2

Selection of the acceptance criterion
In the licensing documents such as the American Standard Review Plan (SRP), Regulatory
Guides and so on, the physical phenomenon against which the plant must be protected or
the tolerated accidental consequences are often formulated qualitatively : e.g. no Departure
from Nucleate Boiling (DNB), limited core damage, assure long term coolability. The
licensing parameters characterise these phenomena in a quantitative manner and allow the
definition of a quantitative acceptance criterion by defining a conservative licensing limit
which must not be exceeded. The margin between this limit and the value of the licensing
parameter describing the physical phenomenon to be avoided, accounts for uncertainties
related t o :
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•

the understanding of the physical phenomenon itself,

•

the computational model representing the phenomenon,

•

the input to this model.

Of course several parameters characterising the same physical phenomenon may be
defined. The selection of the licensing parameter should be guided on one hand by its
ability to properly represent the phenomenon under study and on the other hand by the
capability of the best estimate code to calculate it with a sufficient degree of confidence.
Hence code limitations determine to some extent the conservatism of the acceptance
criterion. E.g. sufficient core coolabilhy can be assessed either by a 'no bulk boiling'
criterion or by a 'sufficient core collapsed level' criterion. The former is in nature more
conservative than the latter.

3.3

Definition of key phenomena and mechanisms
In order to set up a bounding analysis of a postulated transient, a difficult but necessary
action to undertake consists in identifying and understanding the physical phenomena,
processes and mechanisms, henceforth called key phenomena, that impact the licensing
parameter. These key phenomena are basically derived from the conservation laws (mass,
momentum and energy) and the state relationships. The understanding of the key
phenomena should enable the analyst to chose the bounding initial and boundary conditions
with respect to the licensing parameter. Note that the key phenomena may change during
the course of the accident This influences the definition of the initial and boundary
conditions and may necessitate to split the calculation in several parts. Existing studies or
analyses can be very helpful, provided a fair amount of criticism is exercised, certainly if
the code is different from the original one.
The great difficulty, of course, is the presence of strong couplings and non-linearities, e.g.
the interactions between flow regimes and heat transfer regimes. This feature makes it
nearly impossible to predict the impact, positive or negative, of all the initial and boundary
conditions on the licensing parameter (a positive/negative impact means that the margin
between the computed licensing parameter and the licensing limit increases/decreases
respectively). The current approach seeks to find all those initial/boundary conditions
which have a negative impact on the licensing parameter without willing to quantify this
impact in terms of penalty on the licensing parameter.
Almost naturally, one is forced to subdivide the initial and boundary conditions into two
categories : those having an evident impact on the licensing parameter and those requiring
sensitivity calculations. A drawback of this approach is that for the first category, the
sensitivity on the licensing parameter is not known. However, performing a confirming
sensitivity calculation for the most important conditions is not excluded and sometimes it
may help to clarify the physical mechanisms.
Sensitivity calculations are required to identify the sign of the impact. The need to do mis
does not necessarily originate from the lack of understanding of the key phenomena. It is
often due to the coexistence of multiple competing and coupled key phenomena which do
not all act in the same sense on the licensing parameter. In that case, the analyst is unable to
assess a priori the net impact of a I/B condition on the licensing parameter but he should be
able to do so after the calculation.
The world would be too perfect if one could explain everything and therefore one must
provide a special category of those initial and boundary conditions that have a non
identified impact on the licensing parameter. These uncertainties are then treated as noise
and are combined with the other uncertainties as outlined in section 3.6.
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3.4

Plant initial and boundary conditions : limit value approach
In the previous section it was outlined how the conservative sense of initial and boundary
conditions could be obtained for a postulated transient. In this section, it is explained which
conservative values must be considered for the definition of these conditions. This may be
done in either a statistical or in a deterministic way. The former requires the construction of
probability density functions of the plant parameters, whereas the latter seeks to find the
upper and lower bounds of these parameters : its limit values. The underlying assumption
of the latter is that limit values cover all intermediate values in a conservative manner. If
this assumption is not met, the limit value approach cannot be used and sensitivity studies
will have to be performed in order to identity the bounding value.
In the Belgatom method, a deterministic approach based on the plant Technical
Specifications is used. This is a quite natural choice since the Technical Specifications
provide information about [3]:
•

the limits which bound the values taken by the process variables, e.g. flows,
temperatures, pressures,...

•

the operating state of components that must be maintained, e.g. valves

•

the operating status (or operability) of components that must be maintained.

Limit values for the initial and boundary conditions which cover the operational bounds
mentioned in the Technical Specifications are used as input for the safety analyses. This
establishes the link between the real world and the rather hypothetical world of the safety
analyst Those boundary conditions not mentioned in the Technical Specifications are
determined based on other evidence : measurements, bounding hypothesis from existing
studies, engineering judgement
The limit values used in the safety analysis may be hypothetical values (but enveloping the
bounds of the Technical Specifications), i.e. never existing or occurring, but should allow
to:
•

simplify the safety analysis and thus reduce manpower and computer time,

•

give additional freedom when setting up new plant Technical specifications.

On the other hand, this approach tends to introduce additional conservatism and to reduce
the licensing margins. A trade off between cost effectiveness of the licensing effort and the
gain in plant performance or flexibility due to increased margin should guide the choice to
be made (iterative process ).

3.5

Code models uncertainties and code deficiencies
Although most best estimate codes, including RELAP 5 MOD 2, were and still are being
improved based on integral and separate effect tests on various experimental installations
all over the world (ROSA, BETHSY, LOBI,...), their physical models and correlations are
still subject to a degree of uncertainty for various reasons, e.g.:
•

the limited accuracy of the experimental data on which the code correlations are
based,

•

the inherent error when representing experimental data by a mathematical
expression of limited order,
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•

the extrapolation of the application of empirical correlations, set up from small
scale experiments, to a large scale system,

•

the discretisation in time and space of the mathematical equations and the accuracy
of the numerical solution schemes,

•

the reduction of dimension or averaging : many codes are one dimensional,

•

the absence or the poor quality of a correlation or a model : this is a code
deficiency.

In parallel to the identification of the key phenomena, all code models and correlations, or
the absence of these, which affect the licensing parameter must be identified. Code manuals
provide complete lists of code deficiencies and uncertainty ranges for correlations as a
result of the code validation process. It is important that the analyst be aware of this
information. Note that code validation is a prerequisite for the methodology described in
this paper.
The term 'code uncertainty1 is used for those models or correlations predicting a given
parameter with a known uncertainty which can either result in overestimating or
underestimating that parameter. These uncertainties are quantified during the code
validation process by comparing predicted variables to experimental data from separate
tests. The term 'code deficiency1 is used when a model or correlation systematically
overestimates or underestimates a parameter, i.e. the predicted behaviour of the parameter
is biased with respect to its real behaviour. This could be overcome by implementing a
better model or correlation which is only possible if the code is not frozen.
Since in a licensing context one prefers to use a frozen code once it has been validated [4],
two categories of uncertainties or deficiencies may be distinguished and are accounted for
in a specific manner:
•

those which can be offset by adjusting input parameters to the code : e.g. if a code
systematically over predicts or under predicts the critical flow, a corrective
discharge coefficient may be defined in the input; or for a valve, the critical section
may be calibrated so as to obtain its prescribed capacity at a given pressure,

•

those which cannot be offset via the input parameters : in that case special
techniques must be invented to cover the uncertainty. E.g. uncertainty in
convective heat transfer can be accounted for by modifying conductive heat
transfer which in turn can by modified via the input From the technical point of
view, correcting the anomaly in the code itself would be a more sensible action, but
this operation would require a new validation of the code.

For the first category, code uncertainty is eliminated and need not be investigated any
further, but for the second one it must be combined with other uncertainties as is discussed
in the next section.

3.6

Overall uncertainty : combination of uncertainties, biases
Statistical techniques for combining uncertainties were until now not considered since for
the accidents under scrutiny (non LOCA), the licensing margin may be presented without a
probability statement, e.g. a 95 % probability that the calculated licensing parameter does
not exceed the licensing limit, possibly with a 95 % confidence level.
Uncertainties are combined either via the input or added algebraically to the highest value
of the licensing parameter as is illustrated by the flow chart in figure 1 and by the picture in
figure 2.
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The uncertainties related to initial and boundary conditions and component performance are
combined as follows. Those conditions for which the sense of the impact on the licensing
parameter can be justified based on the key phenomena, are combined in the input. The
remaining is treated as a bias and added algebraically to the result of previous calculations.
This is done in two steps. The first step consists in setting all those I/B conditions having an
evident impact on the licensing parameter, in terms of the key phenomena, to their adverse
limit values. These conditions are grouped in a reference calculation which will serve as a
basis for the sensitivity calculations. The term 'evident1 means that no calculation is needed
to justify the impact In a second step sensitivity calculations are performed on those
parameters with a non evident impact. Those with an impact mat can be justified based on
the key phenomena afterwards are grouped together in the input of the licensing
calculation in case the reference calculation was found not to be bounding. The remaining
parameters for which no justification can be found are accounted for by adding a bias to the
licensing parameter resulting from the licensing calculation.
The code uncertainties and deficiencies are treated in a similar way but with minor
differences. Again, those uncertainties which have an evident impact and which can be
offset via the input (see 3.5), are accounted for in the reference calculation. The others are
treated as a bias on the licensing parameter resulting from the upper limit calculation.
Specific adverse nodalisation features are input in the reference calculation.

3.7

Use of the licensing margin
The licensing margin, resulting from an analysis following the above outlined process
above, is not necessarily an optimum margin due to the limit value approach for the
initial/boundary conditions. Indeed, in order to reduce manpower, some conditions are
chosen in an over conservative way in order to simplify the analysis. Hence, there still
remains an unqualified conservatism in the result.
In case of a negative licensing margin, the analyst can first try to eliminate some of the
conservatism at the expense of more manpower. If this approach does not provide sufficient
licensing margin, the analyst can propose corrective actions on the plant safeguard systems
or equipment performance. The following questions guide the decision to be made :
•

Does the proposed modification adversely affect the validity of other accident
analysis ?

•

Which is, for the same licensing margin or the same level of safety, the cheapest
solution with respect to licensing effort and investment in new plant equipment ?

•

Is plant operation flexibility not adversely affected ?

•

Is a "hardware' solution (e.g. a pump with higher capacity) preferred above a
'software' solution (e.g. reduction of set points) ?

After acceptance of the analysis by the Authorities, the Safety Analysis Report (Chapter 15)
is updated, as well as the Plant Technical Specification in case plant modifications are
required to meet the acceptance criterion.
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4.

Demonstration of the methodology by means of
RELAP 5 MOD 2 : the Loss of Normal Feedwater
accident
A Loss of Normal Feedwater results in a reduction of the secondary system capability to
remove the heat generated in the core. This leads to a heat up of the primary coolant which
causes a pressuriser level swell. The reactor is scrammed on low steam generator level and
auxiliary feedwater pumps are started in order to re-establish the heat sink.
By definition, the initiating event is a total loss of feedwater to all the steam generators. The
worst single failure has to be determined by sensitivity studies, but is normally the complete
loss of one of the auxiliary feedwater trains. The loss of feedwater is classified as a
condition 2 accident, i.e. a 'frequent1 event.
The section numbers correspond to those in chapter 3.

4.1

Plant mode!: specific nodalisation requirements
Since the auxiliary system (AF) is connected to the main feedwater lines, the volumes
between the connection of each of the auxiliary feedwater injection line and the steam
generator initially contain hot feedwater. These volumes are progressively drained by the
AF flow so that the flow entering the SG is hotter than the AF water source. This effect
should be taken into account by explicitly modelling the drained volumes.

4.2

Acceptance Criterion
Firstly, it must be verified that the residual heat is removed by the secondary system.
Secondly, as the Standard Review Plan requires that a condition 2 accident may not lead to
a condition 3 accident, no overfilling of the pressuriser should occur. Overfilling of the
pressuriser results in water discharge by the PORV's and the safety valves which are mostly
not qualified for this mode of operation. Consequently, it must be assumed that these valves
fail and induce a small break LOCA which is a condition 3 accident.
Overfilling of the pressuriser can be detected by different parameters. The level as indicated
is not adequate since, being the result of processing a pressure difference, it is influenced by
the fluid densities and is limited to the taps position. The pressuriser collapsed level is a
better choice, but is affected by the shape of the control volumes. The retained licensing
parameter is the pressuriser water volume which is least impacted by nodalisation effects.
The licensing limit is the free volume of the pressuriser below the connection of the safety
valves lines.

4.3

Key phenomena
With respect to the pressuriser overfilling criterion, the key physical process is the primary
coolant expansion due to heat addition, measured by the surge line flow. Since the
pressuriser volume is a state variable, i.e. it depends only on the primary coolant
therrnodynamic state, the maximum coolant expansion will be obtained when, for a given
initial energy state, the net heat added to the coolant is maximised. This principle is nothing
more than the first law of thermodynamics but should be applied carefully as is illustrated
by the following observation.
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Intuitively, one might assume that reducing heat transfer from primary to secondary, by
considering e.g. steam generator tube fouling, results in a more important volumetric
expansion of the primary coolant. This is not true. At full power steady state, tube fouling
results in a higher primary to secondary temperature difference and thus constitutes, for a
fixed primary temperature, a lower secondary temperature. Hence the initial secondary
energy state is at a lower level which allows to store more energy in the secondary during
the primary heat up transient after SCRAM. The primary expansion is therefore less
important, as was confirmed by sensitivity calculations.

4.4

Initial and boundary conditions
These are selected based on the limit value approach. A total number of 12 sensitivity
calculations were performed of which 4 confirmatory runs for those conditions with evident
impact The results of the remaining calculations were all justified with respect to the key
phenomena. The results of these runs for the DOEL3 unit are given in figure 3.

4.5

Code uncertainties and deficiencies
Two code uncertainties must be investigated by sensitivity runs in order to calculate the
code bias:
•

convective heat transfer uncertainty ranging from - 25 % to + 30 %,

•

truncation and round-off errors : time step sensitivity studies.

Within the framework of ICAP (International Code Assessment Program), numerous
assessment studies were performed by the members from a large number of international
organisations. Sixty two of these studies were selected to identify recurrent code
deficiencies to be addressed in future code improvements. Nine major code deficiencies
(including various facets of each deficiency) were detected.
For the current transient two deficiencies with a possible impact on the licensing parameter
are identified:

4.6

•

interfacial friction in the bubbly/slug flow regime : delays the SCRAM on low
steam generator level (inherent conservatism),

•

systematic underestimation of critical flow for abrupt break geometries : affects the
pressuriser and SG safety valves. This effect is offset by valve calibration
techniques.

Overall uncertainty
A picture of the different initial/boundary conditions uncertainties and code bias is
presented in figure 3 for the DOEL 3 case. The sign of the impact on the licensing
parameter is plant generic but the quantitative information is plant specific and depends
mainly on : the power level, the auxiliary feedwater flow rate, the ratio of the pressuriser
free volume to the reactor coolant system volume, and so on.

5.

Overview of other applications
The methodology was applied successfully for different accidents of the Safety Analysis
Report such a s :
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•

Primary and secondary overpressure transients : verification of the discharge
capacity of the safety valves

•

Feedwater line break [4]

•

Loss of normal feedwater with auxiliary feedwater failure

•

Mass and Energy Release into the containment for LOCA and Steam line break.
These data are used as input for the containment integrity code TRAPSCON.

•

Loss of external electrical load - DNB study. For this application, the history of
DNB related parameters is calculated by RELAP and the DNBR calculation is
performed with the COBRA code.

The following accident situation is currently under examination :
•

6.

Steam generator tube rupture. For this transient the Belgian Safety Authorities
require that the so called SG bypass due to atomisation of the leaking primary
coolant be taken into account [5].

Conclusion
The methodology based on the use of the best estimate thermal-hydraulic code
RELAP5/MOD2.5, applicable to non LOCA accidents, shows to be practical and cost
effective with respect to the full statistical methods. It was applied in the framework of the
DOEL3 steam generator replacement project and fulfils the Belgian Safety Authorities
requirements.
The benefit of using a best estimate code consist in obtaining a better insight in the real
physical processes. It allows, on a physical basis, to systematically identify and to account
for :
•

all adverse plant initial and boundary conditions

•

the code deficiencies and uncertainties

Cost effectiveness is achieved without adversely affecting safety by the application of a
limit value approach for the initial and boundary conditions resulting in an inherent but not
quantified conservatism in the licensing margin.
The methodology can be applied to other best estimate codes without major modifications,
only the code bias having to be re-evaluated.
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Development and Application of
an Uncertainty Methodology for the
Sizewell B Large LOCA Safety Case
-byP Lightfoot1 and M Trow2
1.0 INTRODUCTION
Sizewell B Power Station is based upon a four-loop Westinghouse Pressurised Water Reactor (PWR)
with a core thermal rating of 3411 MW. It is the first commercial PWR to be constructed in the UK,
and is currently in an advanced stage of commissioning. As part of the process of granting formal
consent for the construction of Sizewell B, the government established a Public Inquiry which ran
from 1983 to 1985. As a result of the Inquiry, concerns were raised with regard to the use of the
evaluation methodology for LOCA analysis (as prescribed in 10CFR50 Appendix K). These concerns
were related to the difficulties of quantifying the margins to safety, and hence in demonstrating that
the method resulted in a conservative assessment of the Peak Cladding Temperature (PCT). The
licensing framework in the UK, unlike the USA, is not prescriptive, and Nuclear Electric (formerly
the Central Electricity Generating Board) decided in 1985 to adopt a LOCA licensing methodology
based on the application of physically based mechanistic codes. It was understood from the outset
that, in order to produce such a safety case for the Pre-Operational Safety Report (POSR), a
methodology would be required for the treatment of uncertainties. NNC were contracted to develop
an uncertainties methodology and to provide the large LOCA analysis.
Following the decision to adopt a mechanistic approach, a code review was conducted during 1986
and 1987 which culminated in the selection of the proprietary Westinghouse code WCOBRA/TRAC
as the main thermal-hydraulic licensing code for large LOCA. The period of 1987-1991 involved a
substantial programme of code development, verification, validation and nodalisation studies
culminating in the production of a frozen code version for the formal safety analysis. Finally, during
the period 1991-1992, the plant analysis was undertaken including the application of an uncertainties
methodology which had been developed between 1986 and 1991. This work was supported by a
substantial R&D programme. In addition, Nuclear Electric undertook a programme of independent
assessment of the NNC analysis using the TRAC-PF1/MOD1 code. The Sizewell B large LOCA
safety case has been formally submitted to the Nuclear Installations Inspectorate (Nil).

2.0 OVERVIEW OF METHODOLOGY
Throughout the development of the methodology, a key requirement was that it could be applied
within the available timescales and resource levels. A brief outline of the method is presented below.
It will be noted that the method bears many similarities to the Code Scaling, Applicability and
Uncertainty (CSAU) study undertaken by the USNRC. However, as outlined below, the method
differs significantly in two specific areas.
•

Select Code and Version - As outlined above, a code review was undertaken to assess the
suitability of various code options. The selected code, WCOBRA/TRAC, was judged to
satisfy all the necessary criteria and had the advantage of a very flexible noding capability for
the vessel. Following a period of code development, a frozen code version was established
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-42for the formal validation and subsequent plant analysis.
Establishment of Validation Matrix - In parallel with the code development, a dataset review
was undertaken to evaluate the available experimental datasets for the major phenomena
judged to be associated with large LOCA (e.g. downcomer bypass, critical flow, post-dryout
heat transfer). This review was carried out as part of the supporting R&D programme by a
team of independent UK experts, who classified the data in terms of factors such as quality,
scale and relevance to plant conditions. Based on these recommendations, a validation matrix
was constructed which addressed the majority of the important phenomena. The preference
was to utilise full scale facility data wherever this was available, so as to minimise any
uncertainties associated with scale.
Code Validation and Plant Nodalisation - WCOBRA/TRAC was validated using the separate
effects and integral effects tests identified in the validation matrix. Throughout the validation
analysis, strict nodalisation and modelling guidelines have been adopted to ensure consistency
within the various validation analyses. This minimises any effects due to nodalisation
preferences of individual analysts, and the essential features of the validation nodalisations are
transferred to the plant model.
Phenomena Ranking - As the four-loop PWR considered in the CSAU analysis is similar to
the Sizewell B PWR, the CSAU Phenomena Identification and Ranking Table (PIRT) was
taken as the starting point for ranking the phenomena. This table was reviewed and modified
by a team of NNC experts, based on the results of the validation calculations and experience
gained from plant analysis.
Define Plant Operating Parameters - The plant operating parameters were set at their
bounding limits for full power operation.
This approach has been adopted to ensure that
the safety case is applicable at all times of life. It is different from the CSAU approach and
has a significant effect on the final calculated PCT.
Define Accident Boundary Conditions - The accident boundary conditions including break
location, safeguards system operation and treatment of off-site power have all been set at
conservative values. Where necessary, this has been achieved by undertaking specific
sensitivity analysis (e.g. to define the worst break size and location).
Perform Plant Sensitivity Calculations - Uncertainties in the highly ranked phenomena were
addressed in the uncertainty analysis by performing plant sensitivity analyses. These
calculations determined the sensitivity of the PCT to the phenomena by incorporating
multipliers which modified specific models. The values of the multipliers were generally
determined from the validation studies by comparing code predictions with experimental data,
and including an additional allowance for experimental error. The ranges were judged to
provide a reasonable bound on the data uncertainty. This approach differs from that of
CSAU in that no specific level of confidence was attached to these multipliers, and it has the
advantage that there is no need to assume a particular form for the probability distribution
function. Plant sensitivity calculations were also undertaken to assess the uncertainties
highlighted in the nodalisation development.
In addition to quantifying the sensitivity of the PCT to the phenomena and model
uncertainties, sensitivity studies were also undertaken to demonstrate the absence of 'cliffedge' effects. In such cases, the range of multipliers was wider than that which would be
required to provide a reasonable bound to the experimental data.
Determine Effect of Combined Uncertainties - For the uncertainties which have the largest
effect on the PCT, a number of combined uncertainty analyses were undertaken to determine
whether the phenomena interact in a non-linear manner. A final combined uncertainty
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calculation was then undertaken, with the model uncertainties selected using a judgemental
process based on the results of the previous single and combined uncertainty analyses. For
the final combined uncertainty analysis, the multipliers were in some cases relaxed to provide
a less extreme and more physical representation of the phenomena. A number of biases were
then added to this PCT in order to obtain the overall PCT for the large LOCA safety
assessment. These biases were separately evaluated and, although they may not be totally
independent of the other uncertainties, it was judged conservative to add these biases as
additional penalties.
The major difference between the Sizewell B method and CSAU is that the Sizewell B method does
not attempt to provide a specified level of confidence in the PCT or the uncertainty ranges. Instead,
engineering judgement is used to ensure that the final PCT has an associated high level of confidence.
This is achieved by using bounding and conservative values in the assessment.

3.0 DETAILED APPLICATION OF METHOD
3.1 Uncertainties in Models and Phenomena arising from Code Validation
The overall conclusion of the validation study was that WCOBRA/TRAC is well validated for
performing large LOCA plant analysis and that it adequately models the majority of the phenomena.
However, for some key phenomena, there was sufficient uncertainty in the code to data comparison,
the experimental uncertainties or the range of conditions covered, that for these phenomena further
consideration was required as part of the overall assessment of uncertainties. These phenomena were
addressed by performing plant sensitivity calculations.
The dataset reviews examined the quality of the data and the accuracy of the instrumentation as well
as determining the applicability of the data to the plant transient. Uncertainty in the measured
experimental initial and boundary conditions was minimised by selecting good quality test data. The
residual uncertainties in the experimental data were addressed via the plant sensitivity calculations,
as the code model multipliers were defined to encompass both experimental and calculational
uncertainties.
The uncertainties in the models and phenomena were separately ranked for each of the blowdown,
refill and reflood phases of a large LOCA as indicated in Table 1. With the exception of models
which were known to be conservative, the majority of those phenomena or models ranked as high
were investigated by plant sensitivity calculations, as indicated in Table 1. Those high ranking
models which were not demonstrably conservative and had not been the subject of further sensitivity
analysis were assumed to be bounded by uncertainties in other related or interacting phenomena. For
example, uncertainties in rod heat transfer during the nucleate boiling regime was judged to be
bounded by the assessed uncertainties in the post-dryout heat transfer regime.
The nodalisation uncertainties were minimised by applying consistent nodalisations throughout the
validation study and conserving the significant features of these nodalisations in the plant model. The
plant nodalisation was further supported by sensitivity studies. However, two important aspects of
nodalisation were not addressed by the validation study, namely the hot assembly core channel and
the upper head and guide tubes. The hot assembly model was demonstrated to be very conservative
by plant calculations, so no further nodalisation study was required. The upper head and guide tube
nodalisation was considered in plant sensitivity calculations as part of the uncertainty assessment.
The effects of scale were minimised by selecting full scale data wherever this was available.
Examples of such facilities include Marviken for critical flow, the Upper Plenum Test Facility
(UPTF) for downcomer bypass, upper plenum de-entrainment, steam binding and cold leg
phenomena, ACHILLES for accumulator nitrogen blowdown modelling and post-dryout heat transfer,
and FLECHT-SEASET for post-dryout heat transfer. The LOFT facility, which has a volume scale
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of l/48th of a four loop PWR, has a short vessel and non-prototypic downcomer and upper plenum.
It was shown in the CSAU analysis that the effects of scale are largely confined to the refill and
reflood phases, and LOFT data were therefore used to investigate the interaction of phenomena during
the blowdown phase where the effects of scale are at a minimum.

3.2 Uncertainties in Reactor Operating Conditions
The uncertainties in the reactor operating conditions were separately ranked for each of the
blowdown, refill and reflood phases of a large LOCA as indicated in Table 2. Those parameters
ranked as medium or high were set either at the safety analysis bounding limit or at a demonstrably
conservative value. This invokes additional conservatism as the individual parametric values are not
all achievable at the same time in life.
Examples of the specific assumptions include:
•

Total reactor power was modelled as 102% to allow for measurement uncertainties.

•

The overall power peaking factor was bounded by applying the limiting FQ value of 2.32.

•

A uniform chopped cosine was used to defined the axial power profile. Sensitivity
calculations undertaken for the two extremes of allowable axial offset demonstrated the
conservatism of this assumption.

•

The radial power profile across the core was modelled by low, average and hot assembly
regions. The hot rod was located within the hot assembly. WCOBRA/TRAC does not
predict a discernible 'chimney' effect for the hot assembly thermal hydraulics, and the rods
in the hot assembly and the hot rod therefore achieved significantly higher clad temperatures
than the average rods.

3.3 Uncertainties in Accident Boundary Conditions
The uncertainties in the accident boundary conditions were also separately ranked for each of the
blowdown, refill and reflood phases of a large LOCA as indicated in Table 3. Those parameters
ranked as medium or high were set at conservative bounding values.
Examples of the specific boundary conditions applied include:
•

Decay heat was modelled using the ANS 79 standard plus uncertainties, with input conditions
selected to provide values of decay heat which are bounding at all times of life.

•

Control rods were assumed to fail to insert on reactor trip.

•

The base case scenario was a double-ended cold leg guillotine break with a break flow
multiplier of unity, which sensitivity analysis showed to be the limiting case.

•

Minimum Emergency Core Cooling System (ECCS) safeguards was modelled so as to
maximise the PCT. Injection was modelled as being into the two intact cold legs closest to
the broken loop so as to maximise the downcomer bypass during the blowdown phase.

•

The containment pressure was set conservatively low, so as to maximise steam binding during
reflood, by assuming maximum containment safeguards.

•

Off-site power was modelled as being available, as sensitivity analysis showed this to be

slightly more conservative than assuming loss of off-site power.
•

The broken loop Reactor Coolant Pump (RCP) impeller was assumed to lock prior to reflood.

•

Steam generator reverse heat transfer was maximised by isolating the steam and feedlines, so
as to increase the effect of steam binding during reflood.

•

The hot assembly was located so as to minimise its cooling during upper head blowdown.

3.4 Code Uncertainties
A number of uncertainties exist in any large thermal-hydraulics code due to approximations in the
models and correlations. Such uncertainties were effectively addressed in the validation study, and
did not need to be separately assessed.
The possibility of significant coding errors was judged to be negligible, due to the maturity of
WCOBRA/TRAC, its extensive application, and the specific verification which was conducted on all
the major calculational routines. Any remaining coding errors were likely to be of a minor nature,
and were judged not to significantly affect the validation results.

3.5 Base Case and Sensitivity Analyses
As indicated in Table 1, the uncertainty in twelve phenomena or models was investigated by plant
sensitivity calculations. The uncertainties were bounded by applying multipliers to specific models.
The multipliers were determined by comparing the calculated results with the experimental data such
that the code predictions bounded the data after allowance was made for experimental errors. Where
no relevant data was available, large ranges were applied to the multipliers to assess the sensitivity
of the PCT to the particular phenomena and to ensure there were no 'cliff-edge' effects.
The critical flow, post-dryout heat transfer, steam binding and hot leg slip are examples of where
multipliers were based on code comparisons with experimental data. Examples of uncertainties for
which no experimental data comparisons were utilised include pump degradation, core entrainment
and upper head blowdown.
The individual uncertainty analyses addressed the limits of the uncertainty range both to determine
the sensitivity of the PCT and to demonstrate that no 'cliff-edge' effects were present. In the majority
of cases, the uncertainty ranges in the phenomena and models considered were extreme, and in some
cases unphysical.
The nominal base case analysis simulated a double-ended cold leg guillotine break with a break flow
multiplier of unity. The reactor and accident boundary conditions were set at demonstrably
conservative or bounding values, and off-site power was assumed available. The only adjustment to
any model was to apply a multiplier of 0.9 to the two-phase break flow model, as this was the value
which gave the best fit to the Marviken data.
The PCT for the base case analysis was 1202K. Table 4 lists the sensitivity calculations and the PCT
difference from the base case analysis. A number of calculations were not continued beyond the start
of reflood due, in general, to the reflood dynamics uncertainty which is described below. For these
cases, the PCT temperature increase over the base case is quoted at the start of reflood.

3.6 Reflood Dynamics
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The early stages of reflood are affected by a number of interacting phenomena. However, the main
uncertainty is in the timing of the accumulator nitrogen blowdown and the interaction of the resultant
pressurisation with the oscillatory reflood flow. The complexity of the interacting phenomena
occurring during the accumulator nitrogen blowdown phase (termed reflood dynamics) is illustrated
by the following description.
The pressurisation of the intact cold legs and the top of the downcomer region forces liquid from
these regions out through the break and into the containment. The pressurisation also lowers the
downcomer liquid level forcing a large plug of liquid up through the core. The amount of liquid
forced through the core at this time is dependent on the pressurisation of the top of the downcomer,
which is influenced by the venting capacity of the break. The water movement in this region prior
to nitrogen blowdown is governed by condensation effects in the intact cold legs and downcomer.
The water which passes through the core partly de-entrains in the upper plenum and partly flows into
the steam generator tubes, via the hot legs, where it vaporises, resulting in steam binding. The liquid
which has de-entrained in the upper plenum can drain back into the core. This liquid will vaporise,
improving the rod to fluid heat transfer but retarding the bottom-up quench front progression. The
low core liquid level and the consequently higher downcomer liquid level produced as a result of the
increased steam generation in the core can significantly increase the vessel side break flow.
To investigate the uncertainty to the reflood dynamics effect, the plant uncertainty calculations were
examined to determine the variations in the time difference between the start of reflood and initiation
of the nitrogen blowdown phase. The time window was found to be -5.2 to +2.6 seconds with
respect to the base case analysis. This time window also takes account of uncertainties in the initial
accumulator water volume and nitrogen pressure. A total of eleven sensitivity calculations were
performed to determine the effect of the sensitivity on the reflood behaviour and on the PCT. The
results showed an apparently random effect on the PCT with the maximum increase over the base case
being +44K, and with no calculation falling below the base case PCT value. This bias was increased
to 50K to allow for possible small increases due to the time variations which were not specifically
assessed. As this uncertainty was essentially random and solely due to a timing effect it was treated
as a bias, with the full penalty being conservatively added to determine the overall PCT.
The variation of up to 50K on the PCT associated with the reflood dynamics uncertainty calculation
made it difficult to quantify the individual parameter uncertainties during reflood. For this reason,
many individual uncertainty calculations were not continued beyond the start of reflood.

3.7 Uncertainty Interaction Calculations
It can be seen from Table 4 that the largest uncertainties in the PCT arose from the critical flow and
post-dryout heat transfer phenomena. To examine possible interactions of these uncertainties,
additional plant analyses were undertaken to assess each of the four possible combinations of the
minimum and maximum values for the two phenomena. The results of these analyses showed that
the phenomena combine in an almost linear manner. The results also confirmed that the worst
combination was nominal critical flow and minimum post-dryout heat transfer.
3.8 Combined Uncertainties Calculation
A combined uncertainties calculation was used to calculate the final PCT, before the addition of
biases. Each individual uncertainty calculation was examined to determine the significance of the
phenomena in terms of the deviation from the base case analysis. Criteria used in the assessment
were the effect on the overall calculation and the change to the PCT. Where a physical phenomena
was judged to have a potentially significant impact, that phenomena was included in the overall
uncertainty calculation.
The phenomena included were:
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Off-site power - assumed available as this produced a PCT penalty compared with the case
where off-site power was not available.

•

Critical flow - set to the nominal value as this produced the highest PCT compared to the
upper and lower extremities of the uncertainty range.

•

Post-dryout heat transfer - a multiplier of 0.85 was used in the combined uncertainties
calculation for both blowdown and reflood. The 0.7 reflood factor used in the individual
uncertainty analysis was judged to be overly conservative, being primarily used to investigate
the existence of 'cliff-edge' effects. The factor of 0.85 applied in reflood still provided a
conservative bound of the radially averaged PCTs from the experimental data.

•

Pump two-phase behaviour - had a significant influence on the blowdown PCT, producing
a penalty of 3 IK at the start of reflood. The full two standard deviations in the head and
torque multipliers were retained in the overall combined uncertainty calculation.

•

Slip in intact cold legs - set to unity as it significantly influenced the PCT during blowdown
and produced a penalty of 27K at the start of reflood.

•

Condensation in intact cold legs - was reduced by a factor of 10 from the nominal value. The
original uncertainty, which totally suppressed condensation, was judged to be too extreme for
the combined uncertainty calculation.

•

Steam binding - the delayed calculation of steam binding was included in the combined
uncertainty calculation as it gave a better, though still conservative, estimate of this
phenomenon. The sensitivity calculation gave a PCT benefit of 39K.

The phenomena not included in the combined uncertainties calculation were:
•

Minimum film boiling temperature - was used in the code to predict both quench front
progression and spontaneous rewet. The validation showed that quench front progression
during blowdown was very conservatively predicted, whilst a reasonable prediction was
obtained during reflood. The lower limit of the spontaneous rewet temperature was not
bounded at high pressures by the minimum film boiling temperature model. However, for
large LOCA analysis, it was judged to be the quench front progression which provided the
dominant influence on PCT rather than spontaneous rewet. It was judged that the
conservatism in the high pressure quench front progression plus the application of post-dryout
heat transfer sensitivity multipliers was adequate to bound any uncertainties in the minimum
film boiling temperature.

•

Accumulator nitrogen blowdown - was not included as uncertainties in this model did not
produce a PCT penalty.

•

Upper head blowdown - was not included as both uncertainty calculations showed a benefit
in PCT at the start of reflood.

•

Hot leg slip - was not included as uncertainties did not have a significant effect on the PCT.

•

Condensation ramp - was not included as its uncertainty is in conflict with the suppression
of condensation, which showed a larger PCT penalty.

•

Core entrainment - was not included as its uncertainty did not significantly affect the PCT.

Table 5 presents the temperature differences between the combined uncertainties calculation and the
base case, together with the equivalent results for the single uncertainty calculations. The PCT
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For the start of reflood, the penalty associated with the heat transfer uncertainty was partly due to a
delay in the start of reflood and partly due to the reduced heat transfer. The penalties associated with
the pump degradation, cold leg slip and cold leg condensation uncertainty calculations were all caused
by a delay to the start of reflood. The combined uncertainty calculation showed the individual
uncertainties were not additive, and a substantial delay to the start of reflood was not predicted.
A comparison for the final PCT was more difficult due to the random influence of the reflood
dynamics on the calculations, which produced a variation of up to 50K in the predicted PCTs. An
examination of the individual analyses indicated that the base case, pump degradation, steam binding
and combined uncertainties calculations all produced favourable refloods, whereas the heat transfer
and cold leg condensation analyses produced unfavourable refloods. If only a single calculation is
considered, it is impossible to separate out the effect of the uncertainty due to reflood dynamics from
the effect of the individual uncertainty under consideration. However, it can be argued that the
reduced heat transfer calculation produced a PCT penalty whereas the simulated delay to the
calculation of steam binding produced a benefit.
If we consider that the pump degradation, cold leg slip and cold leg condensation uncertainties
produced a random effect during reflood, then the combined uncertainties result is seen to be
consistent with the individual uncertainties. If a less favourable reflood had resulted for the combined
uncertainties calculation, then a PCT penalty of +76K might have resulted. PCT penalties in the
range +26K to +76K appear to be consistent with the individual uncertainties given the competing
effects of the heat transfer and steam binding uncertainties, the reduced ranges for post-dryout heat
transfer and cold leg condensation uncertainties, and the random variation produced by the reflood
dynamics.

3.9 Overall Bounding Peak Clad Temperature
The overall bounding value for the PCT was determined from the uncertainty analysis by taking the
results of the combined uncertainties calculation and adding three bounding biases.
The biases included were:
•

Reflood dynamics - has been extensively discussed. It was present, to some degree, in ever}'
calculation, and the simplest way to treat it was to take the maximum value and apply it as
a bias.

•

Clad ballooning - was assessed using the Westinghouse code BART-A1. BART-A1 is a
dynamic ballooning code which has been extensively validated against a variety of separate
effects and clad ballooning experiments. For the plant analysis, the necessary boundary
conditions were supplied by WCOBRA/TRAC. A variety of calculations were undertaken
to assess the sensitivity to various parameters, and to ensure that no 'cliff-edge' effects
existed. The final bounding bias was obtained by imposing a very conservative limiting
blockage profile derived from a review of dynamic clad ballooning experiments. This large
conservatism allows for uncertainties in the WCOBRA/TRAC boundary conditions and
enables the clad ballooning penalty to be treated as a bias.

•

Pressuriser location - a sensitivity calculation, undertaken once the full uncertainty analysis
was underway, revealed a small PCT penalty prior to reflood if the pressuriser was located
in the broken loop. This was not considered to be significant in terms of the overall PCT,
but was nevertheless included as a conservative bias.

The overall PCT was obtained by summating the combined uncertainty penalty of 1228K, together
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(+12K), giving a final bounding PCT of 1400K. This gave a margin of 77K to the fuel rod
structural integrity limit of 1477K.

4.0 BETTER ESTIMATE CALCULATION
The base case analysis used for the uncertainty analysis included a large number of conservatisms.
A better estimate large break LOCA analysis was therefore undertaken to demonstrate that the PCT
could be significantly reduced by the use of more realistic plant operating parameters and boundary
conditions.
The relaxations applied for the better estimate calculation were:
•

Core power - was set at its nominal 100% value.

•

Fuel stored energy - was modelled using bounding values representative of base load
operation.

•

Decay heat - was modelled for a typical equilibrium cycle.

•

Peaking factors - were modelled for a typical equilibrium cycle.

•

Accumulators - were all assumed to be operational.

•

Safety injection system - pumps were all assumed to be operational.

•

Steam generators - were all modelled with feedwater flow maintained.

The better estimate calculation produced a PCT of 872K, representing a reduction of 33OK on the
PCT of 1202K given by the base case calculation described in 3.5 above.

5.0 RESOURCE REQUIREMENTS
The methodology required 13 sensitivity calculations to determine the boundary conditions in terms
of break location, break size, etc.. The uncertainty analysis itself comprised 13 calculations
simulating the whole transient, with a further 24 modelling only part of the transient. In addition,
18 BART-A1 calculations were undertaken to investigate the clad ballooning phenomenon.
If the methodology were to be applied to a nuclear plant of similar design to Sizewell B, it is judged
that the maximum number of calculations which would be required are 13 full analyses and 13 parttransient analyses. Only three BART-A1 clad ballooning analyses would be required.

6.0 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
This paper presents an uncertainty methodology which has been successfully applied to the licensing
of Sizewell B for large break LOCA. The emphasis of this approach has been on gaining a detailed
understanding of the physical processes and of the sensitivity to individual phenomena. The major
contributors to uncertainty have been identified, and have subsequently been included in a combined
uncertainty analysis.
The combined uncertainty analysis demonstrated that uncertainties did not combine in a highly nonlinear manner. Phenomena such as the random reflood effect and clad ballooning have been treated
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as bounding biases in the assessment of the overall bounding peak clad temperature.
The plant initial and boundary conditions have been conservatively defined for the uncertainty
analysis. A better estimate calculation, which uses more realistic assumptions, shows a large benefit
in the predicted peak clad temperature, thereby demonstrating the conservatism of the uncertainty
analysis.
The UK licensing regime is not prescriptive in terms of the approach to large LOCA analysis, and
no attempt has been made to apply a formal probability or confidence limit to the final PCT. Rather,
reliance has been placed on engineering judgement, to ensure that the final bounding peak clad
temperature is conservative.
The Sizewell B uncertainty analysis was completed within the timescale and resources limitations.
It has been shown to be practical in its application and reductions in the required analysis scope have
been identified for any future plants of similar design.
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Table 1 : Uncertainties in Models and Phenomena
Rank
Phenomenon / Model
Fuel rod material properties
thermal conductivity
specific heat
gap conductance

+

Rod heat transfer

Blowdown

Refill

Reflood

L
L
H

L
L
M

L
L
M

H

H

H

Post-dryout heat transfer

*

H

H

H

Minimum film boiling temperature

*

M

L

H

M

L

M

M

L

H

M

L

H

Critical heat flux
Entrainment in core

*

Interfacial drag in core
Interfacial heat transfer in core

*

M

L

H

Grid model

+

H

L

H

Hot assembly model

+

H

L

H

Critical flow at break

*

H

L

L

M

L

L

Critical flow in surgeline
Pump two-phase behaviour

*

M

L

L

Hot leg slip in blowdown

*

M

-

-

Upper head blowdown

*

H

L

L

Fission heat model

+

M

-

-

Flashing in pressuriser

M

L

L

Lower plenum sweep-out

M

L

L

Cold leg phenomena

*

H

H

H

ECCS downcomer bypass

+

H

-

-

Downcomer wall heat transfer

M

M

M

CCFL at nozzle and core plates

L

L

H

Steam binding during reflood

*

-

-

H

Accumulator nitrogen model

*

-

-

H

Dissolved nitrogen

L

M

M

Accumulator line losses

M

M

M
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Table 1 (Continued)
Rank
Phenomenon / Model

Blowdown

Refill

Reflood

L

H

H

Metal / water reaction

L

L

M

Entrainment at top of downcomer in reflood

-

-

H

Break flow during reflood

-

-

H

Lower plenum wall heat transfer

M

M

M

Phenomena interaction

H

L

H

-

-

H

Condensation rate

Reflood dynamics

Key.
Placed at conservative bound
Sensitivity analysis undertaken
H

High

M

Medium
Low

*

*

-53Table 2 : Uncertainties in Plant Operating Conditions
Rank
Plant Operating Condition

Blowdown

Refill

Reflood

Total reactor power

H

H

H

Power peaking factors

H

H

H

Axial power profile

M

M

M

Radial power profile

H

H

H

Fuel internal pressure

L

L

L

Fuel stored energy /
Initial fuel temperatures

H

L

L

Fuel burnup

H

H

H

Primary circuit pressure

L

L

L

Secondary circuit pressure

L

L

M

Coolant temperature

L

L

L

Initial loop flows

L

L

L

Key

H

High

M

Medium

L

Low

-54Table 3 : Uncertainties in Accident Boundary Conditions
Accident Boundary Conditions and
Assumptions

Rank
Blowdown

Refill

Reflood

Decay heat

L

H

H

Control rod insertion

M

L

L

Break size

H

H

H

Break location

H

H

H

Break opening time

L

L

L

Injection flow characteristics

L

M

M

Injection water temperature

L

M

M

Accumulator water volume

L

M

M

Accumulator water temperature

L

M

M

Accumulator nitrogen pressure

L

M

M

Pressuriser water volume

L

L

L

Pressuriser water temperature

L

L

L

Containment backing pressure

L

L

H

Availability of off-site power

H

H

H

Locking of RCP impellers

L

L

H

Steam generator reverse heat transfer

L

L

H

Location of hot assembly

H

L

L

Location of operational accumulators and
injection trains

H

L

L

Key
H

High

M

Medium

L

Low

Note : Coincident steam generator tube rupture is outside of the design basis.

Table 4 : Plant Base Case and Sensitivity Analyses
Uncertainty

Parameter

Multiplier / Value

Base case

Break discharge rate

Nominal:
Subcooled 1.0
Two-phase 0.9

-

Maximum:
Subcooled 1.37
Two-phase 1.10

-11

Minimum:
Subcooled 0.81
Two-phase 0.78

-90

Maximum:
Blowdown 1.0
Reflood 1.3

-33

Minimum:
Blowdown 0.85
Reflood 0.7

+92

Critical flow

Post-dryout heat transfer

Break discharge rate

Heat transfer factor and interfacial
heat transfer factor

AT (K)

Pump degradation

Head and torque curves

Plus two standard deviations

Quenching behaviour

Minimum film boiling temperature

Correlation -50K at high pressure

+ 32

Core entrainment

Entrainment rate

Maximum: 1.5

+1

Minimum: 0.5

+2
(start of reflood)

+ 31
(start of reflood)

Table 4 (Continued)
Uncertainty

Parameter

Multiplier / Value

Intact cold leg phenomena

Interphase slip

1.0

+ 27
(start of reflood)

Interphase heat transfer

0.0

+ 50

Nitrogen pressure

50% reduction

Negligible

No blowdown

-82

Accumulator nitrogen blowdown

Upper head blowdown

Guide tube loss coefficient

200%
20%

Steam binding

Liquid carryover to steam generators

30 seconds delay

Hot leg slip

Interphase slip distribution
parameter (Co)

1.0
1.3

Reflood

Initiation of nitrogen blowdown

-5.2s to +2.6s

Effect of non-condensibles on
condensation

Condensation ramp

Unrestrained condensation

AT (K)

-18
(start of reflood)
-18
(start of reflood)
-39
+4
(start of reflood)
+ 11
(start of reflood)
+44
(maximum from 11
calculations)
+ 12
(start of reflood)

i

Table 5 : Combined Uncertainties Results

Effect on Peak Clad Temperature (AT)
Uncertainty

Start of Reflood (K)

Final PCT (K)

+29

+ 92

Pump degradation

+ 31

-32

Cold leg slip

+27

-

+ 16

+ 50

-

-39

Combined uncertainties

+40

+ 26

Combined uncertainties including
reflood dynamics bias of 50K

+40

+76

Heat transfer

Cold leg condensation
Steam binding

*

*

Key
Less conservative model variation applied for combined uncertainties calculation.
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About the use of the CATHARE code for best estimate Large Break LOCA
calculations : benefits for Safety and constraints
by JL VACHER - EDF/SEPTEN
ABSTRACT
Since 1979, EDF has participated to the development of CATHARE, a best estimate
accidental thermalhydraulic code, in collaboration with CEA and FRAMATOME. EDF
is now investigating the use of this code for licensing studies and particularly for
Large Break LOCA calculations.
Until now, the work done at EDF, in relation with FRAMATOME and CEA, has mainly
focused on the physical analysis of the transient and on the identification of the key
phenomena. This task is a necessary step before uncertainty evaluation. To illustrate
this point of view, a peculiar example of calculated Large Break transients for a
900MW three loop plant is presented. In one of these calculations, a high value of
Peak Cladding Temperature was obtained. This peculiar scenario was initiated by a
large entrainment of water to the steam generators at the very beginning of the
reflooding stage, followed by a strong pressurization which led to a lasting draining of
the reactor vessel. The physical phenomena which determine the existence and
amplitude of this scenario were identified and their influence was explained:
condensation at the accumulator injection, heat exchange in the core, entrainment
process to the steam generators. It appeared obvious that the large observed
uncertainty was associated to only a few parameters. Although this peculiar system
behaviour was obtained for only a particular combination of parameters and a narrow
range of thermalhydraulic conditions, the capability of the code to simulate these
phenomena was investigated in regard to experimental data. It was concluded that
this scenario was definitely unrealistic on a reactor.
Nevertheless, this peculiar example tends to demonstrate, firstly, that the use of a
best-estimate code improves Safety as it makes possible to point out physical
phenomena that could not be considered when using non mechanistic codes,
secondly, that the uncertainty evaluation must be guided by a pertinent physical
analysis of the transient, focusing on a few important phenomena and parameters.
-I- INTRODUCTION
Since 1979, EDF is engaged, with CEA and FRAMATOME, in the development of
CATHARE, an advanced best estimate code for the study of thermal-hydraulic
accidental transients. EDF is now investigating the use of this code for licensing
studies and particularly for Large Break LOCA calculations.
Before the search for margins, the first interest, for us, in the use of a best-estimate
code for LOCA analysis is a new understanding, more realistic, of the transient.
Nevertheless, a best-estimate code has to be used in the frame of a methodology
that guarantees the conservatism of the final result. As a consequence, it is
necessary to evaluate the uncertainty of this result.
Rather than presenting a methodology for code use and uncertainty evaluation, the
main objective of this paper is to point out that a pertinent physical analysis, looking
for determining phenomena, should be the basis for any uncertainty evaluation. We
believe that the uncertainties attached to a few parameters (related to models or
boundary conditions) represent the major contribution to the final uncertainty. These
parameters have to be considered with a high priority when trying to investigate the
capability of the code and to evaluate the global uncertainty.
To illustrate this point of view, we are giving a peculiar example of calculated LB
LOCA transients showing a large dispersion of the Peak Cladding Temperature

(PCT). These calculations are described and the determining phenomena are
identified. This analysis is then verified thanks to sensitivity studies.
The general conclusions that we draw from these studies and the main lines of our
approach relative to Large Break Loca Analysis are finally presented.
-II- DESCRIPTION OF THE CATHARE LARGE BREAK CALCULATIONS
11.1 The CATHARE code
CATHARE is a best estimate code for PWR accidental transients simulation, and in
particular for LOCA (small and large breaks). The code has a modular structure as it
contains completely indepedent modules which can be linked together in order to
represent any PWR geometry and characteristics. The main modules are the
following : pipes (1D component), 2D downcomer, volumes, tees, pumps, walls, fuel
rods and core kinetics.
Among all the existing modules in the code, the main one is the 1D pipe module, also
called "basic module". Because significant mechanical and thermal non-equilibrium
occurs during accidental transients, and especially during LOCA, this 1D module
consists of a two fluid (liquid and vapor) - six equation model : mass, energy and
momentum conservation equations are written for each phase.
CATHARE contains a specific and coherent set of closure laws, qualified against a
very large bank of experimental data. In particular, these laws concern thermal and
mechanical interaction between phases and between each phase and the walls.
Table 1 presents the experimental base versus the investigated phenomena.
The consistency of the closure laws and the overall behaviour of the code are verified
against integral experiments (BETHSY, LOFT, LOBI, UPTF, LSTF).
CATHARE also contains a consistent thermomechanical model for simulation of fuel
behaviour taking into account oxydation, hydrogen production, zirconium phase
transformation, creep deformation and rupture.
A special feature of CATHARE for reflood modeling is the reflood module used to
take into account the steep axial temperature gradient in the vicinity of the quench
front. It consists of a 2D fine thermal meshing that moves along a fuel rod with the
velocity of the quench front.
11.2 Plant description
The CATHARE plant model retained for these studies uses
assumptions typical of Evaluation Model (EM) conditions.

conservative

Table 2 gives the main features of a 900 MW three loop plant operating under
nominal conditions.
Figure 1 shows the chosen schematization for the CATHARE calculations. Two loops
are represented, one with the pressurizer and the break, the other represents the two
intact legs.
The core consists of two hydraulic channels : one average channel simulates the
average behaviour of the core and one hot channel simulates the behaviour of the
hottest fuel assembly. Moreover, a hot rod, representing the hottest fuel rod in the
core, is calculated using the CATHACOMB module : this module allows a
thermomechanical calculation using fluid data from the hydraulic calculation as a
boundary condition. The hot rod is associated to the hot channel during blowdown
and to the average channel during reflooding, according to the CATHARE team
recommandations.
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The break is a double ended cold leg break of twice the section of the pipe. It is
represented by two pipes with a fine meshing at the break's end.
Table 1 : validation of the physical closure relations
Test loop
MOBY DICK, SUPER MOBY DICK,
MARVIKEN, REBECA, BETHSY

Reactor component Investigated
phenomena
BREAK
Critical flow

PERICLES BOIL OFF, VERTICAL CANON
TAPIOCA, G2

CORE
VERTICAL PIPES

Flow regimes
Interfacial friction

SUPER MOBY DICK HORIZONTAL
ECTHOR HOT LEG, ECTHOR LOOP SEAL

HORIZONTAL
PIPES
LOOP SEAL

Flow regimes
Interfacial friction
Stratification

PATRICIA SG1, PATRICIA SG2

STEAM
GENERATOR
(primary and
secondary side)

Flow regimes
Interfacial friction

PERICLES REFLOOD, ERSEC
ERSEC OSCILLATORY, ROSCO

CORE

Reflooding

OMEGA, TPTF, FLECHT GV

CORE, STEAM
GENERATOR

Wall flux

SUPER MOBY DICK TEE

TEE JUNCTION,
BREAK

Phase separation

COSI

ECCS

Condensation

MHYRESA

HOT LEG

CCFL

CREARE
UPTF

DOWNCOMER

CCFL

SEROPS

UPPER PLENUM

De-entrainment

PERICLES 2D, UPTF

CORE,
UPPER PLENUM

Multi-D effects

EVA
EPOPEE

PUMP

1 phase and 2 phase
pump
characteristics

PIERO

LOWER PLENUM

Voiding

EDGAR

FUEL

Fuel behaviour,
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Table 2 : Steady state conditions

Core power

2775 MW

Peaking factor

2,35

Hot channel enthalpy rise factor

1,55

Primary pressure

155 bar

Core inlet temperature

286,6 °C

Core outlet temperature

324,8 °C

Upperhead temperature

286,6 °C

Loop flowrate

21960 m3/h

Upperhead flowrate

2%

Core bypass flowrate

4,5 %

Steam generator secondary pressure

58 bar

II.3 Transient hypothesis and boundary conditions
The main hypothesis relative to the transient are the following :
- The offsite power is supposed to be lost. As a consequence, the primary pumps are
tripped at time = 0, and coast down by their inertia.
- Only one Low Pressure and one high pressure Safety Injection pump are available
with a minimum flowrate. The Safety Injection and accumulator flowrates on the
broken loop are supposed to be lost at the break.
- The residual decay heat follows the ANS 71 + 20% curve.
- The containment pressure evolution results from a containment calculation that
minimizes this pressure.
-HI- DESCRIPTION OF THE CATHARE CALCULATIONS
The three calculations described in this section were performed with a just-released
version of the closure laws of CATHARE characterized by a new condensation model
increasing strongly the condensation efficiency due to ECCS injection in the cold
legs. Peculiar features of the first calculation led to a high value of Peak Cladding
Temperature. The two other calculations were performed to evaluate the influence of
the determining parameters.
111.1 Description of calculation n° 1
This calculation leads to an overstepping of the safety criteria (Peak Cladding
Temperature over 1204°C). The scenario is described below :
- during the accumulator injection, strong condensation occurs at the injection point.
At the end of the blowdown stage (time = 21 s), the vessel pressure becomes lower
than the containment pressure and steam enters the circuit through the break,
passes through the loops and is condensated in the vicinity of the accumulator
injection line connection. As shown on figure 2, there are two ways for steam to
reach the accumulator injection line connection. The first : steam enters the reactor
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through the vessel side of the break, passes through the core and finally through the
hot and cold legs of the intact loops. The second : steam enters the reactor through
the pump side of the break, passes through the broken loop and finally through the
hot and cold legs of the intact loops.

wapr

figure 1 : 900 MW plant - Primary circuit schematization for LB LOCA

- At time = 23 s, the water level in the reactor vessel reaches the bottom of the lower
plenum internals and the only way for steam to reach the accumulator injection
becomes the second way (pump side) and as a result the steam flowrate increases.
This increase leads to a depressurization of the upper plenum relatively to the
downcomer, mainly due to the important head loss (approximately 0.3 bar) through
the broken loop pump (inverse flowrate). This situation is illustrated on figure 3. This
pressure difference between downcomer and upper plenum pushes water through
the core.
- At time = 27 s, the remaining pressure difference between downcomer and upper
plenum and the water entrainment due to vaporization in the core result in an
important water flowrate entering the upper plenum and part of it is entrained in the
hot legs, as shown on figure 4. In the following seconds, vaporization occurs in the
steam generators and in the core leading to increase steam binding dramatically as
well as the pressure in the upper plenum. A significant part of the steam generated in
the core reaches the break passing through the core inlet, the lower plenum and the
downcomer. This steam flowrate leads to a vessel draining and to a second ECCS
bypass period, as shown on figure 5. When this steam flowrate stops, the remaining
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water inventory in the accumulator is not sufficient to ensure a conventionnal
gravitary reflooding stage with Low Pressure Safety Injection.
Figure 6 shows the evolution of vessel liquid mass during the transient, and in
particular, the second ECCS bypass period between 27s and 35s. Figure 7 shows
the consequences on PCT. Figure 8 shows the core mass inventory behaviour and
the long period of time (from 40s to 70s) the core is empty.
The main parameters which are determining on this scenario appeared to be the
condensation rate at the accumulator injection, the heat transfer and interfacial
friction in the core together linked with a specific network of flow resistances in the
primary circuit. Some sensitivy studies were performed to confirm this analysis. They
are described below.
111.2 Description of sensitivity calculation n° 2
In this calculation, an improved set of physical laws for heat and interfacial tranfer
was used. This set was developed to improve the code qualification against reflood
tests such as PERICLES and ERSEC (numerical improvements, enhancement of
heat transfer in inverse annular flow, reduction of entrainment).
This sensitivity calculation is described below :
- For the reasons mentionned for the previous calculation, a pressure difference is
produced between downcomer and upper plenum and pushes water through the
core. However, at time = 26s, the steam flowrate leaving the core is higher than in
calculation n°1 (better heat transfer in the core). As a consequence, the steam
flowrate coming from the break through the loops is smaller and the pressure
difference between downcomer and upper plenum is reduced in comparison with the
previous calculation. The combination of a reduced driving force and of a lower
entrainment results in a much smaller quantity of water leaving the core and reaching
the steam generators. The vaporization is not so violent and do not lead to a vessel
draining nor to a second ECCS bypass period.
Nevertheless, the reflooding stage is oscillatory with low water entrainment in the hot
legs at each oscillation. These oscillations are particularly large during the
accumulator injection period (up to time =41 s). Figures 9 to 11 show the evolutions of
vessel liquid mass, peak cladding temperature and core liquid mass compared to
those of the previous case.
111.3 Description of sensitivity calculation n° 3
In this calculation, we assume that the accumulators contain dissolved nitrogen, at a
concentration of 0,56 Nm3/m3 of water (saturation conditions under 40 bar). The
improved set of physical laws is kept. The scenario looks very different:
- The condensation rate is significantly decreased in comparison with the previous
cases. There is no steam coming from the break in this case, and thus no pressure
difference generated between downcomer and upper plenum. This leads to a large
delay before water enters the core (at time = 30s instead of 24s in the previous
cases). This explains the greater value for Peak Cladding Temperature for the early
reflood peak.
- In this case, liquid entrainment to the hot legs is low, but as observed in calculation
n°2 the reflooding stage is oscillatory with low water entrainment in the hot legs at
each oscillation.
Figure 12 to 14 show the evolutions of vessel liquid mass, peak cladding temperature
and core liquid mass in comparison with those of calculation n°1.
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way n°2
accumulator

figure 2 : steam condensation at accumulator injection - time = 21 s

accumulator

figure 3 : beginning of reflooding - time = 24 s
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steam

water

break

figure 4 : water entrainment in hot legs - time = 27 s

accumulator

figure 5 : second ECCS bypass period - time = 27 to 35 s
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111.4 Uncertainty analysis
If we only consider the final results of the three previous calculations, the uncertainty
seems very large, but if we perform a detailed analysis of these calculations, it
becomes obvious that such an uncertainty is associated to only one phenomenon
which is a second ECCS bypass period.
Although this peculiar system behaviour was obtained only for a particular
combination of parameters and a narrow range of thermalhydraulic conditions, the
priority, when we received these results, was to identify the phenomena involved in
the scenario n°1 and to investigate the capability of the code to simulate these
phenomena. We made the following conclusions from the analysis of experimental
data:
- dissolved nitrogen do exist, at a significant concentration, in ECCS accumulator.
This fact was confirmed by measurements on a trench 1300 MW nuclear power
plant. Some experiments (UPTF for instance) have shown that a slight concentration
of non condensible gases in ECCS injection reduced largely the violence of
condensation. Moreover, The CATHARE asumption considering that dissolved
nitrogen is being degassed in the injection line before entering the primary circuit was
confirmed by some experiments performed in CEA in Grenoble.
- The heat transfer correlation in case of inverse annular flow, that plays an important
role in case of low quality mixture (it was the case in our calculations at the beginning
of reflooding), was found to underpredict heat transfer.
- An analysis of reflooding analytical tests (PERICLES or ERSEC) showed that the
entrainment rate was overpredicted. The new set of physical laws used in the
sensitivity calculations improves the entrainment rate calculation and the calculation
of the analytical tests. However, this parameter is still slightly overestimated, and in
the same time the quantity of water stored ahead of the quench front in case of large
inlet flowrate is slightly understimated.
For all these reasons, it was concluded that the observed water entrainment through
the core and to the hot legs and steam generators as calculated in the first
calculation was impossible and consequently that the Peak Cladding Temperature
obtained was definitely unrealistic. At least, this particular example shows that the
final uncertainty on a given transient can be largely reduced just by reconsidering a
few assumptions related to an important phenomenon.
-IV- TEACHINGS AND PRINCIPLES DERIVED FROM THESE PRELIMINARY
CALCULATIONS
We draw two main general conclusions from this peculiar example :
- The first conclusion of these calculations is that the use of a best-estimate code
improves Safety as it makes possible to point out physical phenomena that could not
be considered when using non mechanistic codes. These phenomena should need a
specific analysis. It is important for Safety to have a realistic image of what could be
the accident, and to get the realistic system response when evaluating the sensitivity
of a given parameter. First generation codes or biased models could give
unappropriate sensitivity tendancies.
- The second conclusion concerns uncertainty evaluation, which is necessary to
guarantee that the proposed methodology for code use gives a conservative result.
For us, the main lesson of the previous studies is that any uncertainty evaluation
should rely on on a fine physical analysis of the transient in order to determine the
major influencing phenomena. We believe that only a few parameters attached to
these phenomena govern the final uncertainty. It seems useless to consider the code
as a whole to determine uncertainty but it is foundamental to make a major effort on
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the uncertainty related to the main phenomena. This means that we should identify
the models, boundary conditions, and choices of schematization associated to these
phenomena, verify the adequation of the models and quantify the basic uncertainty
related to these parameters. A specific approach is to be developed for each type of
transient. We consider, as a first priority, that this task is to be done for the system
thermalhydraulics, i.e. the determination of phenomena which are attached to system
effects (for example, ECCS bypass, steam-binding in a Large Break LOCA). The
analysis of sensitive parameters which do not affect the system calculation (for
exemple the thermomechanical properties of the hot rod) should be considered
during a second step.
The work now in progress at EDF, with respect to Large Break LOCA, is based on
this approach. As an illustration, one subject which is currently under study is the
early reflooding period (before the end of accumulator injection) analysis.
Experiments (BETHSY tests) and CATHARE calculations show that this period is
characterized by large U-tube type oscillations between core and downcomer
affecting the system behaviour (entrainment and deentrainment effects in upper
plenum, water entrainment to steam generators) and having a possible important
effect on the core cooling and on Peak Cladding Temperature, particularly on a
900MW plant on which the maximum PCT can be obtained at the beginning of the
reflooding stage. Our present task is to verify the code adequation for simulating this
phenomenon and to evaluate the impact of code uncertainty and reactor
schematization on the system calculation.

-V- CONCLUSION
This paper has presented a peculiar example of Large Break calculations performed
in EDF with the CATHARE code, with conservative assumptions, for a 900MW 3 loop
plant. One of these calculations led to point up a combination of conditions resulting
in a high Peak Cladding Temperature. This scenario was analysed and the
determining phenomena were found to be the condensation rate at the ECCS
accumulator injection, the heat transfer and interfacial friction in the core. A flashback
to experimental data has been made: it has shown some weaknesses in some code
models or boundary conditions (which have been corrected) for this particular
example and it has demonstrated that such a scenario was not possible in a reactor.
Nevertheless, two main conclusions were drawn from these studies:
- The use of a "best-estimate" code improves safety as it tends to give a realistic
image of a given transient, with no occultation of possibly unfavourable phenomena,
as it could be done when using non mechanistic codes.
- Theses calculations have shown a large uncertainty on Peak Cladding Temperature
for some specific conditions but the analysis demonstrated that the major part of this
uncertainty was due to no more than three parameters. Thus, for us, these studies
tend to demonstrate that the uncertainty evaluation must be primarly guided by a
pertinent physical analysis of the transient, focusing on a few important phenomena
and parameters responsible for the larger part of the whole uncertainty.
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ABSTRACT
In the design of ordinary Light Water Reactors (LWR), various kinds of simplified and
fast-running codes or tools which have been developed based on the long experience or exact
data base. These codes or tools have enough design or safety conservatism to satisfy the
design or safety criteria. On the other hand, in the design of advanced LWR, there may be
many phenomena which are dominant in safety of advanced LWRs but not in safety of
ordinary LWRs. Some phenomena which are thought to be sensitive to the design criteria
from the engineering judgement or analysis with conventional analytical tools are being
investigated for advanced LWR. The best estimate codes can be used for confirming that our
understanding on the phenomena related to advanced LWR even if the reliability of the codes
are not enough.
This paper describes importantness of the best estimate codes based on our experience
in design and evaluation works for advanced LWRs at Japan Atomic Energy Research
Institute.
1. INTRODUCTION
The AP-600 w and MS-600® PWR concepts have been proposed by featuring passive
engineered safety feature systems which can eliminate the emergency diesel generator,
injection pumps and coolant supply systems. Other systems are, however, substantially similar
as those of ordinary PWRs and total system is not so significantly simplified. In these concept
the reactor shutdown system is the same as that of ordinary PWRs, that is, release of neutronabsorbing rods (control rods) and their passive insertion into the core by gravity force. The
release mechanism is actively actuated by cutoff of exciting electric current which is triggered
with a signal from of logical sequence in a control system. In this system, logical sequence
can be optimized not to introduce unnecessary disturbance to the operation, however, we
cannot neglect the failure of the reactor shutdown system due to the failure of active systems
or the control system.
In the PIUS® concept, stable operating condition is in a narrow band and a highly
concentrated borated water is physically filled the core for reactor shutdown, if operating
condition is shifted out of the narrow band. This reactor shutdown system is completely
passive and reliable, however even small disturbance in operation can induce reactor
shutdown, that is, the reactor system is safer but less practical as a power generating system.
The SPWR(4) concept has been developed by extending the PIUS concept and is intermediate
concept between the above-mentioned PWRs and the PIUS. Hydraulic-pressure-actuated
valves trigger to inject soluble boron by logical signal or decrease of pump discharge
pressure. This is more stable than the PIUS, however, there is shortcomings of the boron
shutdown system and the events to be actuated by the valves does not cover all of important
events. These concepts including ordinary PWRs use "chemical shim", that is, soluble boron
for compensating the decrease of reactivity due to burnup of nuclear fuel. Accordingly their
concentration is set to be high at the beginning of cycle and gradually reduced with increase
of burnup, and finally becomes almost zero. Therefore it makes difficult to optimize water
chemistry in the primary coolant so as to minimize yielding rate of the Corrosion Product

(CP) and resultant radiation exposure by irradiated crud deposited on the structure of the
primary coolant system.
Araya and Murao(5) found in a preliminary analysis that the heat generation rate in the
nuclear core can be balanced with heat removal rate at the steam generators within small
volume change of primary coolant, if the moderator density reactivity coefficient is enough
large and the fuel temperature reactivity coefficient (Doppler effect) is enough small. These
conditions are found to be established by eliminating the chemical shim and decrease of linear
heat rate of fuel rods. If we realize a reactor with such a core, the nuclear reaction can be
passively stopped by moderator density decrease due to coolant temperature increase or void
formation in the coolant. Thus influence caused by failure of the control rod shutdown system
can be minimized in the reactor with this core. Additionally elimination of chemical shim
makes management of water chemistry optimized to reduce yield of the CP and fonnation of
the crud and the CVCS more simplified by removing boron concentration and volume control
subsystems. If we adopt a passive engineered safety feature system, the system can be
simpler and a reactor system requiring reduced operation and maintenance efforts can be
established.
At the Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute (JAERI) a simplified PWR concept
named JAERI Passive Safety Reactor (JPSR) System with full range self-powercontrollability, that is, physical stability, has been developed by adopting a reactor with the
above-mentioned core and a passive engineered safety feature system. Even ordinary PWRs
have a self-power-controllability around narrow range near the operating point unless control
rods and/or volume control system are actuated. This paper describes the concept of the JPSR
and items to be dissolved for detailed analyses which are estimated from our experience in
experiment and analysis of ordinary and advanced light water reactors.
3. REACTOR SYSTEM OF JPSR
The JPSR consists of an in-containment-integrated Nuclear Steam Supply System
(NSSS) and a steam turbine system. The NSSS has an inherent matching nature of core heat
generation and heat removal and consists of a reactor, a primary cooling system, a passive
safety feature system and simplified auxiliary systems. This provides a nuclear reaction
interruption capability against moderator density decrease in emergency and also an inherent
load following capability in normal operation within a small volume change in the primary
coolant system. In the development of the present concept necessary developing work is
attempted to be minimized and abilities of scale-up in the design are also conserved.In this
paper 600 MWe-cIass design is described. The gross electric and thermal outputs are fixed
630 MWe and 1853 MWt, respectively.
1) Reactor
For elimination of chemical shim, it is necessary to provide the equivalent function of
soluble boron, that is, compensation of decrease in reactivity due to bumup of nuclear fuel
and reactivity margin in cold state in the coolant. Accordingly a large number of Control Rod
Drive Mechanism (CRDM) units is required to be increased. Installation of sufficient number
of ordinary units is difficult, since there are technical restrictions in spacing of holes on the
top head of the pressure vessel for penetrating connecting rods between drive mechanisms and
control rods. Hence in-vessel CRDMs were adopted, which are being developed for a concept
of a new marine reactor, MRX, being designed at JAERI(6\ The in-vessel CRDMs are used
for not only reactivity control but also active reactor shutdown and additionally for damping
of xenon oscillation. The configuration of a fuel assembly is identical to that of a 17xl7-type
fuel assembly of typical PWRs. For reducing Doppler effect low power density core was
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adopted. The low power density core is also effective to reduce thermal load on the fuel in
emergency. The average power density is set to be about 75% of that of current PWRs.
Hence the core size is almost the same as the Takahama-3 PWR (870MWe PWR)™ with
three cooling loops and the AP-600. The reactor pressure vessel is shown in Fig.l and
radially similar as that for the AP-600 design concept and axially longer than that for the
ordinary three-loop PWRs in order to incorporate the in-vessel CRDMs. The size of the
pressure vessel is larger than that of ordinary similar class PWRs, however there is no
additional restriction on extending to higher powered PWRs. Elimination of the chemical shim
and use of the in-vessel CRDMs remove probabilities of large reactivity insersion accident
due to boron dilution and control rod withdrawal, respectively.
Table 1 shows the main parameters of the JPSR core. The nuclear characteristics in
this table were evaluated^ based on a three-dimensional core burn-up analysis with the
SRAC code system^. Since the reactivity coefficients for the SPWR were found to be
inherent matching nature(5), core design was studied to obtain similar nuclear characteristics
as the SPWR. As shown in Fig.2, four-batch refueling strategy is adopted to obtain high
bum-up more than 45GWd/t without increase of excess reactivity. The disadvantage of
shortening a cycle length is mitigated by the low power density. All excess reactivities are
compensated with control rod movements. Therefore the reactivity coefficients shown in
Table 1 are evaluated in the critical condition with control rods instead of the soluble boron.
The calculational results on the reactivity coefficient of moderator density and the ratio of the
reactivity coefficients of moderator density to fuel temperature are shown in Fig.3. From the
figure the suitable reactivity characteristics given by the preliminary analysis is obtained in
higher average burn-up condition. The reason is the increase of neutron absorption in
resonance region of plutonium produced in burn-up process. Addition of about 1% of
plutonium in a uranium core or full plutonium-uranium mixed oxide fuel core also give
equivalent nuclear characteristics.
2) Primary cooling system
In the once-through type Steam Generators (SGs), the heat transfer is governed by SG
feed water flow rate. This is very convenient to control heat removal rate by controlling feed
water flow rate within a small temperature change of the primary coolant. Quasi-steady state
response characteristics of primary loop on the change of heat removal rate was estimated by
assuming the core power density shown in Table 1 and reactivity coefficient of the SPWR
in the end of cycle. Thermal characteristics of the B&W once-through type SGs(10) were also
assumed as those of the once-through SGs. From the balance between reactivity coefficients
of fuel temperature and moderator density, relation between average coolant temperature and
normalized power was obtained as shown in Fig. 4. By assuming temperature rise in the core
is 30 K, core inlet and outlet coolant temperatures are obtained as also shown in the figure.
From the thermal characteristics of the B&W SG, the steam temperature can be estimated as
shown in the figure. Usually the power generation turbine allow only temperature change of
8K in the normal operation. Therefore the B&W design (total heating tube length: 15.9 meters
) is not satisfied with this criteria. Assuming equal heat transfer coefficient and equal
temperature difference between the primary side (tube side) and secondary side (shell side)
in superheated steam region (18 % of total length in the original design), extension of heating
tube in 3.4 meters gives satisfaction of the criteria as shown in the figure. This assumption
is judged to be reasonable based on Ref.(ll). Accordingly a concept of the inherent matching
nature of the core heat generation and the heat removal in the NSSS was proved under quasisteady state conditions. The B&W type once-through SG for the JPSR is illustrated in Fig.5.
The expansion of the primary coolant was analyzed for a transient of 100 % heat
removal reduction in 60 seconds. Based on the results of transient calculations, it was

-nestimated that the maximum liquid expansion is 9.22 cubic meters and a pressurizer with
steam volume of 60 cubic meters can absorb the expansion in a pressure change from 15.6
MPa to 19.83 MPa by assuming no actuation of the pressure regulation system. The size of
the pressurizer is about three times larger than that of ordinary same-powered PWRs.
Canned pumps are adopted as the main coolant pumps by considering its high
reliability of their performance(12) and simplification of the CVCS. The pump head is higher
than that of ordinary PWRs, since length of the main piping is longer in PWRs with oncethrough SGs. Since this type of pump has low moment of inertia, flow coastdown transients
following trip of primary coolant pumps becomes severe in view of occurrence of the
Departure from Nucleate Boiling (DNB). Therefore the rotor of the pump should be designed
to have high inertia so as to inhibit the DNB occurrence. Since the complete loss of primary
coolant flow accident following trip of all pumps is severest, the transient calculations have
been performed to determine the inertia.(13) The flow diagram of the primary system is shown
in Fig. 5. The main circulation pump are located in the hot leg side, since the coolant
temperature change in power change is smaller in the hot leg.
The total system of ordinary PWRs shown in Fig 6(a) can be simplified as shown in
Fig. 6(b).
3) Passive engineered safety feature system
The flow diagram of the passive safety system of the JPSR is also shown in Fig. 5.
The passive residual heat removal system has natural circulation paths with check valves and
other valves and two sets of heat exchangers are formed between the upper plenum and the
downcomer. Figure 7 shows the concept of passive residual heat removal system. Two units
of residual heat exchanger are installed outside the pressure vessel and each unit has a natural
circulation loop connected to a gravity driven coolant injection pool cooled by air cooler units
outside the containment. Each residual heat exchanger is connected to the upper plenum and
the downcomer with normally-closed active and passive valves including a check valve. The
check valves are opened by gravity force when the discharge pressure of circulation pump is
decreased. Temperature-sensitive passive valves are also equipped in parallel. The valves of
air cooler lines are normally open, that is, the pool cooling system is always functional. In
order to cool the air and/or steam discharged in the containment, air cooling pipes can be
installed inside the containment wall and connected to the air cooler natural circulation lines.
Condensate on the surface of the air coolers is fed into the pool to form a natural circulation
path in the containment. In emergency the core residual heat is removed by the residual heat
exchangers though natural circulation lines and then transferred to the gravity driven coolant
injection pool by natural circulation. The pool is cooled by natural circulation of water under
atmospheric pressure and the heat is transferred to the outside-installed air coolers as final
heat sink.
Heat removal capacity of the passive system has been designed by assuming onedimensional flow under steady-state condition. It was specified that one unit of residual heat
exchanger has a heat removal capacity of 6% of full power when the primary system is in
the hot conditions and 0.3% in the cold conditions(14). When four air cooler units are available
and ambient air temperature is as high as 303K(30°Q, the air cooling system can remove 1%
of full power at the pool temperature of 348K(75°C). The heat removal capability of air
cooler increases with the pool water temperature. The heat imbalance between heat from the
residual heat exchanger and heat to the air coolers is stored in the pool in a certain time.
Therefore the gravity driven coolant injection pool works as a heat reservoir.
In passive coolant injection system, ordinary accumulators and the high pressure Core
Makeup Tanks (CMTs) are adopted. The CMTs have pressure equalizing lines and are
actuated by passively-operated valves which are mechanically opened by sensing water level

lower than a given level or by actively-operated valves. The borated water is contained in
the accumulators and the CMT. Therefore the CMT can be also used as a backup shutdown
system, which is actuated by the actively-operated valves. Two CMTs are equipped and make
the reactor core subcritical by injecting borated water into the reactor core. The volume of
CMT was determined so that a subcritical condition in the reactor core could be achieved by
mixing the primary coolant and the borated water contained in a CMT with an assumption
of 21000 ppm boron concentration in CMT. On the selection of the passive coolant injection
system, there is more flexibility than the selection of cooling system. More quantitative
investigation with the best estimate codes is necessary.
The primary coolant system is covered with an inner containment. A large volume of
gravity driven coolant injection pool is placed outside of the inner containment and inside of
the outer containment. The pool is connected with the cold legs of the primary loops through
check valves to inject water to the primary system by gravity force when the primary system
pressure is depressurized to equalize the containment pressure. In certain conditions actively
operated depressurization valves are opened by logical signal.This pool is used for absorbing
of heat and iodine from the inner containment in LOCAs. Accordingly the containment spray
system is unnecessary. And in severe core damage events, passive devices and active valves
for injecting water to the reactor cavity . The fluid from safety valves and depressurizers
connected to the pressurizer is fed into the pool by steam quencher to absorb the energy of
the fluid. The volume of water in the pool is large enough to flood the primary system up to
the level of the pressure vessel nozzles for main coolant piping to ensure a natural circulation
between the primary system and the pool. The pool is filled with borated water not to dilute
the borated water injected into the primary system in emergency. The annulus air cleanup
system, other air cleanup system and spent fuel pit cooling system also should be passive,
however not yet investigated.
By realizing such a passive safety system, all of active systems and components of
"safety class" like emergency diesel generators for supplying power to the emergency system
can be unnecessary and even active triggering actuators without passive back-up devices can
be significantly reduced. And almost all of the passive safety system is used even in normal
operation. Accordingly defects can be easily detected and operation and maintenance efforts
to keep enough reliability can be dramatically reduced.
3) Simplified auxiliary system and image of the plant
The pool is also used for heat sink of normal operating systems like a containment
cooling system and a heat exchanger cooling system for the chemical control system. The
passive residual heat removal system is also used for a reactor shutdown cooling system.
Accordingly cooling system of the pool is always running. Therefore high reliability of the
safety systems and the normal operational systems can be expected. The cooling system needs
forced convection systems to operate the system at a suitable operating temperature. The
forced convection systems are not "safety class", since there is enough time for engineers
working inside of the containment to evacuate outside even when the systems are failed.
3. ITEMS TO BE DISSOLVED FOR DETAILED ANALYSES
1) Multi-dimensional core thermal-hydraulics in low flow rate condition
In the loss of flow event the flow rate in the primary coolant system becomes lower
and multi-dimensional flow in the core becomes dominant. In the one-dimensional analysis,
the core flow rate becomes very low and the Departure of Nucleate Boiling (DNB) occurs at
the hot channel even heat flux becomes considerably low. Hear an experience found in the
small break LOCA analysis for a double-flat-core type high conversion PWR with one-

dimensional and three-dimensional analyses is explained.
Design of a double-flat-core type high conversion PWR
A double-flat-core type high conversion PWR (HCPWR) has been developed at
JAERI to improve fuel utilization. The concept of the pressure vessel and major design
parameters are shown in Fig. 8. This reactor is a three-loop PWR. In order to keep the void
reactivity coefficient negative, pancake-type flat core concept was taken and in order to
increase the critical heat flux (DNB heat flux), the two flat cores were designed to be piled
up with lower, internal and upper blankets. The length of each core part and blanket part are
0.6 meters and 0.3 meters, respectively and both parts are formed in a fuel rod which active
length is 2.1 meters. The fuel assembly is a hexagonal configuration with 372 fuel rods, 24
control rod thimbles and one instrumentation thimble. The outer diameter of fuel rod is 9.5
millimeters, which is the same as for the 17 x 17 fuel assembly of a PWR. Fuel rods are
arranged in a triangular lattice with pitch-to-diameter ratio (p/d) of 1.23. The core consists
of 313 fuel assemblies and 66 radial blanket assemblies. Although the length of fuel rod is
shorter than a current PWR fuel rod, the length of the pressure vessel (13 meters) is as large
as that of a 4-loop PWR. The thermal and electrical outputs (2,432 MWt and 810 MWe,
respectively), primary coolant flow rate and temperature rise along the core are designed to
be approximately the same as those of a convensional three-loop PWR. The average
conversion ratio is 0.83 and the effective discharge burn-up is 56 GWd/t.
Multi-dimensional behavior found in analysis of 0.5% small break LOCA at vessel bottom
of the double-flat-core type HCPWR(1;>)
Analyses with one-dimensional (1-D) and three-dimensional (3-D) models of the
REFLA/TRAC code were performed on 0.5% small break loss of coolant accident (LOCA)
at vessel bottom of a double-flat-core type high conversion light water reactor (HCLWR)
conceptually designed by JAERI. Large difference between results of the 1-D and 3-D
analyses was found. In order to clarity the causes of the differences, an additional 1-D
calculation was performed with revised input data in which noding schemes was changed at
the lower plenum, downcomer and upper plenum, considering actual plant configuration.
Then the causes of the differences were surveyed by comparing the calculated results each
other.
Figure 9 shows calculated peak cladding temperature in revised 1-D calculation
together with old 1-D and 3-D cases. As shown in the figure, core uncovery times in both
1-D cases are almost the same. This means that overall thermal-hydraulic behavior in the
revised 1-D case is basically the same as the old 1-D case. Therefore, the differences
between old 1-D and 3-D cases have not been resolved even in the revised 1-D case.
Namely, the beginning times of core uncovery in both 1-D cases were more than 1500
seconds earlier than that in the 3-D case. Based on detailed survey of the calculated results
of all cases, it was found that the differences were caused by local flow conditions calculated
in 3-D case as described blow. As shown in Fig. 10, in 3-D case, when the natural
circulation was terminated due to the break of flow in the steam generator U tube, circulation
flow initiated in the core and the downcomer in addition to flow paths between the core and
the bypass. Therefore, since the circulation flows mixed the cold ECCS water with hot water
in the core, relatively hot water reached the break locations at vessel bottom. On the other
hand, in both 1-D cases, the flow path between the core and the bypass and circulation flows
could not be modelled inside the core and the downcomer. Therefore, the cold ECCS water
reached the break location. Based on the above description, it was found that the differences
of circulation flow conditions caused the different break flow rates between 1-D and 3-D
cases. As a result of this, the differences of cladding temperature behavior were caused.
In the calculation described above, local flow conditions, which could not be
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calculated by the 1-D model, caused large differences in results between 1-D and 3-D
analyses. Reliability of this result should be carefully investigated, since there are some
discrepancies in the three-dimensional code, however it is very important that the code did
show the possibility of multi-dimensional effect.
2) Condensation problems in the CMT
Behavior of the flow in the CMT is very important for LOCA events. Hear a results
of small CMT simulation experiment is explained.
The CMTs are designed to be actuated by sensing low water level and to supply the
subcooled borated water to the upper plenum. The CMTs are simply actuated by opening the
passive valve which is activated by decrease in coolant density in the vertical pipe of the
pressure equalizing line due to decrease in water level in the upper plenum. Figure 11 shows
the atmospheric test apparatus which consists of a simulated CMT, a simulator of the pressure
vessel (PV simulator) with a boiler(16). The steam generation in the reactor core is simulated
by injection of steam from the boiler to the PV simulator through a steam injection line.
Decrease in coolant in the pressure vessel is modeled by discharging the water from the PV
simulator through a discharge line. The experiment is initiated by discharging the water form
the PV simulator by opening the valve. The valves in the steam injection line and pressure
equalizing line are also coincidentally opened. The CMT is filled with subcooled water before
initiation of the experiment. The steam flow rate in the pressure equalizing line and the fluid
temperatures in the CMT are measured.
Figure 12 shows the results derived by an experiment under the conditions of the PV
pressure and temperature of 0.15MPa and 383K and the CMT temperature of 298K. As shown
in this figure, large steam flow is observed at early period of the experiment. This is because
the steam is condensed on the water surface in the CMT. The temperature transients show that
the steam condensation continuously occur. These data implies that the condensation and the
pressure drop in the pressure equalizing line affect the injection characteristics of the CMT.
In order to investigate the phenomena in detail, a larger scale experiment is planned to be
carried out.
4. CONCLUSION
In the design of advanced light water reactors, it is very important to improve the
accuracy of the analytical tools by making experiment to understand the phenomena and using
multi-dimensional codes to understand the process of transients. Usually we make mock-up
test for knowing the behavior of the interesting phenomena but sometimes the interesting
phenomena is chosen from the transient analyses. If the analysis tools do not have enough
accuracy, we may miss the important phenomena. Therefore best estimate code development
is very important for advanced light water reactor.
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Table 1 Major parameters for JPSR concept
Value
1853
2
15.73
558
598
578

Parameters
Thermal output (MWi)
Number of loops
Primary system pressure (Mpa)
Core inlet coolant temperature (K)
Core exit coolant temperature (K)
Core average coolant temperature (K)

17X17 type
145
264
215
12.6
9.5
8.19
[4.0] ~ 5.0
3660
2920
13.2

Fuel assembly type
Number of fuel assemblies
Number of fuel rods per assembly
Fuel assembly pitch (mm)
Fuel rod pitch (mm)
Cladding outer diarneier (mm)
Pellet outer diameter (mm)
U-235 enrichment (w/o)
Effective core height (mm)
Equivalent core diameter (mm)
Average liner heat rate (KW/m)

4
[47] ~ 58
[14] ~ 18

Number of refueling baich
Discharge bum-up (GWd/t)
Fuel cycle length (EFPM)
Moderator density reactivity coefficient
BOC/EOC (%Ak/k/g/cm3)
Dopplor reactivity coefficient
BOC/EOC (%Ak/k/"C)
[ J: case of 4.0w/o U-235
( ) : reference value of SPWR at EOC
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DEVELOPMENT OF KAERI LBLOCA REALISTIC EVALUATION MODEL
WJ. Lee, YJ. Lee, B.D. Chung, and S.Y. Lee
Accident Analysis Department, Korea Atomic Energy Research Institute

ABSTRACT

A realistic evaluation model (REM) for LBLOCA licensing calculation is developed and
proposed for application to pressurized light water reactors. The developmental aim of the
KAERI-REM is to provide a systematic methodology that is simple in structure and to use and
built upon sound logical reasoning, for improving the code capability to realistically describe the
LBLOCA phenomena and for evaluating the associated uncertainties. The method strives to be
faithful to the intention of being best-estimate, that is, the method aims to evaluate the bestestimate values and the associated uncertainties while complying to the requirements in the
ECCS regulations.

1. INTRODUCTION
Adherence to the revised emergency core cooling system (ECCS) rule of 1988[1] in assessing
the ECCS performance can significantly increase the thermal margin of the light water reactors.
This increase in margin can be utilized to enhance the economy and efficiency of the reactor,
and also to improve the plant design and to increase the operational flexibility which can be
used, in turn, to enhance the safety of the reactor. With a view to fully utilize such potential
benefits, a realistic evaluation model for large break loss of coolant accident (LBLOCA)
licensing calculation is developed and proposed. The aim of the development effort is to
produce a fully operational LBLOCA realistic evaluation model applicable to pressurized water
reactors (PWR). The model will be used to calculate the realistic peak cladding temperature
(PCT) and to quantify the associated uncertainties.
The revised ECCS rule of the 10CFR50.46 specifies the requirements for the uncertainty
evaluation. Also, the Regulatory Guide 1.157[2] provides detailed descriptions of best-estimate
(BE) calculation and the features that a best-estimate code should exhibit, and suggests methods
for estimating the calculational uncertainties that need to be quantified with respect to the
requirements laid out in the 10CFR50.46. In addition, the CSAU (Code Scaling, Applicability
and Uncertainty) evaluation method developed for LBLOCA by the USNRC(3] gives a very
detailed reference on the development of a uncertainty evaluation methodology (NUREG-5249).
However, the methodologies described in CSAU coniain a number of weaknesses for them to be
practical in the actual plant application.
In light of this, KAERI has developed a practical LBLOCA realistic evaluation model (RJEM)
designed to evaluate ECCS performance, which is simple in structure and based on ihc sound
logical reasoning, while satisfying the requirements of (lie ECCS regulations.
KAERI LBLOCA REM can be summarized by the following equation :
PCTuc=PCTBE+Al>CTC0Di;+APCTSCALE+APCTA,rL+APCTD,AS
KAERI-REM uses the RELAP5/MOD3-KAER1 code [4,5] as the analytical tool. The

capability of the code to realistically describe the LBLOCA behavior is justified by the
comparison of its simulation results to the experimental data for various LOCA related
experiments. The Licensing PCT (PCTLIC) is calculated by adding to the realistically calculated
PCT (PCTBE), the uncertainties in the calculated PCT propagated from various uncertainty
sources in the calculation and the plant application.
The code uncertainty (APCTcopg) is evaluated using the calculation results for the separate
effect test (SET) assessment matrix. The resulting code uncertainty is then validated by
demonstrating that it bounds or embraces the code uncertainty evaluated using the calculation
results for the integral effect test (IET) assessments. The scaling uncertainty (APCT
)
represents the capability of the code to scale the LBLOCA phenomena up to the full ^zed
nuclear power plant (NPP). The application uncertainty (APCTAPI-) deals with the sources of
uncertainties specific to the individual plant design and operation. The PCT bias (APCT ) is
added to compensate for the deficiencies of the analytical technique in predicting the LBLOSCA
phenomena for the given plant due to such factors as the code deficiencies or lack of code
modelings.
The main feature of the KAERI-REM is that the licensing PCT is separated into two
independent sets of terms. The first set of terms, consisting of APCTC0DE and APCTSCA, E, is
concerned with the capability of the code to simulate the individual and overall LBLOCA
phenomena and each term can be calculated independent of plant design and operations. The
other set of terms, consisting of PCT—, APCT^,^ and APCTBIAS, relates to the plant-specific
values. This feature makes the KAERI-REM to be a simple and practical methodology for
LBLOCA application, while complying to the requirements specified in the ECCS regulations.

2. KAERI LBLOCA REALISTIC EVALUATION MODEL (REM)
The KAERI-REM implementation follows closely the layout of the CSAU methodology
which provides a step-by-step guidance. The overall flow diagram of the KAERI-REM is
shown in Figure I.
The Method consists of 3 elements which are :
- Scenario Specification and Identification of Important Processes and Phenomena
- Code Development and Assessment
- Code Uncertainty Quantification and Plant Application
Each element is further divided into several components and their description is given in the
following sections.
2.1 Scenario Specification and Identification of Important Processes and Phenomena
This element consists of:
Step 1. Scenario Specification
Step 2. NPP Selection
Step 3. Identification of Important Processes and Phenomena

':

Step 1. Scenario Specification
A particular scenario will have dominant processes and safely parameters different to those of
other scenarios and thus the determination of the code capability and uncertainty need be scenariodcpendcni. After a scenario has been selected and well defined, it may be helpful to further
sub-divide the scenario into major phases based upon the dominant phenomena and processes.
The accident scenario is the Large Break Loss of Coolant Accident and the accident is
sub-divided into blowdown and post-blowdown phases.

Step 2. Nuclear Power Plant Selection
A complete scenario definition depends on the particular plant in which the accident scenario
occurs because the dominant phenomena and their interaction differ to varying degrees with the
various reactor designs. The selection of a particular plant will have major influence on the
resulting uncertainty.
The NPP selected for the development of the KAERI-REM is the PWR of the Westinghouse
type. However the KAERI-REM is developed with a view to an application to Combustion
Engineering (CE) type reactors.
Step 3. Identification of Important Processes and Phenomena
Different phenomena and processes will affect the plant behaviour differently. Since there is a
practical limit to the number of phenomena and processes that can be considered in any analysis,
there need to be a process of first identifying important phenomena for the given scenario.
These identified important processes and phenomena provide the guidance for the justification
and evaluation of code capability and the quantification of code uncertainty.
The Regulatory Guide 1.157 explicitly lists the features that a best-estimate code should
address, and essentially these code features describe the important processes and phenomena in
connection with the LOCA. Thus in the KAERI-REM, the important processes and phenomena
is deemed to have been identified in the consideration of the best-estimate code features for
LOCA.
2.2 Code Development and Assessment
The computer code used in the KAERI-REM is the RELAP5/MOD3-KAERI computer code
which need to be validated for application to the chosen scenario. Here, the capability of the
code to simulate the LBLOCA is checked by simulating relevant SETs and IETs as well as by
examining the code documentations prior to the uncertainty evaluation. Consideration on the
nodalisation is also given here. The nodalisation of the NPP should be sufficiently fine to
adequately capture the important phenomena and design characteristics of the NPP but coarse
enough to remain computationally practical. Once an appropriate nodalisation is determined, it
becomes fixed as the standard NPP nodalisation and used in all subsequent analyses for IET,
SET and NPPs. Thus the uncertainty due to nodalisation is implicitly included in the code
uncertainty. A special care is taken in the nodalisalion of near the break and the ECC injection
point
The capability of the code to realistically simulate the LBLOCA phenomena is decided upon
to the degree practical with the state-of-the-art of the knowledge. If any code deficiencies or
modelling shortcomings are delected, corrective actions, be it code modification, changes in
modelling techniques or bias treatment, are decided upon. The whole process of checking and
modifying the code is performed in an iterative manner. When all such decisions are made and
the code is shown to be applicable, the code will be "frozen" and used in all subsequent
calculations for evaluating the uncertainty. The frozen code will be named the RELAP5/MOD3KAERI.
This element consists of:
Step 4. SET Assessments
Step 5. IET Assessments
Step 6. Examination of Code Applicability
Step 7. Code Freeze and Documentation
Step 4. SET Assessments
The SET assessments arc carried out essentially to examine the predictability of the code with
respect to major phenomena identified in step 3. That is, the SET assessments will show how
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well the code predicts or simulates the important phenomena such as the break flow, blowdown
and reflood thermal-hydraulics, 3-D modelling, etc. Most of the code deficiencies related to
models should be identified, examined and the corrective actions decided upon in this step.
Step 5. IETAssessments
The IET assessments are performed to check whether the code is capable of predicting and
following the overall LBLOCA sequence and the associated global phenomena. More
specifically, the IET assessment results are used primarily to evaluate whether the code is
capable of predicting the sequence of blowdown, refill and reflood phases with adequate
accuracy. In addition, the capability of the code to scale-up to the NPP-size with respect to the
phenomena, and any global deficiencies of the code should also be checked. Experiments with
similar scenarios and transient conditions in different experimental facilities of varying scales
should be selected to assess the scale effects on the code model.
Step 6. Examination of Code Applicability
A code's capability to calculate a LBLOCA scenario for an NPP design rests on the following
elements:
-

Reid equations
Closure equations
Numerics
Structure and Nodalisation

The code applicability is examined by using the results from the SET and IET assessments,
and also by examining the code manual and MC/QE (Models & Correlation/Quality Evaluation)
documents and relating them to the modelling requirements. If any code deficiencies or
modelling shortcomings are noted, corrective actions, be it code modification, change in
modelling techniques or bias treatment, should be decided upon. The whole process of checking
and modifying the code will be performed in an iterative manner.
Step 7. Code Freeze and Documentation
When all the corrective actions to the code are successfully implemented and the code is
determined to have adequate applicability, then the code is frozen and all the subsequent
analyses are performed with this frozen version of the code. Any modification and modelling
changes should be documented.
2.3 Code Uncertainty Quantification and Plant Application (KAERI-UEM)
The last stage in the KAERI-REM is the quantification of uncertainties related to the code and
to the specific plant and scenario. This stage is named the KAERI-UEM (UEM : Uncertainty
Evaluation Method) and consists of code uncertainty quantification and plant application.
SET/IET assessment matrix simulations form the basis of quantifying the two code related
uncertainties, APCTC0DE and APCTSCALE. In the plant application, the limit value approach and
optionally the statistical approach, are used to calculate the uncertainty arising from the
uncertainties in plant and accident scenario parameters.
KAERI-UEM is shown in Figure 2 and consists of following steps :
Step
Step
Step
Step

8.
9.
10.
11.

Code Uncertainly Quantification Assessments
Best-Estimate NPP Calculation
Application Uncertainty Quantification
PCT Bias Quantification

Step 12. Determination of PCTUC
Step 8. Code Uncertainty Quantification Assessments
The code uncertainty is deduced by directly comparing the simulation results and the
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experimental data for the separate effect tests. The test facilities are selected to be full-sized
with respect to NPP so that the scaling consideration are eliminated. The number of tests for
comparison should be sufficiently large in order for the statistical treatment to be possible and
the lest conditions should cover the conditions expected to occur during the actual plant
transients. The PCT differences between the experimental data and the simulation results
constitute data used for the code uncertainty quantification. The resulting difference in PCT
which embraces 95% probability at 95% confidence level will be used as the PCT
The scaling uncertainty is assessed by comparing the simulation results of EETs of various
scales with the experimental data. If the simulation results are affected by the scale of the test
facilities, the capability of the code to scale-up the LBLOCA process should be quantified and
extrapolated to the full-sized NPP. The scale distortion of the test facilities should be considered
in evaluating the scale uncertainty, APCTSCALE.
Step 9. Best-Estimate NPP Calculation
The best-estimate calculation of NPP is performed for the given LBLOCA scenario and the
initial and boundary conditions. The plant initial conditions are obtained in a best-estimate
manner, then the most limiting initial conditions expected over the plant life are defined based
on the sensitivity studies. The relevant factors such as the fuel performance are obtained in a
best-estimate manner. Other boundary and initial conditions and the availability and
performance of equipment are defined to the conservative bounds, that is limiting, based on the
plant technical specification. The single failure criteria and the availability of the electrical
systems are considered based on the requirements in the Appendix A to 10 CFR 50.
The realistic break discharge coefficients are obtained from the code assessment to
MARVIKEN critical flow test[6] and they are used in the calculations. The most limiting break
is defined from the spectrum of possible break sizes over sufficiently bload ranges. Thus, the
PCTBE represents the most likely PCT of the most limiting break size based on the BE physics of
the system for the given scenario and the initial and boundary conditions. The following steps
for the quantification of application uncertainty and PCT bias are carried out for the defined
limiting break.
Step 10. Application Uncertainty Quantification
For the limiting break, the uncertainties in applying the code to the specific scenario and to
specific plant need to be evaluated. The contributors to the application uncertainly are the initial
and boundary conditions and the equipment availability, the fuel behavior and the other
variables whose effects are not addressed in the evaluation of the code uncertainty. Table 3-1
lists the parameters proposed for the quantification of application uncertainty. Since the limiting
values for the initial and boundary conditions and the equipment availability are used in the
best-estimate calculation of the NPP, the uncertainties associated with these parameters are not
considered in the quantification of application uncertainty.
The treatment of the application uncertainty may be optionally divided into two parts, namely
statistical treatment (APCT^) and the limit-value approach treatment (APCTLV), depending on
the availability of relevant data and the economics of calculations. The limit-value treatment are
used for those parameters which show monotonous behaviour with respect to the PCT and have
little inter-dependency with other parameters. The parameters to be treated by statistical
approach or by limit-value approach arc decided upon as the methodology evolves and more
knowledge is gained.
To calculate the APCTLV, the paramclcrs chosen to be treated by limit value approach arc set to
their conservative values which will maximi7.c the PCT.
For the parameters chosen to be treated by a statistical method, the distribution of each
parameter need to be known or assumed. A calculation matrix, using the distributions and a
sampling technique (e.g., Latin Hyper Cube), is constructed and calculalion performed. With
the calculalion results, a response surface for the selected parameters are formulated. Then a
Monte-Carlo simulation using the distribution of parameters is carried out to find the distribution
of the PCT. Finally, the 95%/95% PCT will give (lie APCT^.

-
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- Code Developmental Assessment Matrix
- Code & Scaling Uncertainty Quantification Assessment Matrix
The basis for selecting appropriate tests are founded upon the following concepts;
SET
• Important phenomena of concern during LBLOCA listed in the Guide provide the basis for
selecting appropriate SETs
• Test facilities with scales as close to full scale as possible are selected in order to eliminate the
scale distortion
• SETs having PCT as a key parameter are selected for the quantification of code uncertainties
to obtain the combined effect of individual models on PCT
• Sufficiently large number of tests, which cover the conditions expected to occur during the
actual plant transients, are selected so that the statistical treatment for quantification of code
uncertainties is possible
IET
• The initial and boundary conditions of the tests represent, as closely as possible, the actual
plant conditions and the accident scenario
• For code scaling capability consideration, the scaling of the test facility is reflected in the
selection of IETs
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Table 1

Code Developmental Assessment Matrix

Areas of Concern
1) Code predictability for important phenomena and process
2) Code modifications
3) Modelling technique
4) Code deficiency
Phenomena

Test Facility

Test ID

Concerns

Data Availability

Blowdown
T/H
Reflood
T/H
Break Flow

THTF

3.05.5B

KAERJ-DB

FLECHT-SEASET

Table 2

MARVIKEN

CFT 11.21

CHF,
Prisr-CHF Hear Transfer
Post-Blowdown T/H
anrt Hear Transfer
Break Flow &

ECC Bypass

UPTF

Test 4 A

Core Muti-D
T/H
UP/Hot Leg
Hvdraulics
Steam
Rinding
Steam-Water
Interaction
Integral
Effects

SCTF

82-BH1
Run 604
10BRun81
29 Run 212
Cl-5
Run 14
8ARun 112
Part 1
L2-3
S-06-06

UPTF
CCTF
UPTF
LOFT
SEMISCALE

1-D Approximation
Mass nkfrihnlinn
Core Flow Distribution
Cross Flow
En/De-entrainmeni
CCFL.InterfacailPh.
EnyDe-entrainment
InTcrfarial Phennmpna
Interfacial Phenomena
LBLOCA Overall
Process

KAERI-DB
KAERI-DB
2D/3D
CARR-CF^
2D/3D
rABB-CE^
2D/3D
CABB-CE^
2D/3D
rARR-CF^
2D/3D
rABB-CF.^
KAERI-DB
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Table 2

FLECHT SEASET 161 Rod Unblocked Bundle Reflood Test
Assessment Matrix

Parameter

Run

Pressure
(psi)

Flooding
rate

31701*

40

31203
31504*
31805
31302*
34006
32013
34201
31108

40
40
40
40
39
60
20

30817

39

30518(2)
34470
34524
31203
31021
36026 (3)

40

35426
32333
32235
33436*
33338

40
40
20
39
40

Pressure
.Suhrooling
Initial clad
temperature
Peak power
Radial power
distribution
Variable
flooding rate
Gravity
reflood

19
40

39

40
40

40
40

Rod
Initial
Temperature ( F)
1601

Rod
Peak
Power
flcw/ft)
.7

Flooding
Rate
(inVsec)
6.1

Subcooling
(F)
127

Radial
Power
Distribution
Uniform

1601
1585
1600
1597
1620
1629
1636
1600
1638
987

.7
.7
.7
.69

126
144
143

.7
.72

1.51
.97
.81
3.01
.59
1.04
1.07

90

Uniform
Uniform
Uniform
Uniform
Uniform
Uniform
Uniform

7
74

311
98

176
\4

T In i form
Uniform

.7

1.52

139

Uniform

.7

1.53
1 53
1.57
1.51
1.52
1

14?
142
126
141
143

141

Uniform
Uniform
Uniform
Uniform
Uniform
FLECHT

(4)

126
142

(5)
(6)
(7)

179
141
142

FLECHT
Uniform
Uniform
Uniform
Hot/
cold
channel

494
7045
1612
1601
1615
1651
1627
1631
1630
1611
1600
hot,
1096
cold

.4

74

1
.7
.4

.737
.703
.667
.7
.7

.7
.7

1.01
•

126
142
117

hot,
.4

cold

(1) Run 35114 will be compared with run 31504 (all other "subcooling" runs
scrammed or had a variable flood or subcooling).
(2) Run 30518 was the only run in the parameter study in Ref. 3, p. 3-2 that
had an initial clad temperature of about 500 °F.
(3) Of the runs which had non-uniform radial power distributions, run 36026
had a decay curve closest to nominal.
flooding rate = 6.36 (5 sec), .82 onward,
(4) Run 32333
flooding rate = 6.53 (5 sec), .98 (200 sec), .62 onward.
(5) Run 32235
injection rate (lbm/scc) = 12.8 (15 sec), 1.73 onward.
(6) Run 33436
injection rale (lbm/scc) = 13(15 sec), 1.78 onward.
(7) Run 33338
Selected for the code developmental assessments

Table 3 THTF Code Uncertainty Quantification Assessment Matrix
Break Area
(m2)

104
105
151
153
155
157
160
161
162

3.05.5B

12.54
12.54
12.54
12.54
12.54
12.54
12.54
12.54
12.54
7.525

Break I/O
(Ratio)

Tinlei

0.5/0.5
0.4/0.6
0.4/0.6
0.4/0.6
0.4/0.6
0.4/0.6
0.4/0.6
0.4/0.6
0.4/0.6
0.53/0.47

558
558
558.2
557.
561.1
557.3
558.3
557.8
558.3
549.7

(K)

Touilet Pressure Mass Row Power
Transient
(MPa) ( kg/m2/hr-6) (KW/rod) Power (s)
(K)

607

15.8

607

15.5

606.5
597.6
606.2
587.9
608.1
589.8
597.8
601.7

15.7

15.8

15.5
16.1
15.5
15.2
15.8

14.64

12.3
12.2
11.2
9.04
7.86
15.14

8.03
11.5
11.2
24.44

122.0
122.0
122.0
80.0
80.0
100.0
80.0
80.0
100.0
125.3

2.
2,+decay
2,+decay
2.+decay
2.+decay
2.+decay
2.+decay
2.+decay
2,+decay
•J

Table 4 Code & Scaling Uncertainty Quantification Assessment Matrix
Areas of Concern
1) Code uncertainly quantification for blowdown and reflood PCT
2) Code scaling uncertainly quantification
3) Confirmation of SET code uncertainties
Key Safety
Parameter

TestFaility

Test ID

Data Availability

Remarks

Blowdown
PCT

THTF

Table 3

KAERI-DB

SET Code
Uncertainly

SEMISCALE

S-02
S-29
Table 2
Not Determined
B-5
L2-3
L2-5

KAERI-DB

SET Code
Uncertainty
SET Code.
Uncertainly

S-06-03
S-06-06

KAERI-DB

Reflood
PCT
Integral
Effects

FLECHT-SEASET
CCTF, SCTF
PKLII
LOFT
SEMISCALE

KAERI-DB
2D/3D
KAERI-DB
KAERI-DB

Scaling Under.
Confirm Code
Uncertainty
LOFT
Counterpart

LBLOCA
Scenario
Select NPP
Identify Important
Phenomena and Processes

CODE DEVELOPMENT AND ASSESSMENT
SET
Code Predictability on
Major Phenomena
Code Deficiency

IET
. Code Predictability to
Overall LOCA Phenomena
. Code Scaling Capability
. Code Deficiency

Examine Code Applicability

Change
Modelling Technique
or Modify Code ?,

Code QE Documentation
and
Code Freeze
KAERI-UEM

Quantify Code Uncertainty
A PCTCODE

A PCTSCALE

Plant Application
PCTBE

Ap
A

CTAPPL
PCT B 1 A S

Figure 1 Overall Flow Chart for KAERI-REM
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Quantification of
Code Uncertainties
Code Uncertainty
Quantification Assessment

SET

Plant Application

Plant BE Calculation
for Limiting Break: PC^ E

ill

. Code Uncertainty . Scale Uncertainty

Application Uncertainty
Quantification
- Blowdown
- Reflood

- Blowdown
- Reflood
. Confirmation of
Code Uncertainty

Limit Value
Approach
PCTLV
APCT

APPI

Statistical
Approach
PCTSTA

APCTLV+APCTSTA

Code Bias Determination
APCT

B.AS

...

Figure 2 Detailed Flow Chart for KAERI-UEM
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Project margins of advanced reactor design VVER-500
M. F. Rogov, G. I. Birukov, V. G. Ershov, B. E. Volkov
Introduction
Project criteria of advanced reactor design VVER-5OO in design
conditions are compared with the requireirients of the Russian
regulatory guides [13,LS],C3] in this presentation.
Normal operation limits, safe operation limits for main
anticipated operational occurrences and design limits accepted
for design basis accidents are considered as described in the
preliminary safety report.
"i. Acceptance criteria for of fuel cladding: damage as
required in the Russian regulatory guides
In accordance with TS], operating
dartRge i no i ud i ng:

limits

of fuel

cladding

- Q.?% of fuel rods with the flaws of gas leakiness type and
-

0.02% of fuel rods with direct, contact of nuclear fuel with
coolant,
should not Lie exceeded.
In anticipated operational occurrences, safe operation limits
including:
1% of fuel rods with the flaws of gas leakiness type and
0. 1% of fuel rods with direct contact, of nuclear fuel with
coolant,
should not be exceeded.

For design basis accidents maximum design limits corresponding:
- fuel rod cladding temperature being equal 1200 oC
- fuel rod cladding local oxidation depth being equal 18% of
initial cladding thickness
- reacted zirconium mass fraction being equal
fuel rod cladding mass

1% of

initial

should not be exceeded.
In
addition,
the threshold fuel rod destruction power
generation should not be exceeded and fuel melting should be
excluded in design basis accidents associated with a rapid
positive reactivity insertion.
2. Fulfillment, of design criteria in the design VVER-500
for anticipated operational occurrences and their list
S.I The information on fulfillment of the basic design
criteria in the design VVER-500 for anticipated operational
occurrences is given below. The given data show that these
criteria are more severe than the regulatory criteria shown in
section 1.
".1.2 Tlie heat exchange crisis in the core is excluded. DNBR
with 26,2% error is more than 1,0. Fulfillment of this
condition provides reliable fuel rod cooling and no more than
0.1% of fuel rods with the flaws of gas leakiness type and
0.01% of fuel rods with direct contact, of nuclear fuel with
coolant (which is more severe than in section 1).
2.1.3 Maximum fuel temperature
less than melting temperature.

in any point of the core is
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2". 2 Below, a list of main groups and names of conditions which
are considered in the design in a category of anticipated
operational occurrences is presented.
2. 2.1 Reactivity-induced occurrences
- Uncontrolled withdrawal of a control rod bank
- Inadvertent drop of fuel assembly
2.2.2 Occurrences with loss of secondary coolant
- Inadvertent opening of the steam dump valve or
valve of SG with subsequent failure to close

safety

2.2.3 Occurrences with reduction of the primary coolant
flow rate
- Loss of power to all or several RCPs
- Loss of normal unit electric power supply
2.2.4 Conditions with variation of
and of feed water flow rate
- Turbo-generator load drop
- Loss of feed water supply
- Increase of turbo-generator load

turbo-generator

load

2.2.5 Abnormal fuel assembly manipulations
F.rroneous loading of a fuel assembly into the core and
its operation
3. Fulfillment of design criteria in the design VVER-5OO
for design basis accident and their list
3.1 The information on fulfillment of the basic design
criteria in the design VVER-500 for design basis accident is
given below. The given data show that these criteria are more
severe than the regulatory criteria shown in section 1.
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y. 1. I Primary arid secondary pressure is maintained under 115%
of design value taking into account possible transients (in
accordance with C3])
3. 1. 2 Maximum fuel cladding temperature does not exceed 700 C.
The increase above normal value occurs no more than 150 s. As
these criteria are fulfilled fuel cladding- destruction does
not take place. Flow area constriction in the fuel assembly
does not take place either.
3.1.3 Maximum fuel temperature
less than melting temperature.

in any point of the core is

3. 1. 4 The absence of fuel destruction in accidents induced by
a rapid insertion of reactivity is provided if maximum U02
enthalpy does not exceed 830 kj/kg or radially averaged U02
enthalpy does not exceed 3S5 kj/kg. These
values
are
determined on a basis of experimental data on fuel behaviour
in conditions of impulse power increase. In the accidents
below these values of enthalpy are not exceeded.
3.2 Below, a list of main groups and names of conditions which
are considered in the design in a category of design basis
accidents is presented.
3.2.1. Reactivity-induced accidents
- Ejection of a control rod as a result, of break
control rod drive casing

of

the

- Startup of an inactive reactor coolant loop
3.2.2 Accidents with loss of primary coolant
- Inadvertent opening and failure of the
safety valve to close
Inadvertent

opening

pressurizer

of the primary circuit, emergency

-ssblowdown valve and its failure to close
- Small leaks with loss of coolant as a result of
postulated breaks of the primary pipelines of diameter
less than 100 mm
-

Large leak with loss of coolant as a result of
postulated break of the primary pipelines of diameter
more than 100 mm and up to diameter of main coolant
pipeline.

3.2.3 Accidents with loss of secondary coolant
- Break of SG feed water line
• Spectrum of steamline breaks within and outside the
boundaries of the containment (including the case with
simultaneous break of one heat exchange tube in the SG
with damaged steamline)
3.2.4

Accidents with reduction of the primary coolant
flow rate
- Instantaneous seizure or break of one RCP shaft
3.2.5 Primary to secondary leaks
- SG tube rupture
-

SG primary
diameter

collector

leak

with

100mm

equivavent

- SG primary collector 7*90 mm full diameter leak
3. 2. G Accident situations during manipulation with fuel
assembl ies
Erroneous loading of fuel assemblies into the core and
its operation
- Drop of fuel assembly under refuelling
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- Drop of load* into the reactor and into the spent
storage

fuel

4. Conclusion
It is shown that the basic design criteria in the design
VVER-bOO for the anticipated operational occurrences arid for
the design basis accidents are more severe than required in
accordance with Fl], [2]. This provides certain margins from
the viewpoint of safety.
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DESIGN CHARACTERISTICS AND SAFETY FEATURES OF
INTEGRAL REACTORS FOR NPPs OF NEW GENERATION
O.Samoilov, V.Alekseev, V.Kuul,
OKBM, Niznij Novgorod, Russia
In conformity with the Conception of nuclear power development in the
Russian Federation an enhanced safety PWR for NPPs of new generation is now
under development in OKB Mechanical Engineering. Safety enhancement is pursued as one of main objectives of the design. To solve the problem an experience
is used which had been gained at the development AST-500 reactor for nuclear
district heating plants, as well as the experience available in the field of creation
and operation of marine nuclear steam supply systems.
The VPBER-600 reactor has an integral layout, i.e. core, steam generator,
reactor coolant pumps, steam-gas pressurizer, emergency heat removal heat exchanger are all arranged in a reactor pressure vessel (Fig.l). The reactor safety
level is determined mainly by it's core intrinsic features, such as self-prot action
properties due to negative reactivity feedbacks for fuel and coolant temperatures in
all operational modes, increased thermal margins under normal operation a ad
design basis accident conditions. Besides, passive self-actuated systems are used for
the reactor shut down and cooling in emergencies.
Major reactor core data:
Thermal power, MW
Number of fuel assemblies
Core height, mm
Power density, kW/1
U inventory, Mt
Coolant temperature, °C
core inlet
core outlet
Fuel average linear heat rating, W/cm
Number of CRDMs
Initial boric acid content, g/kg
Refuelling interval, years
Average fuel enrichment (equilibrium), %

1800
151
3530
69.4
62.0
295
325
108
61
<4.5
1.5
-4.15

Fuel rods of 9.1 mm outer diameter with sintered UO2 - pellets are used in
the reactor core. The similar fuel rods are being used in WER-1000 reactors.
Reactivity control. To compensate a reactivity margin for fuel bum up both
boric acid in the reactor coolant and mechanical control rods of the reactor control and protection system (CPS) are used in the VPBER-600, along with burnable poison - gadolinium - mixed with nuclear fuel. During the reactor core lifetime boric acid concentration is being reduced gradually (only reduced) by means
of ion-exchange filters. Such a concept allows to provide the primary system leak-
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tightness and thus to reduce releases of radioactivity beyond the system's boundaries during the plant operation.
Inherent self-protection. By the optimisation of H2O/UO2-factor and
limitation of boric acid content in a moderator to the value of 4.5 g/kg a negative
reactivity feedback is provided for coolant temperature over the entire operating
temperature range (Fig.2) and negative void reactivity coefficient is ensured as
well. It provides the reactor power self-control under normal operation conditions,
as well as the reactor self-shutdown in emergencies resulting in the core
temperature increase or steam appearance in the reactor coolant.
The negative void reactivity coefficient ensures the reactor trip in LOCA
accidents.
High-effective mechanical reactivity control system. By the arrangement of
control rods in practically each of fuel assemblies the reactor subcriticality is
provided in cooled dispoisoned state without boric acid in a moderator. For this
aim the CRDMs design allowed to move either individual control rods or a group
of three adjacent control rods simultaneously (see Fig.3). At an operating content
of boric acid in a moderator the core subcriticality is provided with account of
failure of one control member would control rods in three adjacent fuel assemblies
was stuck in uppermost position. In response to the reactor trip signal the
CRDMs are de-energized followed by the control rods insertion into the core by
gravity. Under overpressure emergency conditions the control rod insertion is
initiated by a self-actuated system.
Core moderate power density - provides enhanced thermal margins both
under normal operating and all design basis accident conditions. The core moderate power density allowed to implement the refuelling regime with four reloadings and 1.5 years fuel cycle duration, and thus to minimise an energy unavailability factor and the plant personnel collective dose.
Advanced in-core instrumentation system. Approximately one third of the
core fuel assemblies are provided with instrumentation probes (Fig.4). They are
distributed over the core regularly in groups, thus for each probe-free fuel assembly two adjacent instrumentated ones exit. By this instrumentation system the
following characteristics can be measured:
- core thermal output;
- core power distribution;
- coolant flow rate in the fuel assemblies, its inlet and outlet temperatures;
- DNBR;
- the fuel assemblies energy yield.
Residual heat removal system. Continuously operating RHR train with natural convection of coolant is provided for the VPBER-600. Besides, there is the
passive RHR system which is capable to self-actuate at the primary system pressure deviations. The system includes RHR heat exchanger built in the reactor and
hence it is independent from a secondary circuit availability.
Natural coolant circulation. The integral layout of the reactor allowed to
simplify significantly a primary coolant system, thus a high level of natural
convection drive head is provided under emergency conditions. Would the primary
coolant flow be interrupted the core cooling is continued in a water-fall mode of
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circulation followed by transition to a steam-condensate mode, i.e. reliable core
. cooling is ensured both at loss of power for the main circulating pumps and at
LOCAs.
Exclusion of laree-break LOCA. Integral arrangement of all the primary
system's equipment items in a single pressure vessel allowed to exclude large diameter reactor-related pipelines. Maximum diameter of the orifice in the primary
circuit loss of integrality is equal 50 mm. Besides, in the integral reactor a large
water volume locates above a core, thus increasing significantly a total heat
accumulation capacity of the primary system and providing an ample time margin
for accident management measures fulfilment.
Guard vessel. The VPBER-600 reactor is enclosed into a second strong
leak-tight structure - so called guard vessel. Under LOCA conditions a primary
coolant leak into the guard vessel would be terminated as pressures in the both
vessels become equal. So, the reactor core will be covered with water and its
cooling is provided.
All above mentioned features of the VPBER-600 reactor allowed to obtain
increased design margins under accident condition, thus to enhance the reactor
safety and stability in operation.

OKB Mechanical Engineering

, into deaerator
' from condensate

from water
•
treatment system

VPBER-600 reactor plant flow diagram

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Main circulating pump
Reactor
Steam generator
Heat exchanger - condenser
Continuous heat removal system
Self-actuating devices
(direct action)
7. Intermediate heat exchanger
8. CRDM

9. Guard vessel
10. Containment
U. Heat exchangers unit
12. Emergency boron injection system
13. Tank with boron solution
14. Passive heat removal system
15. Coolant clean-up and boron
reactivity control system
16. Primary circuit makeup system

VPBER-600 Control Rods Layout

- control rod group
- individual control rod
f J

- fuel assembly without control rod
Fig. 2
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MARGINS RELATED TO
EQUIPMENT DESIGN
J. DEVOS (CEA, Saclay)
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MARGINS ACCORDING TO THE
REGULATIONS
Philosophy (regulations):
1. use lower material properties
2. combine loadings in a conservative
way (add their effects)
3. place margins on the loadings
k x L < Lfailure

4. use different margins for different
service conditions (normal, incidental,
accidental, etc.
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MARGINS ACCORDING TO THE
REGULATIONS
Application (design codes) :
- compute stresses, strains, critical loads
with simple, well proven methods
- correct them through imposed
procedures
- check that the stresses, strains remain
below specified limits (depending on the
situation)

margins are either explicit or hidden in
the codes

MARGINS ACCORDING TO THE
REGULATIONS

Sometimes the margin of the rule is not
constant or not exactly known :
- not constant: margin to crack initiation
by fatigue: from 1 to 20
- not exactly known : margin to failure
of piping under seismic loading (>1)

FATIGUE DESIGN CURVES
reduction factors :

2 on As
20onN
to account for differences between specimens
and real components
(ogA€
facteur 20
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log N
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'NOT REPORTED

MARGINS ACCORDING TO THE
REGULATIONS

No explicit variation of the margin
according to the accuracy of the
computation method

Examples :
- margin against plastic instability :
. & 3 (simple methods)
. 2,5 (plastic analysis)
- margin against fatigue : no difference
The inaccuracy of simpler methods is
corrected by coefficients or functions,
which may equal 1 in simple cases
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BEST ESTIMATE METHODS

Simple methods
- derived from design rules
- based on linear computations
- example :
. R6 method for defect analysis
. efficiency diagram for ratchetting
Advanced methods :
- based on continuum mechanics
- non-linear behaviour : plasticity,
viscoplasticity, friction
- damaging processes: void formation
- coupled phenomena : plasticity/damage

BEST ESTIMATE METHODS
Simple methods
- sometimes in better accordance with
experiment
- difficult to extend beyond their scope
- need strong physical basis
- need validation against experiment or
advanced methods

Advanced methods :
- require greater computation effort
- require special material data, hence
special characterization effort
- usually sensitive to material data
- need careful, step by step, validation

BEST ESTIMATE METHODS
Example of accuracy : elastic-plastic
buckling predicted by non-linear f.e.
computation
Number of comparisons

Non conservative Conservative
14

Pexp - Pcalc
.
exp
-25 -15 -5

5

15 25

35 45 55
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BEST ESTIMATE METHODS
Example N°2 : prediction of progressive
deformation through a simplified method
("efficiency diagram11)

v = Pm/Peff

•

0.1
0.1

\

Courbe moyenne
Coudes
RCC - MR

i

i

i

i

i

i i 11

\
\
\

i

i

i

i

I

i i 1

1

10
SQ = AQ /

Pm

Pm: primary stress
Peff: "efficient" primary stress
AQ : range of secondary stress
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BEST ESTIMATE METHODS
Example N°3 : prediction of crack
initiation in creep-fatigue through
codified methods

100

TTTTTT]
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I

i

i

ill
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V : fatigue usage factor = ZN/Na (Na : number of allowable cycles)
W : creep uasage factor = ET/Tr (Tr : time to rupture)
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Section A
Eprouvettes de tractior
Section C

Eprouvettes pour
ecrouissage cyclique

Section B

Sections B et C

Section A
Extrados

AG1

BG1

AG2

BG2

Intrados

: Emplacement, du preievement des eprouvettes
de traction pour la caracterisation du materiau.
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BEST ESTIMATE METHODS
Order of magnitude of the error
(compared to experiment) when
predicting :
- excessive deformation : xl.2
- time to crack initiation infatigue :x2
- time to rupture in creep : xlO
- buckling load: xL5

Because of:
- physical dispersion
- phenomena not modelled

J

~iS5

CONCLUSIONS
1. Philosophy :
- margins on loadings
- lower material properties
- variable margin according to situation
2. Best estimate methods
- modelling of the damaging phenomena
- require greater computation effort and
more material data
- variable accuracy depending on the
failure mode
- need careful experimental validation
3. Simplified methods compared to best
estimate:
- less sensitive to material data
- sometimes more accurate
- very long to elaborate
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EXAMPLES FOR THE CORE SAFETY MARGINS OF
NPP "KOZLODUY", UNIT II, BASED ON
LICENSING ASSUMPTIONS AND
BEST ESTIMATE APPROACH

B. Dimitrov, M. Marinov
Nuclear Safety Section, Research Division, Energoproekt pic
Sofia,

Bulgaria

D. Panaiotov, B. Ilieva
Institute for Nuclear Research and Nuclear Energy,
Bulgarian Academy of Science,
Sofia, Bulgaria

ABSTRACT

This is a presentation of the results from thermo-hydraulic analyses of the 17-th
core refuelling of NPPMKozloduy", unit II. The ranges of parameters' values,
limiting the safe operation of the reactor, are defined under conservative
assumptions for two cases: the beginning and the end of the refuelling cycle. Best
estimate thenno-hydraulic analysis of the core has also been carried out for the
beginning, the middle and the end of the refuelling cycle. The DNB ratio is
estimated according to the Bezrukov (1976) and Smolin (1978) correlations. The
critical heat flux is calculated with the COBSOFM computer code and the results
are verified against experimental data from the Chech Republic (Skoda) and
Russia ("Kurchatov" Institute, "Gidropress"). The maximal temperatures of the
fuel pellet and the fuel cladding are determined, as well as the temperature and
void fraction of the coolant within the core. The results from the conservative and
the best estimate calculations are used as a basis for the conclusions about the
significant design and operation core safety margins of NPP"Kozloduy", unit II.

I

COBSOFM - A COMPUTER CODE FOR SUB-CHANNEL THERMOHYDRAULIC ANALYSIS OF WER TYPE REACTOR CORES

The computer code for sub-channel thenno-hydraulic core analysis - COBSOFM
[1, 2], is an upgraded version of the popular USA code COBRA-3C [3], developed
to represent the special characteristics of the VVER-440 and VVER-1000 reactors.
The code calculates the coolant flow rate and the enthalpies in the sub-channels
of fuel assemblies during boiling and non-boiling flow, considering the influence of
the lateral mixing between channels. The calculations can be carried out both for
steady state and transient (accident) regimes.
The code uses a mathematical model, representing the turbulent flow and the
mechanical lateral transport of coolant between adjacent sub-channels. A model
of the heat transfer within the fuel is also included in the code to make it capable
of performing complete thermo-hydraulic analyses of the transients within groups
of fuel rods. The temperature characteristics of the fuel may be analysed in detail
with properly chosen heat transfer correlations.
In comparison with the original version, the COBSOFM code has the following
advantages [1, 2]:
- improved model of sub cooled boiling with a variable coefficient of phase slip;
- a set of coefficients for the calculation of pre- and post-crisis heat transfer;
- a model of the turbulent mixing in a two-phase flow;
- correlations for the critical heat-flux in a bunch of fuel rods, suggested by
Russian authors specially for the WER reactors, considering the axial profile of
power distribution. The following correlations are available for the calculation of
the critical heat-flux in COBRA-3C [3]: the W-3 (known as the Tong [8]), and the
B&W-2 correlation [10]. In order to cover the WER - specific parameters,
COBSOFM includes additional correlations: Smolin 1967 [4] and 1978 [5],
Bezrukov 1976 [6], and the upgraded correlation of Bertoletti (CISE 1965) [7].
The following models and correlations are used for the analysis, presented here:
- model of Sabotinov for sub cooled and volumetric boiling;
- correlation of Armand for the friction factor in two-phase flows;
- accounting for viscosity in the calculation of the friction factor;
- accounting for the spacer grids in the calculation of the hydraulic resistance of
the channel;
- correlation for the turbulent mixing in a single-phase flow;

- model of Bois for the turbulent mixing of a two-phase flow;
- correlations of Bezrukov 1976 and Smolin 1978 for the critical heat flux.
The correlation of Bezrukov 1976 is applicable to the following range of
parameters:
pressure
mass flow rate
steam quality

7.45 - 16.7 MPa
700 - 3800 kg/(m2.sec)
-0.07 - +0.4

The mean square deviation of the critical heat flux value is 13.1%, and the average
deviation is 1%.
The method of Smolin 1978 is verified against experimental data for the following
range of parameters:
pressure
2.9- 18.6 MPa
mass flow rate
350 - 5000 kg/(m2.sec)
steam quality
-0.02 - +0.6
The average square deviation is -1.8%, and the average deviation is 5.5%.

II

A COMPARISON BETWEEN THE CRITICAL HEAT FLUX VALUES,
OBTAINED WITH COBSOFM AND EXPERIMENTAL DATA

The new models and correlations, included in COBSOFM had to be verified. This
chapter presents the results of comparisons between the critical heat flux values,
obtained by COBSOFM and experimental data, presented by "Skoda" - CR, IAE
"Kurchatov" and OKB "Gidropress" - Russia. The experimental data is compared
to COBSOFM results, obtained by three different correlations:
Bezrukov 1976, Smolin 1967 and Smolin 1978.
The experimental data of "Skoda works" is obtained at a 19-rod test facility, which
imitates a part of a W E R fuel assembly. The results cover a range of parameters,
which is characteristic for this type of reactors [11]:
pressure
11.28 - 17.0 MPa
mass flow rate
659 - 3749 kg/(m2.sec)
inlet steam quality
-0.87 - -0.15
outlet steam quality
-0.05 - +0.51
average heat flux
475 - 1778 kW/m2
maximal heat
flux
585 - 2195 kW/m2.

The experimental data of IAE "Kurchatov" and OKB "Gidropress" is obtained at
7 and 19-rod test facilities, which imitate a part of a W E R fuel assembly. The
results cover a range of parameters, which is characteristic for this type of reactors
[6,9,12,13,14]:
pressure
8.3 - 18.54 MPa
mass flow rate
534 - 3807 kg/(m2.sec)
inlet steam quality
-0.75 - -0.03
outlet steam quality
-0.05 - +0.66
average heat flux
530 - 2533 kW/m2.
Both test facilities have uniform distributions in the radial and axial directions of
the fuel bundle.
A part of the comparison between COBSOFM results and "Skoda works"
experimental data for pressures between 11.3 and 14.9 MPa are presented on
Figures 2.1 and 2.2. The ratio of calculated to experimental heat flux tends to
decrease with the increasing of the flow rate and the steam quality. For this case,
the correlation of Smolin 1976 gives a smaller deviation than the other two. The
Bezrukov 1976 correlation yields values, which are smaller than the than the
experimental. The correlation of Smolin 1967 calculates values, which are higher
than the experimental. Similar trends are seen in the calculations, modelling the
data of "Skoda works" at a pressure of 15.2 - 17.0 MPa as a function of the mass
flow rate.
Some results of COBSOFM calculations for pressures of 8.3 - 10.5 MPa are
compared to experimental data from IAE "Kurchatov" and OKB "Gidropress" on
Figures 2.3 and 2.4. The behaviour of the results, obtained by different correlations
follows the same trends, as described above.
The verification efforts, presented here, prove the applicability of the COBSOFM
models and correlations for sub-channel thermo-hydraulic analysis of the core of
VVER reactors.
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III

A CONSERVATIVE THERMO-HYDRAULIC ASSESSMENT FOR
THE CONDITION OF THE REACTOR CORE AT UNIT II - NPP
"KOZLODUY" IN THE BEGINNING AND IN THE END OF THE
FUEL CYCLE

The conservative thermo-hydraulic analysis of the core parameters under maximal
design loads is carried out at sub-channel level by the COBSOFM computer code.
The calculations are carried out for a hot channel of the core. The layout of the
calculation model is presented on Fig. 3.1. Two equal sub-channels are analysed the coolant flows through four adjacent fuel elements with maximal value of the
local power output factor. This layout is chosen in order to minimise the influence
of the lateral mixing between the channels. Both sub channels are divided into 50
axial nodes by height.
The model is based on a reactor core, composed of V-213 fuel assemblies with
perforated cases and 36 screen ("black") assemblies in the core periphery. These
features are characteristic for Unit II of NPP"Kozloduy".
The input data for the conservative thermo-hydraulic analysis is based on the
design features of units I and II of NPP"Kozloduy", and on the additional data,
supplied by OKB "Gidropress".
The nominal thermal power of the unit - 1375 MW is multiplied by a power
uncertainty factor KpOWer = 1.02 and so, the input value of the reactor power is
1402.5 MW.
The design primary coolant parameters: temperature at the core inlet - 265°C and
pressure - 125 kg/cm2 are increased respectively by 2 °C and 2 kg/cm2 in order to
account for the accuracy of their operational measurement.
For a core, composed of 36 peripheral black assemblies and 313 fuel assemblies of
the V-213 type with perforated cases, the flow rate through the reactor is 43700t/h,
and the bypass flow factor is 9.5%. The flow rate through the core under such
conditions is 39500 t/h. Considering the measurement accuracy, we have assumed
flowrates of 39000 t/h through the core and 124.6 t/h through a fuel assembly.
The parameters of the "hot spot" on the fuel rod are determined on the basis of
the neutron characteristics of the core with 36 black assemblies [15].
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All assumptions are agreed upon with OKB "Gidropress".
The analyses are performed for the beginning and for the end of the fuel cycle.
For the beginning of the fuel cycle, the linear load at the fuel rod hot spot is
assumed to be equal to the maximal allowed - 325 W/cm [15]. Considering the
axial power deviation factor of 1.34 and the power uncertainty factor of 1.02, the
fuel rod power deviation factor is 1.66.
The engineering deviation factor is assumed to be

= 1.15.

For the end of the fuel cycle, the fuel rod hot spot parameters are determined on
the basis of power deviation factors, agreed upon with OKB "Gidropress". The
factor of power distribution deviation among all fuel rods for this case is Kf r =l .41
and the factor of axial deviation of the power distribution is K ^ i = 1.31.
Under these conditions, the maximal linear load in the hot spot of a fuel rod is
269.2 W/cm.
Using the methodology and input data, presented above, we have performed
calculations for steady state conditions at the beginning and at the end of the fuel
cycle. The results for the temperature, enthalpy and steam quality of the fluid in a
hot sub-channel are presented in Figures 3.2 - 3.9.
The limiting parameters for core safety: DNBR, fuel temperature and fuel rod
cladding temperature are determined as well.

IV

BEST ESTIMATE CALCULATIONS

The assessment of the real condition of the core of Unit II - NPP "Kozloduy" is
performed on a sub-channel level by the COBSOFM computer code.
According to the model layout - Fig. 4.1 - the hot channel is represented by a 1/12
part of the fuel assembly - consisting of 15 fuel rods - which is divided into 25
heated sub channels.
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The basic input data is derived from the core physics calculations for the 17-th
fuel cycle. The geometry characteristics of the fuel assembly are represented
according to the conservative approach. The calculations are performed for the
real thermal parameters of the reactor and the primary side:
thermal power
1375 MW
primary pressure
12.26 MPa
core inlet temperature

263.2°C.

Considering the coefficients for determining of the hot spot, groups of five
maximal power fuel assemblies were selected:
No. 183, 199, 201, 218, 219 for T eff = 0 effective days;
No. 42, 43,

57, 73, 104 for T eff = 160 and for T eff = 275.8 effective days;

The hot spot coefficients are taken into account for the thermo-hydraulic
calculations as follows:
f° r t n e ax * a l power distribution;
for each of the 15 fuel rods;
5

f° r * n e n e a t flu* m e a c n assembly.
The hot spot factor for the COBSOFM calculations is:
K C O B S O F M ^ = Kndfcf" x K ^ x K ^ , = K ^ , x K ^ ,
Taking into account the hot spot engineering factor K^g = 1.15, the final value is:
K-rotal = K C O B S O F M ^ x
The DNBR value is determined as:

K

DNBR

Where KCOBSOFM DNBR is the DNBR determined by the COBSOFM results.
The results for the temperature, enthalpy and steam quality of the fluid in a hot
sub-channel at the beginning and at the end of the fuel cycle are presented in
Figures 4.2 - 4.9.
The limiting parameters for core safety: DNBR, fuel temperature and fuel rod
cladding temperature are determined as well.
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V

CONCLUSIONS

The results of the sub-channel conservative assessment, and of the best estimate
analysis performed for the beginning and for the end of the fuel cycle at Unit II of
NPP "Kozloduy" show, that the reactor core has significant thermo-hydraulic
margins in terms of lack of boiling, lower than allowed for WER-440/V-230 fuel
and cladding temperatures, and DNBR considerably larger than the assumed
minimal value of 1.3. All these features of the core guarantee the absence of heat
transfer crisis in all the core volume during the studied regimes.
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Abstract
The Indian Pressurized Heavy Water Reactors (IPHWR) are
horizontal pressure tube reactors using natural uranium oxide
fuel in the form of short (495 mm) c l u s t e r s .
The fuel
clusters in the Zr-Nb pressure tubes are cooled by high
pressure, high temperature and subcooled circulating heavy
water.
Coolant flow distribution to individual channels i s
designed to match the power d i s t r i b u t i o n so as to obtain
uniform coolant o u t l e t temperature.
However, during
operation, the coolant outlet temperature in individual
channels deviate from their nominal value due to: tolerances
in process design; effects of grid frequency on the pump
speed; deviation in channel powers from the nominal values due
to on-power fuelling and movement of reactivity devices, and
so on.
Thus an o p e r a t i n g margin, between the h i g h e s t
permissible and nominal coolant o u t l e t temperatures, i s
required taking into account various hot channel factors that
contribute to higher coolant outlet temperatures.
The paper
discusses the methodology adopted to assess various hot
channel factors which would provide optimum operating margins
while ensuring sub-cooling.

1.0

INTRODUCTION

Indian P r e s s u r i s e d Heavy Water Reactors u t i l i z e
horizontal core having large number of parallel pressure tube
type of coolant/fuel channels . The coolant channels have
natural uranium dioxide fuel in the form of short fuel
bundles.
The heavy water coolant i s always kept under subcooled s t a t e by maintaining adequate p r e s s u r e .
The subc o o l i n g margin i . e . the d i f f e r e n c e between s a t u r a t i o n

-'

>

temperature and operating temperature is determined on the
basis of Hot Channel Factors (HCFs) applicable to any channel
that is expected to have maximum temperature. These HCFs
represent various causes which lead individual channels to
have higher outlet temperature compared to bulk coolant outlet
temperature. The sub-cooling margin has to be as low as
practicable to have maximum output from the core without
transgressing 'Design Limits' on Zr-Nb coolant channel.
2.0

MAIN COOLANT CIRCUIT

The reactor core of 500 MWe IPHWR consists of 392 Zr-Nb
coolant channels arranged in parallel between four sets of
reactor inlet header (RIH) and reactor outlet headers (ROH).
The channels are symmetrical about the vertical centre line of
the reactor end shields. The primary coolant main circuit is
divided into two independent, identical loops (Fig 1 ) . Each
loop comprises feeders and coolant channels in parallel paths
identified as "internal circuit" and two primary coolant pumps
(PCPs) and two steam generators (SGs) arranged in series as
"external circuit". Each ROH (508 mm OD) is connected to SG
by two pipes from the top half. The bottom half is connected
to 98 outlet feeders.
Similarly each RIH (457 mm OD) is
connected to PCP by two pipes and 98 inlet feeders.
The SG
and PCP on each side are connected by a single pipe without
isolating valves or active flow control devices , thereby
making main circuit 'valve-less'.
3.0

POWER DISTRIBUTION

The power generated in each channel depends on its
location in the core and is affected by p r o x i m i t y of
reactivity control devices and other neutron a b s o r b i n g
structural materials. The power distribution in the fuel
channels
for a nominal equilibrium core has been determined
by reactor physics code 'TRIVENI'. However, in a time frame,
the channel power changes due to: fuel burn-up, movement of
reactivity control devices and due to 'ON-POWER' fuelling of
the channel or its neighbouring channels.
4.0

FLOW BALANCING CRITERIA

As stated e a r l i e r , the primary coolant in the main
circuit is always kept in sub-cooled condition and boiling is
not permitted under normal conditions of operation.
This
condition has been imposed because the reactor power and

channel powers are derived from measurement of temperature
change (delta.T) across the channels, flow being constant and
any boiling would render d e l t a - . T signal m e a n i n g l e s s .
Further, in order to make maximum use of gross flow provided
by the external circuit, t e m p e r a t u r e rise across each
individual channel should be equal.
Thus, it is necessary to accurately determine the core
power distribution and hydraulically size the internal circuit
to provide closely matching flows to individual channels.
The flow distribution and balancing has been done using an
inhouse developed hydraulic programme, 'RUN'. The programme
utilizes actual characteristics of Primary Coolant Pump (PCP)
determined at manufacturers shop, experimentally determined
correlations for assessment of hydraulic resistances using
simulated channel with fuel bundle configurations and reliable
flow coefficients from published literature which have been
presented in detail in Ref.1.
Inspite of all these
provisions, the temperature rise across each channel varies
due to reasons enumerated in subsequent section.
5.0

HOT CHANNEL FACTORS

Hot channel factor is defined as ratio of maximum
temperature rise across a coolant channel to the average
temperature rise across the core on gross basis. The factors
which are responsible for variation in temperature rise across
a channel from that across the core can be broadly classified
into three categories , viz.;
A) Factors emanating

from

changes

in gross

flow:

The gross flow in the main circuit can change due to:
i. Change in frequency or voltage of power supply to
coolant pumps (fe).
ii. Uncertainties in pressure loss and friction factor
correlations, piping geometry and tolerances (fc).
B) Factors due to mismatch between channel power and
Channel flow resulting from :
i. Departure from ideal flow matching with channel
power (f«)
ii. Change in design channel power due to reactivity
control device movements (fcr)

iii.
iv.
v.

Departure from design channel power distribution
due to 'on-power1 fuelling(f c P)
Departure from i d e a l heat removal across Steam
Generators (fsg)
Change in channel resistance due to sub-channel
local boiling (fsc)

C) U n c e r t a i n t y in t e m p e r a t u r e measurement:
These
effects
a r e c o u n t e r e d by p r o v i d i n g margin on
temperature d i r e c t l y .

6.0

DISCUSSIONS

6.1

Factor

A.(i)(fe):

PCP Motor Power Supply frequency and Voltage reduction
causes reduction in gross core flow. The effect is pronounced
in case of frequency reduction and is more relevant since
continuous operation at under frequency (48.5 Hz in place of
50 Hz)
is within tolerance and needs to be accounted for
higher temperature rise across core. The voltage reduction
effects are not so much pronounced since the torque-speed
characteristic is very steep and corrective action prevents
any significant deviation. Initially this factor was assigned
a value of 1.03. The factor was subsequently neutralised to
1.0 as the reactor protection system initiates a 'set-back1
based on maximum channel outlet temperature and reactor power
gets adjusted.
6.2

Factor A(ii)(fc):

While calculating gross flow through the core, nominal
pipe dimensions are taken into consideration and empirical
correlations are used in calculation of system hydraulic
resistance which involve
inherent uncertainties in flow
estimation.
However, since the system handles only single
phase fluid, the uncertainty band is reduced and is largely
dictated by variance in PCP characteristics. Accordingly, the
factor was assigned a value of fc = 1.03.
However, PCP
specifications were subsequently drawn with flow tolerance
range of +5% to - 0 % at rated head and were confirmed during
production testing of the PCPs, the factor was neutralised to
fc = 1 . 0 0 . The change in PCP flow with time, due to wear of
components and change in system resistance due to crud
desposition or corrosion/erosion and chemical cleaning/decontamination are recognised but not provided for due to lack of
subtantive data.

6.3

Factor

B(i) (f.) :

The flows in the individual channels are balanced as
c l o s e l y as p o s s i b l e to the ideal d i s t r i b u t i o n , using a
hydraulic programme.
Hydraulic r e s i s t a n c e of feeders i s
accordigly varied by combination of d i f f e r e n t pipe s i z e s ,
configuration and introduction of o r i f i c e s in the i n l e t
feeders.
However, from practical considerations such as
limitation in feeder configuration, maximum flow velocities,
number of orifices to be provided, u n c e r t a i n t i e s in exact
determination of loss coefficients e t c . , flows are balanced
within 3%. Numercial value of 1.03 has been assigned to this
coefficient.
6.4

Factor

B(ii)(f C r)

;

If the hottest channel happens to be in the vicinity of
reactivity control devices eg. control rod, then its power
gets affected by movement of such devices. During normal
operation of reactor, such movements are rather small and
hence initially a value of fcr = 1.02 was assigned. However,
it was reasoned that this need not be arithmetically added to
the other factors in view of random distribution and the
factor was neutralised to fcr = 1.00.
6.5

Factor

B(ii)(f CP ):

This factor represents effects due to variation in
channel power and which are known to have maximum impact on
temperature rise. The channel power distribution predictions
are based on an ideal fuel burn-up pattern. Actual fuel burn
up p a t t e r n could be quite different from theoretical
predictions and the channel power itself undergoes changes due
to 'ON-POWER' fuelling of channels wherein not only the
fuelled channel undergoes power change, neighbouring channels
also get affected.
At times it may be necessary to remove
d e f e c t i v e fuel, or, urgent maintenance requirements of
fuelling system may interfere with fuelling schedules.
Best
judgement from the experience of operating plants puts the
factor at fcP = 1.05.
6.6

Factor B(iv) (fsg ) :

The heat t r a n s f e r r e d by steam g e n e r a t o r s could be
different due to differences in steaming rates, feed water
supply, SG level control as also unequal heavy water flow and
non-uniform inlet temperature on account of lack of thorough

mixing in the long outlet headers. This would lead to higher
channel inlet temperatures and consequent increase in channel
outlet temperature.
However, the steam production rate and
water level, settle down on a gross basis and may not lead to
temperature deviations.
As such factor was neutralised to
f SB = 1.00
6.7

Factor B(v) (fsc) :

In case the turbulent mixing between sub channels in a
fuel bundle is insufficient, it is likely that coolant in the
hottest sub-channel may boil.
This causes increase in flow
r e s i s t a n c e of the channel and consequently flow of the
affected channel may reduce resulting in higher channel
temperature rise.
However, detailed thermo-hydraulic subchannel analysis and experiments conducted have ruled out
p o s s i b i l i t y of any significant sub-channel boiling and
accordingly this factor is taken as fsc = 1.00.
6.8

Uncertainty in temperature measurement:

Temperature measurement inaccuracies are inherent and it
is necessary to provide margin to take care of the
inaccuracies and for a temperature measurement upto 325°C, a
provison of 1°C had been kept initially but was reduced to
0.5°C subsequently.
6.9

Limiting conditions for Operation and Operating Margin:

During power operation, transients are handled with
accompanying response delays.
Even during such delayed
responses,
it is necessary that the limiting conditions of
operation and safety limits are not transgressed before
corrective actions are effective and this requires margin on
operating temperature also . Thus total margin of
2° C is
provided for response delays (1°C) and operating margin (1°C)
7.0

CONCLUSIONS

From considerations as discussed a b o v e , overall
temperature margin of 10°C was initially proposed on channel
coolant outlet temperature for ensuring subcooled condition.
This was considered to be overly conservative, resulting in
either reduction of steam cycle pressure or higher design
coolant temperature requiring thicker coolant channel leading

-iSO-

to loss in reactivity/fuel burn up.
The original assessment
of margin, which was subsequently reduced to 6°C from various
consideratins described in the text is shown schemetically in
fig.2.
At full power, the bulk coolant outlet temperature is
fixed at 304°C with a [\T
across the core as 44°C.
With a
hot channel factor of 6°C, the reactor outlet header pressure
is controlled at 101 Kg/cm 2 (g) corresponding to saturation
temperature of 310°C. In case of a primary coolant pump trip,
the pressure profile in the loop on either side of the core
does n o t r e m a i n s y m m e t r i c .
H o w e v e r , even u n d e r t h i s
assymetrical condition a minimum subcooling margin of 2°C is
available which is considered adequate. The pressure control
scheme with relevant set points is depicted schemetically in
fig.3.
Critical heat flux ratio does not require consideration
in our case since the channel power will have to rise by a
factor of 1.9 for burn-out.
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TURNING ATUCHA-1 PHWR FROM NATURAL TO SLIGHTLY
ENRICHED URANIUM FUEL OPERATION : REASSESSING
POWER LIMITS FOR THE FIRST PHASE OF TRANSITION
Roberto CORCUERA
National Atomic Energy Commission (CNEA)
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ABSTRACT
Main features of Atucha-1 PHWR design and actual operation, using natural Uranium
fuel, are outlined. The low exit burnup of this fuel, with its impact on the electricity
generating cost, led to the implementation of a major change in the operation of this
rather aged NPP, namely, the use of slightly enriched Uranium fuel.
The original safety limits established for natural Uranium operation were focused on
limits to power values for the central core region, with less well defined limits for the
rest of the core, where the new fuel assemblies will soon be loaded.
Recently, a number of assumptions were adopted and thermal-hydraulic calculations
with Cobra-4 code were carried out in order to established consistent power limits for
all of the core's radial hydraulic zones under different operating conditions.
Finally, other margins were included in order to link the thermal-hydraulic limits to
the final power limits to be applied in neutronic calculations, either for operation
follow-up or in-core fuel management.

1.- INTRODUCTION
Atucha-1 is a 357 MWe PHWR type NPP of Siemens-KWU design. The plant, located
around 100 km from Buenos Aires on the Parana River, was commissioned in 1974 becoming the first NPP in operation in Latin America. It has a pressure vessel type, pressurized D2O moderated and cooled reactor (PHWR), designed and up to now operating
with natural Uranium fuel.
The low exit burnup of this fuel (around 6. MWD/kgU), with its impact on the electricity generating cost, led to the implementation of a major change in the operation of
this rather aged NPP, namely, the use of 0.85 % enriched Uranium fuel. The first set
of this new fuel assemblies is scheduled to be loaded into the core during the end
of this year and beginingof 1995.
The original safety limits and criteria established for natural Uranium operation were
focused on limits to power values for the central core region, with less well defined li-

mits for the rest of the core. This is not properly suited for the new conditions foreseeing the loading of fresh U-enr. fuel assemblies in an intermediate radial zone, producing local power peaks.
Consequently, a number of assumptions were adopted and thermal-hydraulic calculations with Cobra-4 code were carried out in order to established consistent power limits for all of the core's radial hydraulic zones. This led to define limit values for the
channel power and linear heat rating under the most important states of normal operation. (Accident condition acceptance criteria were not involved in this analysis).
Finally, other margins were included in order to link the thermal-hydraulic limits to
the final power limits to be applied in neutronic calculations, either for operation
follow-up or for in-core fuel management.
2.- MAIN FEATURES OF ATUCHA-1 DESIGN AND OPERATION
The original plant and reactor power were increased 8 % in 1977; the present thermal
reactor output being 1179 MW. It had a very good performance during most of the time
since its commissioning, ranking amongst the best of the world during several years,
though it had a major shut-down during 1989 for reactor internals repairs.
The core includes 252 vertical Coolant Channels (CCs) separating moderator and
coolant, which are roughly at the same pressure but with the moderator around 100 oC
cooler. The CCs form a triangular lattice and they have 8 different nominal coolant
flows in order to match the radial channel power profile. The 8 hydraulic core zones
are concentric : the innermost called "hydraulic zone 8" has no flow restrictors, while
the remaining seven have increasingly effective flow throttles; the outermost being
"hydraulic zone 1".
Each CC allows insertion of one Fuel Assembly (FA). Refueling is carried out during
on-power operation using a three position FA shuffling scheme. In this way the core is
also divided into three concentric fuel bumup zones, the innermost being "burnup zone
1" and the outermost being "burnup zone 3". Each fresh natural-U-fuel FA is entered
into the core in the intermediate burnup zone 2, later it is moved to the central burnup
zone 1, and finally it spends the last irradiation period in the peripheral burnup zone 3,
before being unloaded.
The FA has 37 Zry-4-made concentric rods around 6. m long, with a rather sophisticated manufacturing process which leads to a strong fuel impact on the final generated
electricity cost due to the quite low exit burnup, 6.0 to 6.2 MWD/kgU, for the present
Natural Uranium fuel (1.3 FAs/ fpd). The expected exit burnup for a full 0.85 % Uenriched core is 11. MWD/kgU.
During the First Phase of Transition to a homogeneously loaded Enriched Uranium fuel
core, only 12 U-enr. FAs will be loaded. The low value of enrichment (0.85 %) and a
well selected loading and shuffling scheme for such U-enr. FAs will allow to keep un-

changed the present (U-nat.) in-core fuel management strategy. This is based on the
selection of specific CCs for the loading of fresh highly-rated U-enr.FAs : the outermost CCs of "hydraulic zone 7" (second coolant flow level following the maximum in
the central hydraulic zone 8). During these loadings, power margins are the smallest
under normal operation.
During the following Phases of the Transition, fresh U-enr. FAs could be loaded in
other hydraulic zones, setting again the problem of a more realistic determination of
power margins during loadings.
3.- SUMMARY OF MAIN SAFETY CRITERIA ACCORDING TO THE
ORIGINAL DESIGN
For accident conditions, the most widely used acceptance criteria (maximum cladding
temperature, maximum pellet center temperature, etc) were adopted and they are not
treated in this work.
For normal operating conditions, the safety criteria are as follows :
Based on the use of the W-3 correlation for DNB and assumming as design basis the
account of a 2-loop (2-main pump) loss of reactor coolant flow during a refueling
operation, the maximum allowed channel power in the (central) hydraulic zone 8 was
fixed at 7.73 MW. Additionally, it was assumed that the hot-channel power could show
a 10. % increase during a refueling operation. This led to establish a "steady-state"
channel power limit of 7.03 MW in the central hydraulic zone.
For the remaining throttled hydraulic zones, a "steady state" channel power limit was
also given, though the employed criteria were not absolutely clear.
In order to keep an adequate margin against pellet center fusion, the maximum linear
heat rating under a loss of power regulation accident should not exceed 690. w/cm.
This, in turn, led to establish a maximum of 600. w/cm for the linear heat rating
under "any normal operating condition".
On the basis of a simulation carried out in 1972 with ReIap-3 and a very simplified
but conservative plant model of the "maximum credible accident" for design, namely,
a 2A primary pipe cold leg break at nominal full power conditions, using a 3 channel
core representation, a "steady state" linear heat rating limit of 531 w/cm was fixed
for the 19 most rated CCs (represented by one of the 3 channels). The "second channel" lumped 108 true CCs, and the "third channel" the remaining outermost true CCs.
It must be emphazised that such a core subdivision is artificial since the central hydraulic (equal coolant flow) zone has in fact 37 CCs instead of 19; the same happens
for the "second channel"/! 08 true CCs which correspond to several true hydraulic
zones at the same time.

-/sgActually, the smallest power margins at normal operation up to now (that is, using Unat. fuel) were generally located in the central hydraulic zone. Consequently, attention
to the rest of the core was largely irrelevant.
4.- NEW SET OF CRITERIA AND ASSUMPTIONS
All above given power limits were determined more than 20 years ago, using simplified and often too conservative models and criteria. Their full revision has been partially initiated, but its application to actual plant operation can be considered essential
only for a future core with a significant loading with U-enr. FAs.
With this view, for the First Phase of Transition (with only 12 U-enr. FAs over a total
of 252), it was decided to undertake an interim (less far reaching) revision, by conserving only the most basic criteria amongst those given in section 3. At the same time, a
number of consistent assumptions are adopted in order to establish a coherent set of
power limits for the channel power and linear heat raring in each of the 8 hydraulic
zones, and this for the most important normal operating conditions.
Two main and limiting states are considered for "Normal Operating Conditions" .
These two ideal states are :
State A..- "Steady-state" (all physical parameters at their nominal and equilibrium
values)
State B.- "Envelopping state covering All of anticipated Operational Transients".
State B corresponds to consider all of such transients occurring at the same time.
Assuming the plant at 100 % nominal power, the transients that must be considered
are :
* Tl : A maximum of 1. % over-power, before entering the power regulation zone.
* T2 : A refueling operation.
* T3 : Maximum Non-equilibrium power distribution perturbation, after a return to
full power from a 15-20 minute 60: % power level in the event of a fast turbine
shut-down due to a short electric perturbation in the grid. (Maximum Xenoninduced transient).
It is assummed that the two following power limits established during the original
design (see sect. 3) are kept:
a) Maximum channel power

in (central) hydraulic zone 8, for State A = 7.03 MW

b) Maximum linear heat rating in (central) hydraulic zone 8, for State B = 600. w/cm
It is now assummed that the relative over-power values of State B as compared to
State A are the following :
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c) Relative over-power State B / State A, for channel power

= 10. %

d) Relative over-power State B / State A, for linear heat rating = 15. %
These values are realistic though slightly conservative. For c), it covers maximum
channel power variations during transients Tl (1. %), T2 (up to aprox. 5. %) and T3
(up to aprox. 3. %). These partial over-power values are similar for maximum linear
heat rating variations, except for transient T3 (up to aprox. 8. %). This approach is
partially based in the much more recent design of Atucha-2 NPP reactor, which shares
with Atucha-1 reactor similar conceptual and basic designs.
Assumptions a) and b) imply that, conceptually, the same DNBR and outlet (negative)
fluid quality (distance to boiling at channel exit) are kept for the (central) hydraulic
zone 8. Consequently, for State B (max. operational transients) the power limits in this
hydraulic zone are : p (max. channel power) = 7.73 MW, and q (max. linear heat
rating) = 600. w/cm. In the same zone but for State A, these values are reduced to
7.03 MWand 521.7 w/cm. This means that for q a lower value than the present one
(531 w/cm) is found. This would imply a quite important effect on in-core neutron
detector scaling. However the corresponding changes are not at present implemented
since they would be temporary and based on keeping the original 600 w/cm limit for
all operational transients together (State B), a value that could be reassessed in the future.
Now, power limits in the remaining hydraulic zones will be determined according
to the following criteria :
e) Minimum DNBR should not be below the value found for hydraulic zone 8, for the
same normal operation state (State A or B).
f) Under the most unfavorable normal operation state (State B), the maximum outlet
quality should be zero (no steam allowed under normal operation).
g) Under the most unfavorable normal operation state (State B), the maximum pellet
center temperature should be sufficiently far from UO2 fusion temperature.
En each hydraulic zone the most restrictive of these limits will set the maximum
allowed power values p and q for State B. The corresponding values for State A will
be obtained from conditions c) and d) above.
5.- THERMAL-HYDRAULIC CALCULATIONS
This section summarizes the results of Ref. /!/.
Hot-channel calculations with Cobra-4 code were first executed for hydraulic zone 8,
simulating State B conditions, with a total channel power p = 7.73 MW, the most
unfavorable radial and axial fuel-rod power distributions normalized to a peak linear

heat raring q = 600. w/cm. The most unfavorable departures from their nominal values
were also considered for channel-inlet temperature, mass flow and pressure of the coolant, UO2 conductivity, pellet-cladding gap conductance, etc. The results were a
minimum DNBR of 1.57 and a negative fluid quality (below saturation) at channeloutlet.
Calculations were then run for each of the remaining 7 hydraulic zones keeping the
relative radial/axial power distributions and all other parameters, except the zone's
mass flow (most unfavorable value) and looking for the maximum total channel power
p allowed by the 3 limiting criteria e), f) and g) given above. For the 7 zones it turned
out to be criterion f), namely steam quality zero at channel-outlet, the most restrictive.
The resulting power limits for the channel power and the linear heat raring can be presented as given in Table 1.
TABLE /.- Thermal-hydraulic power limits for Atucha-l core zones
Channel Power
(MW)

Hydraulic
zone

O.M.(*) State A State B
8(**)
7
6
5
4
3
2
1

7.03
6.77
5.92
5.14
4.13
3.63
2.57
1.99

7.030
6.425
6.229
5.239
4.256
3.471
2.706
2.118

7.733
7.067
6.852
5.763
4.682
3.818
2.977
2.329

Linear Heat Rating
(W/cm)
O.M.(*) State A State B
(531./485.)
(485.)
(485.)

521.7
476.7
462.3
388.8
315.9
257.6
200.8
157.2

600.
548.3
531.6
447.2
363.2
296.2
231.0
180.7

(*) : Operation Manual of Atucha-l NPP
(**) Innermost, not-throttled zone.
6.- POWER LIMITS FOR OPERATION FOLLOW-UP AND IN-CORE
FUEL MANAGEMENT
Reactor operation follow-up calculations devoted to the determination of detailed
fuel burnup distributions assume average values of main physical parameters like
total reactor power, control bank insertions, etc. With regard to transients Tl, T2 and
T3, only transients T2 (refueling operations) are explicitly considered. These will be
designated "Type A" calculations and, usually, they employ a time step of the order of
a full-power day.
Calculations for the selection of refueling operations must consider all anticipated
transients occurring during, before and after such operations. Transients T2 are again
explicitly considered. Since accounting for transients Tl is very easy (just to consider
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a 1.% uniform over-power), these calculations, designated "Type B" calculations, must
consider the appropiate margins or provisions for transients T3. This is done by simulating each refueling operation under "extreme" operating conditions : control banks
with extreme insertions that would occur under the maximum transient T3. In this way,
for Type B calculations the previously given State B power limits of Table 1, should be
decreased 1. % in order to eliminate simulation of transient Tl. The resulting values are
coherent with these calculations since the other 2 kind of transients included in State B
(T2 and T3) are explicitly simulated. These new limits are given in Table 2.
For Type A calculations representing explicitly only transients T27 the State B power
limits should be decreased :
* 1. % uniformly in order to eliminate simulation of transient Tl.
* 3. % on channel power limits and 8. % on linear heat rating limits, in order to eliminate simulation of transients T3, according to criteria c) and d) of section 4.
The resulting limits are given in Table 2.
TABLE 2.- Power limits for Atucha-1 core's hydraulic zones in Reactor Operation
Follow-up and In-core Fuel Management Calculations.
Hydraulic
zone

8
7
6
5
4
3
2

I

Channel Power
(MW)

Linear Heat Rating
(W/cm)

Type A
Calc.

Type B
Calc.

Type A
Calc.

Type B
Calc.

7.433
6.793
6.586
5.540
4.500
3.670
2.862
2.239

7.656
6.997
6.784
5.706
4.635
3.780
2.947
2.306

550.1
502.7
487.4
409.9
333.0
271.6
211.7
165.7

594.1
542.9
526.4
442.7
359.7
293.3
228.7
179.0

Provisions and margins in order to account for uncertainties/errors of neutronic
calculation codes, models and data should be added to Table 2 power limits.
REFERENCES
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AEA Studies on Passive Decay Heat
Removal in Advanced Reactors

J N Lillington

Objectives of UK Study
i.

To identify, describe and compare
different types of systems proposed in
current designs.

ii. To identify key scenarios in which
passive decay heat removal systems
play an important preventative or
mitigative role.
iii. To assess the adequacy of the relevant
experimental database.
iv. To assess the applicability and suitability
of current generation models / codes for
predicting passive decay heat removal.
v. To assess the potential effectiveness of
the different systems in respect of
certain key licensing questions.
AEA Technology

Licensing Issues

Will a particular system initiate correctly
and reliably from a range of different
accident conditions?
Is there sufficient decay heat removal
capacity? Will a system operate as
intended?
Is there a potential for containment over
pressurisation?

AEA Technology
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Current Interests

Primary/Secondary passive decay heat
removal systems

Passive Containment Cooling

Passive ECCS performance

AEA Technology

Accident Scenarios
Intact Circuit Faults
-

Secondary Condensing Systems
Primary Condensing Systems

LOCAs
Large break
- accumulator injection
- CMT discharge
Small break
- CMT discharge
- ADS operation
Accumulator injection
AEA Technology

94/96 PROGRAMME
Primary/Secondary circuit
To determine the limits on heat
exchanger performance and margin to
dryout for the current systems of interest
Provide safety assessments for
reference RHR system.
Collaboration with CEA?

AEA Technology

AEA Computer Studies
RELAP5 used
System level modelling
Fine mesh scale effects e.g. in
condenser and 3D effects not modelled.
1 D representation
Primary Circuit / Containment Coupling
not addressed. Study is only concerned
with thermosyphon effects not
containment pressurisation
Condensing pool representation.

AEA Technology
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Secondary Cooling Circuit Deck
(SIR)

Representation of>
-

Primary heat input

-

Steam generator

-

Feedwater supply

-

Steam dump

-

Condensing pool

-

Heat exchanger

AEA Technology

o
i

Secondary Circuit Isolation Valves

Figure 2 SIR - Sr-ondary Condensing System (4 Loop, 2 Shown)
•<(.

<••

Primary Cooling Circuit Deck
(AP600)

Representation of:2 Hot Legs
4 Cold Legs
Vessel & Fuel Rods
Pressuriser & Surge Line
Passive Heat Removal System &
Valves
Inside Containment Refuelling
Water Storage Tank

AEA Technology

Second Depress
Valve Group

Accum
(1 of 2)

I

Cont.

Figure 4 AP600 Passive Safety Injection System

Pressuriser

Figure 5 RELAP5 Noding Representation for AP600
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Assessment of Condenser Pool
Modelling
Background
-

Difficulty with previous calculations in
establishing stability
Calculational results did not match
experimental predictions.

Approach
-

Model condensing pool as separate item -.

-

For ease of modelling use electrical heat
generation

-

Include special components in model to
establish initial conditions
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Conclusions for Pool Modelling

Relatively good predictions of the heat
transfer can be obtained for a two
column pool model.
Internal flow/mixing losses must be
estimated and included empirically in
model.
Stable initial conditions are difficult to
achieve without including additional
components, e.g, level controls, flow
circulation etc, which can be isolated for
the transient calculation.

AEA Technology
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Summary
For intact circuit faults, thermosyphon
loops appear to be effective even under
two phase flow conditions but systems
codes are not validated.
Experimental Data are sparse and plant
specific, many particularly APWR related
are proprietary. There are common
phenomena across ALWRs.
System codes do not treat condenser
pools adequately. Thermal mixing,
noncondensable and 3D effects not
modelled well. System codes should be
benchmarked against validated CFD
codes.
Primary Circuit / Containment Coupling
important. Integrated Code capability
must be developed, (RELAP / CONTAIN?) .

AEA Technology

94/96 Programme
Containment
Examine containment designs
- Double Concrete Containment
- Steel Containment

AEA Technology

94/96 PROGRAMME (Continued)
Containment Heat Removal
(Internal to External)
-

To carry out analysis of selective ENEL
data to improve understanding of
compact heat exchangers and to
validate predictive tools (eg. CFD codes)

-

To benchmark an appropriate system
code that includes primary
circuit/containment feedbacks (eg
RELAP/CONTAIN)

-

To carry out in-depth analysis of the
systems performance with respect to the
licensing issues. Confirm/deny the
conclusions from the preliminary 93/94
study.

-

To consider implications of
steel/concrete containment shells

AEA Technology
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Double Concrete Containments
European Licensing Requirements:•

Double concrete containment, proposed
by ENEL, rather than steel
(Karlsruhe Workshop paper)

•

Use of compact heat exchangers with
non-condensable gases and steam
natural circulation to remove heat

•

AEA is collaborating with
ENEL/ANSALDO

•

AEA will do analysis
1. to check flow paths and heat
exchanger performance, and
2. to validate codes.

•

CISE experiments provide data

•

CFD codes envisaged for analysis

AEA Technology

94/96 PROGRAMME (Continued)
Ultimate Heat Sink
To acquire new data and develop new
models (if necessary) for heat transfer
from University of Manchester
experiments.
To benchmark an appropriate computer
code (eg CFD code) against these
data/models
To assess the reliability of containment
external air cooled heat removal
systems to initiate and their capacity to
remove decay heat.

AEA Technology

CONTAINMENT
Design
AP600 includes vented annulus on
outside of containment to enhance heat
loss to environment.
Outside of containment is water cooled.

AEA Technology

In the AP600 passive containment cooling system, internal condensation
and natural circulation transfer heat from the core to the steel
containment (A). The containment is continuously cooled by natural
circulation of air between the containment vessel and surrounding shield
building (B). Initially, containment cooling is enhanced by releasing water
from tanks above the containment (C).

Experimental Study of Heat
Transfer to Air in a Heated Pipe
Background
Manchester University experiments
show degraded heat transfer in upward
buoyancy driven air flow in a long pipe.
(J.Li. Ph. D. Thesis. University of Manchester 1994)

Current experimental programme.
-

Extend experiments to include heat
transfer with a water film falling in the
pipe.
(Funded by DTI)

AEA Technology

Chapter 3: Experimental facility and test procedure

SECTION A

NOTE: T1.T2,._ T43 - thermocouple positions,
see thermocouple arrangement.
For detailed arrangement In Section A, B, C, D,
see individual figures for these sections.

^SECTION C
sleeve connection

Unit: mm

Fig3.2 Test section arrangement

Chapter 6: The characteristics of naturally-induced flow in a vertical tube

•
O
D

Naturally induced flow without additional resistance
Naturally induced flow with additional resistance
Fan-driven flow

•- 1
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Fig.6.5 Upward flow mixed convection heat transfer for x/D=70.7
(with an unheated development section)

0.001

8 x 104 Gr
Pr"
Fig.6.6 Upward flow mixed convection heat transfer for x/D=90J
(with an unheated development section)
Bo=
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SUMMARY OF CURRENT AND
FUTURE WORK PROGRAMME
Main aims are to:
-

Address Generic Safety and Licensing
Issues (not for specific design)

-

Assess Passive Decay Heat Removal
Systems
- Primary Circuit
- Passive Containment Cooling
- Passive ECCS

-

Demonstrate a Justified Analysis
Capability

-

Demonstrate Adequacy of Experimental
Data-Base

-

Continue European Collaboration (CEC
4th Framework?)

AEA Technology
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The Development of the Thermohydraulic Analysis Code for.
the Passive Containment Cooling System : PCCSAC
Jianyn WANG Shenru ZHANG Yuanyou MIN
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ABSTRACT
To estimate the performance of the passive containment cooling system (PCCS) of the AC
— 600 nuclear power plant, the PCCSAC code is developed currently by the jointed efforts
between Tsinghua University and NPIC. Different featureson the passive behavior of the
system and the main components of the containment are considered in the code which is needed
by the further AC — 600 R &• D Program. With a brief description of the AC—600 passive
containment cooling system and components, the main thermohydraulic models and numerical
scheme used in thePCCSAC code are introduced and the selected results of the verification and
the prediction for the performance of the AC—600 passive containment cooling system under
LOCA and a steam line break accident are presented to preliminarily demanstrate the
applicability and reliability of the PCCSAC model.

The current PCCSAC model is

conservative and a further 2—D PCCSAC version is under consideration in addition to provide
the database for models from some tests associated with the components and systems unique to
AC — 600 nuclear power plant to meet the requirement of the more realistic modelization for
the AC—600 passive containment cooling system.

1. INTRODUCTION
Under the sponsorship of the State Science and Technology Commission of the People' s
Republic of China, the R &- D Program of AC — 600 nuclear power plant,an advanced
passive nuclear reactor design, is in progress to meet the need forsafe, dependable, and
affordable electrical power in the near future.
The AC—600 is based on the 600 MWe two —loop pressurized water reactor(PWRs)
power plant designed by Nuclear Power Institue of China (NPIC). However,the AC —600
uses safety systems that rely on predominantly on natural forces such as gravity, convection,
and natural circulation. This combination provides increased reliability and public safety, as
well as a significant reduction inequipment seismic building volume, resulting in reduced
capital cost and ashortened construction schdule.
The Program is supported by developing some useful codes in addition tosome tests
associated with components and systems unique to AC—600 plant, especially where their
performace and operation is essential to the natural safety concept upon which the AC —600
plant is based. A major portion of the AC—600 R &. D Program is devoted to the study of the
Passive Containment CoolingSystem (PCCS).
The Passive Containment Cooling System is designed to transfer core decay heat from the
containment to the outside air, which then acts as the ultimate heat sink, as shown in Figure
1. The containment vessel is a cylindrical steel pressure vessel surrounded by a concrete shield
building with an air baffle in between, supported off the cylindrical steel pressure vessel. Air
is drawn through intakes at the tip of the cylindrical portion of the shield building. This air
flows downward between the baffle and the shield building. It makes a 180 degrees turn and
then flows upward between the steel shield and the baffle, thereby cooling the outside of the
containment vessel. The heated air is exhausted through a chimney at the top of the shield
building. Inside the containment, steam condenses on the vessel walls and drains back via a
collection system to the sumps. The external cooling is enhanced by spraying water onto the
dome of the containment vessel from a storage tank located at the top of the shield building.
To estimate the performance of the AC—600 passive containment cooling system, the
PCCSAC code is developed currently by the jointed efforts between Tsinghua University and
NPIC. Different features on the passive behavior of the system and components, included as

-

following
*

193-

:

Saturated water inside sumps steaming to containment atmosphere and steam
condensation in the presence of noncondensable gases on the inside of the steel
containment vessel 5

* The external cooling by spraying water onto the dome of the containment vessel from
a storage tank located at the top of the shield building;
* The heat transfer from the outside of the steel containment vessel by evaporating a
water film on the wetted outside area of the containment surface;
* And natural buoyancy driven forced convection heat transfer from the water film or
containment surface to air;
are considered in the code which is needed by the further AC —600 R &. D Program.

2. BASIC PCCSAC MODELS
PCCSAC is a transient thermohydraulic code for passive containment cooling analyses.
The thermohydraulic model and the associated numerical scheme are based on the use of fluid
control volumes and junctions to represent the spatial character of the flow. The basic
PCCSAC models are constituted under assumptions and the modeling philosophy as briefly
described below :
2. 1. Containment Space :
The whole space inside containment is considered as a single control volume in which the
kinetic and potential energy are disregared. Water, steam and gases exist in equilibrium
condition. The set of conservation equations consist of the water and steam mass balance
respectively and an overall energy balance as follows..

,,
at

= WLB - Won + WSP - yMu - WLVC

£ = WrB + Wvf6 _ Wcsg _ Wxic +
at

WLVC

(2-1)

( 2 _ 2)
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jXMichLc + Mvchvc + MJL)
at
WlBkLB + WrBhVB + Wsrkn Wcmhvc — yMvchvc — Q»c — Qcsv + VcdPc/dt

(2 — 3)

2. 2. Sumps
PCCSAC uses a volume having the same pressure as that of atmosphere space inside
containment to represent sumps filled with water and the effect on energy balance due to the
change of pressure is neglected. Both mass and energy balance may be given below :

at

+ Wc*, + Wwc-Wm

(2-4)

—AMsoliso)
at
+Qc«, — Wsohm, - Qwsu

(2 — 5)

2. 3. Water Film
Water film formed by spraying water onto the dome of the steel containment vessel from
a storage tank located at the top of the shield building is divided into control volumes along the
direction of water film flow and its pressure is equal to that of its environment. The quasi —
steady—state scheme is applied to determine the outlet flow from a volume when steady water
film is established-

= Wam - WLrgx - WLT,

= WLTIthLr,s - WLr,xhir - »\,M

+ QWLT ~ QLF,

(2 -

6)

(2 - 7)

2. 4. Air Natural Circulation
The concrete shielding building and baffle around the containment define the air flow
path which is nodelized in PCCSAC by control volumes also along the direction of air natural
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circulation flow with a pressure identical to the surroundings. Dry air and lower partial
pressure steam meet the state equations of ideal gases. A velocity of air natural circulation
flow is predicted on the basis of the balance between air flow resistance and air density
difference:

It

V

(2-8)
, + QLT, — Q tr,

it

VH

v

"

"'

2. 5. Numerical Scheme
The backward difference scheme known as Gear algorithm is basically applied to solve a
stiff problem of ordinary differential equations derived from physical models. In addition, the
methods of complete pivot Gauss—Jordon, Newton iterative, selected Lagrange and variable
step Simpson are chosen for the solution of inverse matrix, nonliear eqution, interpolation
function with the discrete points and numerical integration, respectively.

3. VERIFICATION AND APPLICATION
The PCCSAC verification is preliminary currently and a furthur concern will focus on
comparing results with related test results as wind tunnel tests completed recently by the other
department of NPIC that examined the performance of the natural circulation of the air on the
outside of the containment shell, and the planned heat transfer tests on flat plates simulating
water evaporation and steam condensation from the steel surfaces of the containment, as well
as the further study of water distribution on the outside of the containment shell.
The results of the PCCSAC code indicates a good agreement with the COMMIX code for
the prediction of the water film distribution of steam condensation onthe inside surface of the
steel containment in the presence of noncondensable gases while the system became steady as
shown in Figure 2 and 3 and also for the simulation of the transient spraying water film
distribution on the outside of the containment shell as given by Figure 4 and 5 but an
obviously different temperatures of the water film both on the inside and the outside
containment shell shown in Figure 6 and 7 as COMMIX code uses 3 - D model to describe the
containment space.

-J3G-

The PCCSAC nodalization for the PCCS is presented in Figure 8. The selected PCCSAC
results estimating the performance of the AC—600 passive containment cooling system under
LOCA and a steam line break accident are presented below. Figure 9 shows the transient
pressure inside the containment following a double—ended hot leg LOCA. The pressure rises
rapidly due to the blowdown mass and energy from the reactor coolant system and reaches a
first peak of 0. 27 MPa at about 12 seconds and the highest temperature is about 118 C.
Figure 10 shows a pressure transient fowllowing the main steam line break and the high
pressure setpoint of 0. 24 MPa is reached at about 4. 4 seconds. These calculations are
performed as part of the PCCSAC code development at present.

4. SUMMARY
The PCCSAC code is developed to estimate the safety performance of the AC — 600
passive containment cooling system and deep concern is focused on the different features on
the passive behavior of the system. The code verification up to now is preliminary but
satisfying and more comparison with the test results related to AC—600 is needed to perform.
In addition, PCCSAC model is obviously conservative especially for the Containment Space
description due to complicated natural convection and greater temperature gradient inside the
containment space as cooling by means of natural forces, therefore a further improvement by
using 2—D model for the containment space is under consideration to meet the requirement of
the more realistic modelization for the AC—600 passive containment cooling system.
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Figure 1. AC—600 Passive Containment Cooling System

Figure 3. Distribution of Condensation Film Thickness (COMMJX)
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Figure 8. PCCSAC Nodaiization for AC —600
Passive Containment Coling System
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NOMENCLATURE
A = area
h = specific enthalpy
M = mass
P = pressure
T = temperature
t = time
u = velocity
V = volume
W = mass flowrate
V = descending factor of liquid droplet
6 = thickness
p = density
Subscripts
a = dry air
B = break
C = containment or condensition
EX = outlet
g = wetted air
IN = inside or inlet
L = liquid phase
LF = liquid film
LV = liquid to vapor
SP = containment spray
SU = containment sump
V = vapor
w = wall

i
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THE FOURTH INTERNATIONAL
TOPICAL MEETING ON NUCLEAR THERMAL
HYDRAULICS, OPERATIONS AND SAFETY

PROGRESS IN REALISTIC LOCA ANALYSIS

A. C. CHEUNG

NUCLEAR SAFETY ANALYSIS & STRATEGIC DEVELOPMENT
NUCLEAR TECHNOLOGY DIVISION
WESTINGHOUSE, PITTSBURG, USA
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BACKGROUND

WHY WESTINGHOUSE, EPRI, AND U.S. UTILITIES ARE DEVELOPING
BEST ESTIMATE LOCA METHODS:

1.

CURRENT LARGE BREAK LOCA MODELS RESTRICT PLANT
OPERATING RANGE, AND PREVENT IMPROVEMENTS SUCH AS:
EXTENDED FUEL CYCLES
REDUCED VESSEL FLUENCE
SIMPLIFIED TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
MARGIN FOR LOAD FOLLOW

2.

EVALUATION OF PLANT CHANGES IS HAMPERED BY ARTIRCIAL
NATURE OF CURRENT METHODS.

0i:80-ll-0l->6
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1988 REVISION OF 10 CFR 50.46

ALLOWED FOR THE USE OF BEST ESTIMATE METHODOLOGY
MUST DEVELOP MODELS, BASED ON DATA, WHICH ARE
REALISTIC AND CAN PREDICT DATA MEAN
RANGE OF APPLICABILITY AND CODING OF MODELS AND
CORRELATIONS MUST BE DOCUMENTED
CODE MUST REALISTICALLY REPRESENT THE LOCA
PROCESSES
UNREALISTIC MODELS ARE NOT ACCEPTABLE;
SIMPLIFIED, YET CONSERVATIVE MODELS ARE ACCEPTABLE
PROVIDED THEY DO NOT RESULT IN UNREALISTIC BEHAVIOR.
REQUIRES ESTIMATE OF THE PCT AT 95 PERCENT
PROBABILITY.
MUST TAKE INTO ACCOUNT THE UNCERTAINTY:
IN THE PLANT,
THE ACCIDENT CONDITIONS, AND
THE COMPUTER CODE.

Ol:80-U-Ol-*6
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ADVANTAGES OF BEST ESTIMATE METHODOLOGY

PROVIDES A REALISTIC ASSESSMENT OF LOCA MARGIN

GENERATES LOCA MARGIN WHICH CAN BE USED TO:
1)

UPRATE

2)

INCREASE PEAKING FACTORS

3)

RELAX EMERGENCY DIESEL REQUIREMENTS

4)

INCREASE OPERATIONAL FLEXIBILITY

5}

REGAIN MARGIN LOST TO PLANT CHANGES AND
DEGRADATION OF EQUIPMENT

ESTABLISH A P U N T SENSITIVITY DATABASE

0l:80-ll-0l-*6 S8d
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BEST ESTIMATE CODE DEVELOPMENT

WESTINGHOUSE CHOSE COBRA/TRAC, DEVELOPED AT BATTELLE
NORTHWEST LABORATORIES, AS THE FOUNDATION FOR THE BEST
ESTIMATE COMPUTER CODE

THREE RELD MODEL (VAPOR, CONTINUOUS LIQUID, ENTRAINED
LIQUID) AND SUBCHANNEL FORMULATION WERE UNIQUE FEATURES

MODEL CHANGES WERE MADE TO IMPROVE THE PREDICTIVE
CAPABILITY, MAKE THE CODE MORE GENERALLY APPLICABLE, AND
INCREASE DEPENDABILITY.

01:80-11-01-^6
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MAJOR MODIFICATIONS:

FUEL ROD MODEL
ADDED CORE POINT KINETICS MODEL
ADDED BEST ESTIMATE MODELS FOR CLADDING CREEP,
BURST, BLOCKAGE FOR DIFFERENT CLADDINGS

SYSTEM HYDRAULICS/LOOPS
ORIRCE MODEL FOR DROP FORMATION FOR TOP DOWN
FLOODING
TRAC-PF1 CRrTICAL FLOW MODEL
NITROGEN TRACKING MODEL
IMPROVED HORIZONTAL SLIP MODEL

ERROR CORRECTIONS
FOUND FROM LINE-BY-LINE REVIEW

01=80-11-01-%
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MAJOR MODIFICATIONS:

CORE HEAT TRANSFER

IMPROVED MODELS AND CORRELATIONS FOR FILM
BOILING AND TRANSITION BOILING

ADDED A NEW CORREUTION FOR CONVECTIVE HEAT TRANSFER TO VAPOR

ADDED A MODEL TO ACCOUNT FOR DROP-VAPOR
TURBULENT INTERACTION

SPACER GRID MODELS:
LOCAL ENHANCEMENT TO CONVECTIVE HEAT
TRANSFER TO VAPOR
GRID REWET MODEL
DROPLET BREAKUP AT GRIDS

Oi:80-ll-Ol-!>6
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CODE VALIDATION

THE CSAU METHODOLOGY REQUIRES USE OF A STRICTLY
"FROZEN" CODE VERSION TO PERFORM THE VALIDATION
SIMULATIONS AND DETERMINE THE CODE BIAS AND
UNCERTAINTY

WESTINGHOUSE APPROACH HAS BEEN TO PERFORM A LARGE
NUMBER OF SIMULATIONS TO FULLY EXERCISE THE CODE

TEST MATRIX INCLUDES:
A)

BLOWDOWN HEAT TRANSFER SET

B)

REFLOOD HEAT TRANSFER SET

C)

HYDRAULICS (UNHEATED) SET

D)

INTEGRAL SYSTEMS TESTS
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SUMMARY OF ANALYSIS
RESULTS TO DATE

1.

CODE VALIDATION AGAINST EXPERIMENTAL DATA

2.

RESULTS OF PUNT ANALYSES
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Peak Cladding Temperatures
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Figure 1: Maximum Cladding Temperature Comparison.
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PLANT-SPECIFIC ANALYSIS PROGRAM

ESTABLISH ANALYSIS PARAMETERS
DESIRED PLANT OPERATING RANGE

DEVELOP PLANT-SPECIFIC MODEL
200 TO 250 CELLS IN THE VESSEL MODEL
20 TO 30 CELLS IN EACH LOOP

PERFORM 30-50 PLANT-SPECIFIC RUNS
ONE-AT-A-TIME AND COMBINED SENSITIVITIES
TWO RESPONSE SURFACES GENERATED

ESTABLISH 95TH PERCENTILE PCT, CONSIDERING THE FOLLOWING
UNCERTAINTY COMPONENTS:
CODE UNCERTAINTY
POWER DISTRIBUTION UNCERTAINTY
BREAK FLOW UNCERTAINTY
INITIAL CONDITION UNCERTAINTY
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LARGE BREAK METHODOLOGY SUMMARY

PCT UNCERTAINTY COMPOSED OF FOUR ELEMENTS:

1.

CODE BIAS AND UNCERTAINTY

2.

POWER DISTRIBUTION BIAS AND UNCERTAINTY

3.

BREAK FLOW BIAS AND UNCERTAINTY

4.

INITIAL CONDITION BIAS AND UNCERTAINTY

PCT EQUATION:
PCT, = PCT, 6 * 82 + APCTt) + APCTj, + APCTj, + APCT<
j » 1 : BLOWDOWNPCT
j = 2: REFLOODPCT

0359MY-082IW
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UNCERTAINTY ELEMENTS

CODE UNCERTAINTY MEASURES:
CODE ACCURACY IN PREDICTION OF PCT
DATA UNCERTAINTY

POWER DISTRIBUTION UNCERTAINTY MEASURES:
CORE POWER DISTRIBUTION VARIATIONS
POWER MEASUREMENT UNCERTAINTIES

BREAK FLOW UNCERTAINTY MEASURES:
BREAK R O W RATE UNCERTAINTY
BROKEN LOOP RESISTANCE UNCERTAINTY

INITIAL CONDITION UNCERTAINTY MEASURES:
SMALL VARIATIONS IN PLANT INITIAL CONDITIONS SUCH
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4-LOOP PLANTS

PARAMETER

PLANT 1

PLANT 2

POWER LEVEL, Mwt

3411

3216

FUEL TYPE

17X17 V5H

15X15 OFA

FQ/FdH

2.5/1.7

2.5/1J

STEAM GENERATOR
-MAXSGTP

51
15%

44
25%

CONTAINMENT

ICE COND

DRY

PCT (95%), °F

1780

2040

MARGIN USAGE:
CORE POWER INCREASED, SI FLOW DEGRADED, PEAKING FACTORS
INCREASED, RCS R O W REDUCED, DIESEL GENERATOR START TIME
RELAXED
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3-LOOP PLANTS
PARAMETER
POWER LEVEL, Mwt

2898

FUEL TYPE
- IFM GRIDS?

17X17 V5H
NO

FQ/FdH

2,5/1.7

STEAM GENERATOR
-MAXSGTP

51
25%

NOM. ACCUMULATOR
WATER VOLUME

1025 ft3

CONTAINMENT

SUB-ATM

PCT(95%),°F

1956

MARGIN USAGE:
PEAKING FACTORS INCREASED, DIESEL GENERATOR START TIME
RELAXED
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PROGRESS IN REALISTIC LOCA ANALYSIS
H. Y. Yotws, &. Jf. Bajorck, K. Ohkawa
Wtstinghoase Electric Corporation
RO.Box3$5
Pittsburgh, PA, USA
(412) 374-4S75
INTRODUCTION
la 195$ theUSNRC revised die EGCS rale contained in Appendix K and Section 50.46 of 10CFRPart501. wbk&governs the
acalysisoftheLotsOf Goofom Accident (LOCA). The revised
regulation allows tbe use of realistic computer models to calculate tfae toss of coolant accident, to addition, the nev regulation
allows the use of high probability gjlnwrw of peak cladding
temperature (PCT), rather (ban upper bouod estimates.
Prior to this modification, ibe ttgnhaiota were a prescriptive tec
of rale* wbkh defined wfxst assumption* most be made about tije
plant initial conditions and bow various physical processes
should be modeled. Tbo reujting analyies wwe nigbfy conscrv*tivt in their prediction of tfae performance of the ECCS, <ad
placed tig&t cocttraints on core power atttrSntioei, ECCS«t
kmaJre<paiTOi<mi,xndjnr^

2) Extending fiid cydes. Aside from tfae obvious
loog term saving in fuel costz, exrended Cydes
reduce tbe munber of outages. Tne total «annal
y
&om 12 to IS months has been estimated « »sveta! million dollars per plant. Similar saving*
tbouid rwrah from extending cydes to 24.
moons, «s loqg « naqoteraaoe and «urve Qlaace"
issues suodated with tbese cycie lengths can be
•oJved.

These icstnctiow, if relaxed, wffl jdknr *af *ckGtioaiI ccoooarj',
flexibility, M»J in same c*s«» mpcov«d rdwbfltty sod s«feiy at

3) ReducedscirveilLuice and simplified Technical
Spedficatious. Be»t estnnate methods are
expected to show the: several technical specifications can be relaxed or even ft^\rmt^ without
compromising piaqc tafety. For example, the &*queat sarveahnoe of accanndator witter levds
and pressare* may not b« oeoessary if h can be
shown tfttt wide variations la these partmeten;
do not significantly affect PCX.

cm be achieved by bnptetDCflting seveqi «vailjbl« core «od fad
rod designs to increoe fuel dbctxtrge bumtq) and redoes oeutroo
fiai on flte c»ctor vessel.

4} Rednced fiocace oa the retctor vesceL Eariy
iinptenentaticn} of Jaw lecfcafe loading pettera.
•irhkfa an made pot*aie by tbe twrgnJ geaerafed

metfaodx to LOCA
bredocttM in fbel
dting fiom apdniized fiid det^m, or biq«gsed rsvenae
^wtingt. Bid COK w i o g t «it rcfarivdy eftsy to
tramp.
qmaify, and tew been estnssted st «everal mfllioa* of dottwi
per cyde &r «a ia£vidita( pi**. B«« estimate method* ste d«o
Iiiely tn oontribotft sigraScandj » redactkxB in O&M com,
ahboagfa tfaa$e redaction* «re tnore dtfficxdt to quantify. Enmples of O&M cost tcdactioot are:
1) Dekytig eqdpmest teplaceisett. Wkfa be« e»tiinate metbods, LOCA B ao kxifer *fiKtoria
Smiting pow«r leveb ibr ptax* with niga tabe
pfuggiug Icveb or <Jegiade<l »fety icjecdoo tytcxat. IfotborreqidrecMtts forpUotopentioo
o n be met, reptx'CtDent qf pmntpa md stoja
generators can be defiyed icvei*} cydei, or permaoeody in come OHMS.

costx «t plants appmco tbe eodof tneirctareot
Dcease, or iftfceqse enemtoos a « sooght, when
tssotafioe wffl be icqaked that vessel integrity
can be
5) BeA estanate methods provide t weahh of informatkm of therespooaeof the piaot to dances is
plant cooditktttt (seositivny studies axe a basic
pact of a best estimate methodology). This brfbrfltuipn can be used by the otilky to perform
timely, high quality safety cvxhatfkxis to deteri
of safety of tbe plant.
The benefits oodiwd above bavt pnxnpced sigflificant mdustty
ac&viry to devdopfflctfaoditrfakn comply wftn the revised mic
Some recent wade b descrftted in the next secaoa.

RECENT WORK IN REALISTIC LOCA ANALYSIS
Shortly After tbe rale change, tbe USNRC issued a. regulatory
guide and a ECCS research compendium3, and sponsored a program 10 develop a structured rocthod for evaluating tbe uncertainties effecting the PCT for targe break LOCA. Tbc Code Scaling
Applicability. «nd Uixen&utty (CSAU) methodology w»s
developed4, and has been used by industry developers as a guide
for their own applications. The struenzred nxAod basically
involves the following steps:
1) Select tfae LOCA traosiMit (jj*. large orsmaU
break LOCA) tod the computer code.
2) Assess the code, demonstrate its applicability,
and estimate its bias and uncertainty relative to
appropriate tests and relative to scaling.
3) Evaluate die overall PCT nnoenainry, t*±in% into
account code uncertainty, reactor usual conditions, and accident boendary cooditxms.
Tbe CSAU program developed mctbods for each of these japs.
However the methodology was intended » a demonstration
raaer than a practical licensing appiicadon. Therefore, despite
tbe extensive guidance provided by tbe USNRC tfa« application
of the revised rok toopcraung PWR's remaim t-coinpiet oak. la
practical terms, the foflowing eJemeaa mutt be put of any ben
estinjaie evalajctjofl model:
- Develop a bttt estimate compuref code.
- Prepare a models aod cortrfarioes docmneot wfaica
descrftes the computer code in detail, nod dem- Perform "froara'" code verificadoti and quantify
code uncertainty.
- Develop an nncerainy ibetbodology for n*e witi

the best «"^9fr n'mp'Trvc'fffr
- Ertinaue tfje 95 percent probability PCT with all
uncertainties accoaausd f o t
- Sabnnt nec**wry docaioeoatiOB for USNRC
approraL
Electric Power **s«rdj Iaadtme (EPRI)

p
anpleroeot th* rev»*d Appeodj^ K isle which incoipoaBat tbe
efememi otdinod above, and submitted thb. metfaodojogy to tbe
NRC for review. Some bask retain, k n o t s learned, «od m o w

LOCA. These minimum required features arc vrcj| known to ibe
industry (a good summary h Coataioed in tbe Reg Guide2). A key
requirenKJK u a. fall treatment of Dooequilibrhiin two pfaase flow.
Westingboutt selecwd tne COBRA/TRAC5 code as toe base
scarce code for best eaimau LOCA, and added additional model*- WCOBRA/TRAC combine* two-fiuid, three-field, muJtidimensiooaj fluid eqtaaons used ic the vessel with ooediroajiioasi, drift-flax equsdons uted in the loops to allow i
complete and oetsdjed simulation of a PWR. Westinghouse
jcJccted COBRA/TRAC for the foiiawing reasocx:
a) Tbe use of three-fiokft (vapor, continuous liquid,
and eooaiaed ikjuid) in tbe vestel allows realistic modeling of eatraimaent, de-entraionient.
droplet flow, and liquid pooUngb) Tbe code is capable of modeling two and three
dimc-nsjooal flow; in tbe vcsseL
c) Tbe channel nodmg aoprosch in tbe vessel u
carcmery flexible and tncful in dUTcicuriating
between ft»d ««<anblies under <£Serca upper
plenum structoret and ic examining tbc tbermajbydrauljc befajrvior in. tbe higbest po^ sseta-

d) Wextin^boase bad gained CotjskJcrabk esperiencs ia uiing aod deTdopb^g COBRA/TRAC
daring tbe FLECHT-SEA5ET program. Results
of this program iaSatted mat WCOBRA/TRAC
could accurately p^ttSctrefloodifaennaJ-hydraQlict.
e> Inht«vigiyofttate<^ne«aacoaiputercodesm
meECCS reseaicncompeodiuBi3,me COBRA/
TRAC code was foood to satisfy tbe basic
reoairwnenti of abctt<t*rqnaie tbenpal-hvdr»&Iiccode.

WCOBRA/IUAC it particolarry appropriate for ibis applicarion
becao*« of ks resoltttkM of tbe liquid fidd into continuous and
<£specsed 5dds. Tome mas» and momefltazn «quadoas are served
in d>e rettel m each a£ up to three dnnenstom, allowing Ae Ik}aid aod enoiiaed liquid golds to flow with differea* velocities relative » t b e vapor fidd. Vas pexsatx mew mecbanistic modding
of several LOCA rctaedpheaomena occurring inside die vessel,
such ax:

paper and are discussed below.

- Moltidimefisioaal
- CocotercanwH flow of liquid films and drops

WESTTNGHODSE/EPRI METHODOLOGY:

-DiopJetflow

CODE ASSESSMENT
SELECTION O F T H E C O M P U T E R CODE
Several codex ate ar*3*bl« today which coacun most, if not all of
the essential fasnire* required fora "-^??*^~ acalyn* of rbt

that are csed to re*liw>caDyy sitmri^tc tbe
p p y
b
tfaermal-byorftiitic respooH of aFWR to a pocoilated large break
LOCA man b« ev4u«ted tn demoostnuc the «d«qu«ry of tbe

-ZZ8-

two-phase models and to quantify tbe degree of uncertainty for
the computational techniques. An "nnpoctam part of this evaluation h die computer code assessment rial compares the results of
simulations of relevant experiments to tbe measured data from
expert mews.
In order to obtain a meaningful estimate of tbe code uncertainly,
the assessment must be cocnprebensivc, simulating a wide variety
of experiment*] facilities and test conditions. The assessment test
m«rixnsed for WCOBRA/TRACa Shown in TibfcsItDj. Tbe
tables show the important LOCA phenomena, a* identified by the
CSAU study4, and winch tests were simulated to denjonontte the
code's ability to predict those phenomena. Foe most pbenomeaa,
both a. separate effects test and an integral effects test were stmalaied, io order to investigate if a dependence OQ scale exited in
the calcdxtiocs. In a{L over 90 separate straulaooas were ear>
ried out oa 15 cxpetimcBxal facilities. Fifty-foar of tbe amsd»tions were for tests winch generated a peak dadding letnperatare
thai could be w e d to determine Ac code overall bias tad uncertainty. Figure I shows the comparison of predicted and measuredPCIsfortherefloodtests. Rodkxtooiuwiditwnperaflire*
within two standard deviaiions of the test petk temperature are
shown, resulting in 2-4 points on tbe figarepersimuladDa.

Table I.

Bkywdown LOCA Phenomena Assc«m-7jf

LOCA PROCESS:

TEST
SIMULATION
o

Expert Ranking
Separate Effects Tests:
Q-lBlowdown

8

G-2 Bkrwxjkjwn

ORNL Slowdown
Marviken
LOFT

A fundamental re<^ireme^tfihe8»eisaKaiaDder the CSAU
gaidel'mes a that tiic code version be "frozen" during rapteueotarioQ of tbe entic mxrix. K, <teiag the tn&smcnt. cx>de perfofbe tjrft*rrs/>irtoryr nt^coveujcoti csn be ciyir,
ssmcmrjoa£iix.mica be repeated. Tables I t o 3
but the entire
ftpreieot nntalatkna pcrfonned with the saaje r s s i o a of WCt>
BRA/TRAQ and do not 'mdode my of the ewlier Bwe$tment
studies performed o a earlier vcrsioos.
Tbe code uncertainty, wtnch is derived from experimena, most
be shown to be applicable t o PWR wmdatkMt. To adriev* thai,
strict ooe-*o-ooe correspondence between tbe aodiag used in the
experiment simulations tod thai used in the FWR stntohtioa
fljust be maintained. In the Wetringbowe methodology, corcespoodence wifa axfaJ cefl lengttn h ttairtaiaed whereircrpottiW« between *ett» and PWR"*.
AWwggfa the PCT is the key LQCA p»ametec o<ner paraaieten
owst be compared to assess the code predictive capability, and

Table 2.

Refill LOCA Phenomena Assessment

LOCA PROCESS:

i
TEST

CL

SIMULATION

fififcl

s

tsoos made were

Expert Ranking
- Quench tinw
- Mass nrwuiuitu iuibc tystcn
- Loop flows and pcesBin drops
- \bid fractions
- Coaqter-cnrrent ficrw Gmiri (CCJL)
Finally, a seal ing analysts matt he perfbi m«L Tbe objective of
tfaa analysis is to estabGsb whether the code exhibits * Was with
iocrcttTmg scale in any of several feey LOCA parameter*-This
scaling cntfysz* was performed wife WOOBRA/TRAC*, » d
demonstrated that a scaling bis* and uncertainty did not have «o
be applied for WCOBRA/TRAC

Separate Effects Test*
G-lBlowdown
G-2Bkrwdown
G-2RcfiO
1/3 Scale SAV Mix.
MarvOcen
Create
LOFT
UPTFTcsi6
UPTFTc3t8

8

s
t/1

Number of Simulation*
Fuel Rod Oxidation
Fuel Rod Decay
Fuel Rod Gas Conductivity
\

Core Reflood He*t Transfer
3D Flow Void Generation
3D Flow EDtrainment
Upper Plenum Entntiiunert
Hot U g Bntralnmeiu
Steam Ceocoitof Steam Binding
Pump TVo-Phaxt Pcrfi3rmanc«
Cold Leg/AccumuJntot Non-Cond.
DowTKomer Hot Wall
Plenum Hoi Wall
Loop Oscillations

-
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PROCESS IDENTIFICATION AND RANKING
Tbe developers of the CSAU methodology recognized the need
for an assessment ofibetmoertaiirtyinallLOCAphcnonjeiHBnd
the degree to which the individual uncertainties affect the PCT.
In principle, this would require a complete assessment of all modefe and correlations used in a realistic computer code In practice,
a less complex approach was needed. In the CSAU methodology,
an espert panel was ujed to rank LOCA processes, and the highest ranked processes were included in the uncertainty assessment.
A similar approach ww followed by Wesunghouse, but this w »
augmented by excessive plant sensitivity studies with the code,
to confirm the predicted effect. la some instances, paraiheten not
originally thought to be important were found to have i substantial effect on PCT. In general, it was found that expert Opinion is
effective in identifying potential important comribotors; however.
predictions of tbe impact of such contributors was less reliable,
especially when previora experience with cxher computer calculations was not available.

4. HP< assembly location: The assembly receives diff>»-m
amounts of water directly from the upper head and upper plenum
depending upon its location relative to the control rod guide
tnbes. ft was been found that there is a variety of upper plenum
configurations above the assemblies. Each configuration must be
evaluated to assess its impact on assembly flow during blowdown.

B. REFLOOD:
I. ECCS flow rates and temperaflircs: While in some cases variations in these parameters did not have a significant effect on PCT,
it was clear from the calculated results that tbe vessel mass inventory during rcflood was strongly affected by ihe SJ flow raie and
temperature, and roe accumulator temperature. In addition, ECCS
temperamre affected the mixture level in the downcotner which
in turn affected bow much ECCS was entrained £c*n the vessel
during reflood- In general, higher ECCS water flow and/or lowr
temperature resulted in increated vessel mass inventory and
improved core cooling dwisg reflood.

SENSITIVITY CALCULATIONS

Pftswe: A higher containment pressure was

p

A large number of sensitivity studies were performed for several
PWR designs. Typical results for a three loop plant are presented
hi Figures 2 to 5. Figure 2 sfcow» the mwitnum PCT at all elevations during the transient, white Figure 3 shows selected derations. Figures 4 and 5 iDustnuse tbe core sod downcomer
collapsed liquid levels. Tbe otctilaxxy earJy refiood period is
deatly evident. Based on seoskivky stadkt performed to date,
there are a relatively small Bomber ofpanuBetert which affect the
LOCA transient significantly. The effects can be summarized as
fbHows;

A.BLOWDOWN
I- Broken loop resistance: Variations in relative resistance of tbe •
path from the core » t b e break on the loop side, and from the cote
to the break on me vessd side were found to «ff«ct tbe PCT
cum. by the fbSowisg:
bfeak djscnarx
efficient
break type
break location
vessel tnlet IKTE/I^ n^ptinnce on broken loop
parnp resistance on broken loop
;: On the tatact loops, me most
2 . In*3*? to°P pmrp
significant parameter ms fband to be wbetber the RCS pomp
j

power to the pump* resulted in a higher PCT, booms* h inhibited
downward flowthrongh the cote as the system de-prcswrized.
3. Fuel stored energy and Power: Dnrirtg btowdown. the most signifiant core power distribction paranMer is the maximum average fod tempetature. TfaH establsfaet the fir« peak cUtWing
lemperamre, and generally affecu tbe (ecood and third peaks as
wdl. Tbe miijal fud tempcratnrc is affected primariy by the
dm« in cycle and by the peak linear be* rate.

found to significantly improve the vessel mass inventory and subsequenr reflood transient.
3. Fcj| residual power cfistribtfliorr It was observed that the PCT
locadon daring reflood was typiceilrWgh in the core. Consequently, roe core power distribution, as well as the hot assembly
power affected the reflood PCT.

UNCERTAINTY EVALUATION
As t result of the code validation, LOCA process ranking, and
sensitivity studies, the overall uncertainty was concluded to arise
from four major source*:
1. Code btai and uncertainty
2. Power distribotioq bias and oncettainrj
3- Break flow bias and oocertainry
4. Iotttaf condhioq WKeraj&ty
These ekroems aie considered to affect the base case PCT as:
PCTj- PCTj** APCTy + APCT,
where;
PCTB< Base case PCT. Tbe base caae FCTis calculated using
WOOBRA/TRAC at nominal ccodUioas for Wowdown
0-1) and reflood (j-2)
- Code biat and oactruinty: the ocrfe bias accounts fix
differences between me computer code prediction of
tests which wmulaterhe PWR LOCA transient,and
tbe measured data, and is nxfependeat of the plant
type. Different vafoes are used for the blowdown xni
refloodPCTs.

i - Power distribution bias and uncertainty: This bias is
the difference between toe base case PCT, which
assumes a «onrirjalpow<r distribution, and the average PCTtaldng into sccoumafl possible power distributions during normal plant operation. Elements
which contribute lo the uncertainty of dns bias, are
calculatianal uncertainties, decay heat uncertainties,
and variations due to transient operation of the reactor.
j - Break flow bias and uncertainty: this bias is the difference between the base case PCT. which asswnes best
estimate break flow parameters, and the average PCT
taking inso account all possible values of tbe break
flow parameters. Toe uncertainty of this bias takes
into account rhe effects of break discharge coefficient
and broken loop resistance.
APCT* " Initial condition bias and uncertainty: this bias is the
difference between the base case P^T, which assumes
several nominal or average initial ooodrdom, and tbe
average PCT taking imo account all possible values of
die initial conditions. This bias tzices into account
plant variations which have a relatively small effect oa
PCT.
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Each element includes a correction or bias, which is added to tbe
base case PCT to move it doserto tbe expected, or average fCT.
Tbe bias from each element has an uncertainly associated with
tbe data used in derive tbe bias. Each element of nncertainty is
asstm*^b>dep«>3eatI>enJOOStrtH^ofth^
be provided, of OOurse, aod requires additional sefisitivtry stwEes.
With the exception of the code uncertainty, the uncertainty coo-portents are typically plant specific.

Peak CJaddirvg Temperatures
2*OO

2200-

TYPICAL RESULTS
There are plant specific differences wfcidi roust be accounted for
in the oncerainty evaluation. However, in general, h w»s found
ihat the code uncertainty, the power distribution uncertainty, aod
the break flow ttnoeftabayafl oosqibated approximately equally
to ibe overall unc«rtainty. The dzftereace between tbe average, or

u.
en 20OO-

"a

sampled PCTs &H) and tbe 95% probability vthie ranged from
3 5 0 0 ^ f 4
probability level ranged from 1800 °Fio 2000 *F. after taking
advantage of avtDbbk margin to increase peaking factors, core
power, aad operating bands.
CONCLUSION

£
o_

8OO

P«ak

While the LOCA u * complex transieot to simulate, the state of
tbe an in thermal hydraulic* baa advanced sufficiently to allow its
realistic prediction, and tbe appKcaaoa af advanced method* <o
day » day reactor design. a« demonstrated by the methodology
described here.
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